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The worst thing you can take with you
to the CPA Exam is an average memory.
Why Most Candidates Fail.
Cramming is not the most intelligent way to prepare your
brain for the most critical moment of your professional life.
Cramming merely overloads
the brain. Even worse, cramming m ay actually im pair the
brain's ability to retain information.
Even the most popular review
program s tend to flood your
mind with superfluous information that will never be needed.
And many reviews fail to isolate
those very trouble spots that
cause most CPA candidates to
fail over and over again.
What you need is a learning
system that demonstrably enhances your inherent ability to
absorb information in chunks,
and then to play it back on demand.

Jovanovich, Inc., these two publications contain the essential
knowledge of at least 15,000
pages of standard textbook material,
They contain no unnecessary
verbiage, no insulting filler. Just
"meat" that you can logically assimilate in up to 80% less time
than wading through the conventional literature.

Up to 80% Less Torture.

take during a comprehensive review seminar.
Significantly, neither text is an
outline nor written like one.
The innovative format is logical, lucid, and com plete, No
other source materials are necessary.
Of utmost importance, the underlyi ng teachi ng tec hni que
effectively im plants crucial
points through subtle repetition
in order to help assure outstanding retention and grasp of data
at the time you need it.
Knowledge acquired through
the Comprehensive Memory Reinforcem ent
System is so
firm ly gained t hat real "carryover" benefi ts m ay be expected to accrue, not only at the
time of the CPA Exam, but later
on the job.
No serious CPA candidate
can afford to ignore the obvious
connection between m emory
and future earnings.
TM

Introducing Comprehensive
Memory Re- inforcement.TM

Completely Updated
Thru SAS 22 and FASB 21.

The Miller Com prehensive
CPA Review, with its Companion
Workbook, in our judgment, is a
real breakthrough in speeding
the brain's ability to absorb, and
lengthening the time it can retain
essential information.
Developed during live CPA
Sem inars by Harcourt Brace

Virtually all essential subjects
that have ever appeared or
could appear on the Uniform
CPA Exam are covered. Everything is completely up to date
through SAS 22 and FASB 21,
The Workbook contains most
of the notes you'd be likely to

Unconditional Guarantee.
Order your books today and
they'll be shipped to you immediately. W e'll refund your purc h as e pr i c e, n o qu es t i on s
asked, should you decide to return the books within 15 days
after receipt.

Miller Comprehensive CPA Review, Inc.

I 757 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y., 10017
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❑ ❑Please❑send❑me❑the❑Miller❑Comprehensive❑CPA❑Review❑and
Companion W orkbook. Enclosed is $87.50. (if I'm not fully satisfied, I
have the right to return both books within 15 days and receive a full
refund of $87.50.)
New York City residents, please add 8% sales tax. N.Y. State residents.
please add appropriate state and local taxes.
❑ ❑Rush❑orders❑—❑please❑add❑$4.50❑for❑first❑class❑mail❑delivery.
Name

Address
City

State
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Miller Comprehensive CPA Review, Inc.
A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Starting Early
Two months ago a new category of membership— Associate
Membership —was established by the Association. This permits
former students to continue to receive NAA services at one -half the
regular dues for a period of two years after graduation. It is
designed as a transition from student membership to regular
membership, easing the burden of the regular membership dues
while the individual is settling into his career path.
We believe it is a good incentive for an accounting graduate to
start early a life -long relationship with NAA. There are a little more
than 5,000 students currently on the membership rolls. We hope a
large percentage of these students will transfer their membership to
the new category and in the course of time progress to regular
membership. As an added incentive, the registration fee is waived
for both student members and associate members transferring to
regular membership.
Students who are interested in the new category should get in
contact with the local NAA chapter or write directly to the NAA
office for an application form. The card enclosed in each issue of
this magazine also can be used to obtain the required application
forms.
It is the graduating students going into entry-level positions now
who are the future leaders of accounting. NAA, we believe, has
much to offer them in the way of accounting education, keeping
current with the literature, and communicating with colleagues. By
the same token they have much to offer NAA in the way of
leadership, new ideas and the conduct of the Association's
activities. We urge every student to take advantage of this
opportunity.

CLEMENS A. ERDAHL
President, 1978 -79
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THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT LOOKS AT EPS vs. ROI:
CONFLICT IN MEASURING PERFORMANCE
By Alb ert D. Bu rger and Stuart K. Webster
It's prob ably as classic a case as you can get of the squeaky wheel getting the grease.
Becau se of widespread interest by stockholders, on one hand, and corporate executives
anxious to "prove" their performance, on the other, the earnings - per -share wheel has
been kept aligned, balanced, and, of course, well lubricated. There is, however, at least
one other wheel on the business vehicle —ROI. Have we been oiling
9 the wrong
9 bearings?
9

Cover:
Molten ingots of steel
such as these are
accounted for by a
standard cost system
at Lukens Steel Co.
See page 25.
Photo by Ewing Galloway.
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STANDARD COST IN ACTION
By Jo sep h H. Ericso n, Jr.
If the price of scrap steel goes from $75 a ton to $100 a ton, is it appropriate to charge one
of the processing departments with the increase? Actual cost systems tend to do this,
whereas a stand ard cost system would set up standard values for scrap and then isolate
and identify variances from the standard.

33

PEERS, PERSUASION, AND HORIZONTAL MANAGEMENT
By An g elo s A . Tsak lan gan os
As organ ization s becom e larger and as computer applications becom e increasingly
widespread, horizontal management becomes necessary. Multinational corporations, for
example, are both too large and too geographically dispersed to function rationally within
the traditional vertical corporate structure. New forms of organization must therefore
appear, and horizontal management figures prominently among them.

38

INTEREST ON EQUITY CAPITAL AND CASB STANDARD 414
By Keith Bry an t, Jr. and Carolyn V. Phillips
The cost of using capital regardless of whether it is debt or equity should be accounted for
in the same way. CASB Standard 414 make a significant beginning in that direction.

42

DIFFERENT COSTS FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES
By Ed win Barten stein
The subject of this article is as old as accounting itself, but it keeps coming up—as it
probably always will. Just how do we account for idle capacity? A suggestion to cost
accountan ts: stop trying to choose one best method.

48

IS THE CONTROLLER AN ENDANGERED SPECIES?
By William H. Hern andez
There is a growing divergency between the objectives of management and financial
reporting that may spell the end of the corporate controller position as we now know it.
The accounting profession itself may, in fact, find it necessary to undergo extensive
changes if it is to continue functioning effectively.
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LYBRAND AW ARDS -1978
For most outstanding manuscripts submitted during the year, Albert D. Burger wins Gold
Medal; C. Mike Merz, Silver Medal, and Jack L. Smith, Bronze Medal. Sixteen others are
awarded Certificates of Merit and six, Certificates of Recognition.

58

OLEAN- BRADFORD AREA, PENNSYLVANIA NORTHWEST
SWEEP COMPETITION
For first time, one chapter wins both Stevenson Trophy and Presidents' Award. Akron
Cascade, Virginia Skyline and Suburban Northeast Philadelphia also win top trophies.

62

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND BEHAVIOR
A new research study just published by NAA examines the behavioral effects on a total
accounting system in a single company. It is offered free to all NAA members for a limited
time period.
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LETTERS to the editor
PEOPLE IN THE NEWS all about members and other financial executives

Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Association policy unless so
stated. Reprints of articles appearing in any issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
are available from NAA's Special Order Department.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Vol. LX, No. 2. Published monthly by
National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. Price $2.00
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We never qu it .. .
we always get fired.
That's good for you, and
it makes us happy too!
When you need temporary fill -in people in accounting,
bookkeeping or data processing, you want them FAST You
have a specific job waiting.
You want them to get the job done with no ifs, ands, or buts
... QUICKLY.
You want them to be slightly over - qualified so your people
won't have to spend their valuable time explaining what is
needed.
You want these people to come in, do the job, and leave.
That's what ou r peo ple want to o!
This is why we say the sooner you fire us, the happier we
will be.
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World's largest temporary service specializing exclusively in
Accounting, Bookkeeping and Data Processing emergencies.
Look us up in the White Pages
in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Congressman Moss Introduces
Public Accounting Regulatory Act

Jr., former SEC commissioner and now Washington counsel for the American Institute of
CPAs, saw little chance, at least in this session
of Congress. He said, however, that the bill
probably will be re- introduced in the next Congressional session. At that time, passage of the
bill will depend upon the effectiveness of the
new AICPA structure set up to review and monitor the activities of CPA firms, on the possibility
of a corporate accounting scandal hitting the
front page ... and on any action the SEC might
take.

SEC Would Give AICPA More Time
Congressman John E. Moss, a vocal critic of
the accounting profession, has introduced a bill
designed to regulate certified public accounting
firms. The bill would establish a National Organization of Securities and Exchange Commission Accountancy and would require all CPA
firms practicing before the Securities & Exchange Commission to register with it. Moreover, it would empower this organization to
conduct a continuing program of review and investigation of audits performed by CPA firms
registered under the Act and to take disciplinary action against such accounting firms and
the principals, "including economic sanctions,
fines, and suspension of or expulsion from registration."
Supplanting FASB
The bill would also give the new organization
the power to supplant the Financial Accounting
Standards Board and, in effect, render it powerless. It would require the SEC to determine "a
list of issues, relating to accounting principles
and auditing and quality control standards, to
be addressed on a priority and timely basis, and
to develop and issue accounting principles and
auditing standards if the appropriate designated organizations fail to develop needed principles and standards in a satisfactory manner."
Another clause would require the SEC to review all accounting principles "for purposes of
determining if optimum uniformity has been
achieved, and in cases in which such uniformity
has not been achieved, develop and issue the
needed accounting principles." The bill also
would direct the SEC to require each publicly owned corporation to set up an audit committee, whose membership could not include a
present or former officer or employee of the
corporation, or anyone with any significant involvement with the management of the corporation.
No Chance of Passage this Year
What are the chances of passage of this controversial bill? Speaking at the NAA Annual
Conference in San Francisco, A.A. Sommer,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

The SEC has not lost faith in the ability of the
accounting profession to regulate itself and remedy some of the problems that Congress has
criticized. This is the gist of a "Report to Congress on the Accounting Profession and the
Commission's Oversight Role." According to
Harold M. Williams, SEC chairman, the report
indicated that sufficient progress had been
made since last September to make the Commission "supportive of allowing the process additional time to develop," Although the Commission has some doubts and uncertainties
about a number of moves the profession has
taken, it believes that the profession and the
agency are on a constructive course. In response to the criticism of public accounting by
Congressional commiies, the AICPA established a division of accounting firms that practice before the SEC and a public board to monitor these firms' performance.

SEC Will Require Internal Audit
Reports
The Commission will require corporations to file
public reports on the adequacy of their internal
accounting controls "at some point in the near
future," SEC Chairman Williams told the Institute of Internal Auditors at the IIA annual meeting in San Francisco. He also urged the auditors to support audit committees of corporate
boards and encouraged them to communicate
directly with members of such committees.

Financial Officers Want FAS 8 Repealed
Sixty out of 117 financial officers polled by the
Conference Board want the FASB to repeal its
controversial Statement No. 8, which lays down
standardized rules on reporting foreign exContinued on page 63

Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

FASB Asks for Feedback
The FASB invited public comment on its statements that have been in effect for at least two
years. Responding to a recommendation by the
Structure Committee of the Financial Accounting Foundation that it experiment with a more
formal post- enactment review process, the
Board called for comments on its Statements
Nos. 1 through 12. The FASB also will consider
comments on APB Opinions and Accounting
Research Bulletins. After assessing written
comments, the Board may hold public hearings, the scope and timing of which will be determined later, and will then determine whether
any statements will be reconsidered. Comments were requested by August 15.

FASB Issues DM on Interim Reporting
The Financial Accounting Standards Board has
published a discussion memorandum on Interim Financial Accounting and Reporting that will
serve as the basis for a public hearing beginning September 26. The discussion memorandum, which was prepared by staff with the advice and assistance of a 12- person task force,
is a neutral document which raises issues, describes a variety of alternative solutions, and
solicits comments from the public. Contrasted
in the discussion memorandum are two principal approaches to determining interim period
net income. The "integral view" holds that the
year is the prime reporting period, that an interim period is an integral part of a year, and that it
should bear a part of annual expenses that are
related to revenue generation activities for that
period. Estimated annual expenses therefore
are allocated to parts of a year in proportion to
sales volume or to a similar activity basis. According to the "discrete view," a year and its
parts are seen as discrete periods for which
financial results are reported. Inasmuch as ac-

counting is considered to be the recording of
transactions or events as they occur, the basis
for recognizing an expense does not change
with the period of time covered by an earnings
report. In current practice, the Board notes, the
integral approach often is considered appropriate if either revenues or expenses are affected
by seasonal factors or if they arise irregularly
during a year. Many enterprises use the integral
view for some but not all expenses, the Board
says, and virtually all enterprises use the discrete approach for some costs. A third possibility also is being considered, an approach in
which criteria would be established to determine which of the two principal views should be
applied in measuring a particular revenue or expense item.

CASB Releases Draft on Facilities Cost
The Cost Accounting Standards Board has issued a staff research paper on the cost of money as an element of the cost of facilities capital
as regards assets not yet in service. Two approaches are being considered for assigning
such costs. They are:
• Capitalize the cost of money related to such
investment as an element of the acquisition
cost of constructed assets.
• Amend CAS 414 (Cost of Money as an Element of the Cost of Facilities Capital) to allocate the proposed additional cost of money
among the cost objectives of the current period.

MAP Committee Endorses Effort
To Reduce Small Business Burden
The Management Accounting Practices Committee endorsed the effort by the Securities &
Exchange Commission to lessen the reporting
burden of small businesses (MAP, June 1978).
In replying to two SEC releases, the Committee
advocated the adoption of a proposed simplified registration form, S -18, but cautioned that,
in general, the Commission should heed the
recommendation by the Advisory Committee
on Corporate Disclosure that any reduction in
the amount or quality of disclosure must not
damage the interests of investors or potential
investors. The MAP Committee also stressed
that, while reducing the expense of compliance
is desirable, the Commission should be cognizant of the potential change in legal liability of
public accountants, attorneys, and underwriters
that is concomitant with reduction of disclosure
requirements.

Continued on page 63
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Notes and observations from IBM that may prove of interest to business planners

There are1600 Kinneyretail stores across the U.S. With 180 new stores
opening each year, Kinney financial
inancial executives must make accurate forecasts
of capital needs.

ADRS Helps Kinney Plan 1$0
New Store Openings Aear
Financial planners at Kinney Shoe
Corporation project capital requirements for the opening of 180 new stores a
year. Each new store is a substantial capital venture in itself, involving interior
design and construction, contracting for

space, assembling an inventory, and adding or transferring a staff of people.
With the aid of an IBM program
called A Departmental Reporting System (ADRS), Kinney planners can revise
their projections quickly and as often as

needed to accommodat e sch edule
changes.
"We need to know what will happen
to our capital requirements if we add a
few stores to the schedule, or postpone
one opening from the first to the third
quarter," says Selig Adler, budget director for the major New York City -based
shoe merchandiser, with 1600 retail
stores across the U.S.
"To get the answers, we enter variable data through a computer terminal,"
Adler explains. "Ultimately the system
will automatically pick up a large mass of
basic fixed data, such as construction
costs and pay rates, and perform the repetitive calculations. If we need to
change the schedule of store openings —
or just want to evaluate the effects of a
proposed change — we can key in a new
capital spending plan and get a revised
printout of our financial plan in moments."
Adler and his fellow financial executives interact directly with an IBM
System /370 Model 158 computer, using
simple English -like commands to specify
the desired reports and tables.
With ADRS, Adler is also able to develop detailed financial plans, weekly
sales reports on Kinney and its competition, projections of sales and profit derived from past and present operating
data, and other reports used by Kinney's•
top management in making operating
decisions.
"Now I do a lot less pencil- pushing,"
Adler adds. "I can concentrate on what
goes into a projection, and if something
doesn't look right, I have time to decide
which input needs changing. Often, I
had to live with the first result because of
time pressure. Now I can make last minute revisions and get much better
forecasts "
Says senior vice president Thomas E.
Page: "We write these applications ourselves using ADRS, so we have them in
days instead of months. Our planning
documents are modified constantly as
our needs change, or when management
wants financial projections in more detail
or differently organized. Now we can revise a format on the spot and obtain a new
printed copy promptly. Kinney gets
better information sooner and makes
decisions on a more meaningful basis."
0 Kinney is a registered trademark of Kinney Shoe Corporation.

Advertisement

WholS ZOO:
A Social Register forAnimals
One American zoo needed a Celebes
ape not long ago. Another needed an
echidna (or spiny anteater). A computer
helped each identify a zoo with a surplus
of the desired animal.
The American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums, in conjunction with Federal agencies and private
foundations, sponsors a project that
some day will store data on every animal
in every zoo in most countries of the
world. The association's International
Species Inventory System (ISIS), headquartered at the Minnesota Zoological
Garden, Apple Valley, has already placed
in an IBM computer detailed information on 25,000 mammals and 10,000
birds located in zoos in the United
States, Canada, and Europe. ISIS will
someday also include data on reptiles,
amphibians, and fish.
The International Species Inventory System (ISIS), a computer data base ofanimals in zoos, is helping endangered
species like this Siberian tiger.

A Vital Task
Says Janice M. Olsen, systems manager of ISIS: °A vital task of modern zoos
is to develop and maintain self-

sustaining populations of captive wild
species and —in certain cases —to provide
the only reservoir of species on the verge
of extinction. To do this, we must collect
data and share it.
"ISIS tells us the captive numbers
and reproductive rates of animals on the
endangered species list, such as the Indian rhinoceros, Siberian tiger and
orangutan. This information aids the development of breeding management
programs for captive wild animals."
Finding Rare Mates
Another valuable service of ISIS —the
acronym spells the name of the Egyptian
goddess of motherhood and protection —
is the finding of a mate for a rare species
in a zoo that does not have one of each
sex. The computer, which is an IBM
System /370 Model 158 in the state data
processing center in St. Paul, Minnesota, helps to match animals needing
mates with available candidates, to the
benefit of the rare species themselves
and of zoos all around the world.

Budgeting for R&D Results at Owens- Corning
"With hundreds of programs in
progress at any one time, it is no simple
task to assign resources — people, equipment, supplies and space —to accomplish
our mission while adhering to our budget," says Clem Schilling, manager of fiscal operations, at the Technical Center of
Owens- Corning Fiberglas Corporation,
Granville, Ohio. "The computer has
been an invaluable management tool for
US.

Owens - Coming's Dr. Gary Ganzala forecasts the performanceofa glassmaking
furnace by analyzing the operation ofthis working scale model.

A steady stream of innovations from
the Center keeps Owens- Corning in the
forefront as a leading supplier of glass
fiber products to the industrial, construction and consumer markets. Manufacturing groups in 72 Owens- Corning
plants across the U. S. —and in factories of
subsidiaries and affiliates around the
world — send the Center their toughest
problems in product development and
manufacturing.
"The sponsor of each research program tells us what he wants to accomplish, and we in turn respond with the
approximate level of expenditure,"
Schilling notes. "We spread the gross
budget over accounts such as payroll and
equipment , project by pro ject and
month by month:'
An IBM program called Virtual

Golar Freeze, a liquefied natural gas (LNG) carrier, is a recent addition to the modern Gotaas- Larsen fleet. The company, a major
owner and operator ofseagoing carriers, develops financial plans with the help ofan IBM computer.

Gotaas- Larsen Builds Financial Models for Its Fleet
Gotaas - Larsen Shipping Corporation
owns and operates about 40 modern
ocean -going vessels: liquefied natural
gas (LNG) carriers, crude oil carriers,
chemical carriers, bulk carriers, semi submersible drilling rigs and cruise

Machine /Conversational Monitor System (VM /CMS) enables the budget analyst to interact directly with the computer. After he enters the budget totals
through an online terminal, the computer performs all the arithmetic and
prints a spread sheet. Often, the analyst
repeats the cycle many times to accommodate changes or to try alternatives. A
manager knows within hours — instead of
weeks or months —how many people his
laboratory can support during the year.
He can deal more intelligently with his
sponsors because he knows immediatey
the effect on people, supplies and equipment of a change in the available finds.
"I enter spread -sheet items at a terminal, make changes immediately at the terminal, and our System /370 Model 158
prints out a revi sed spread sheet
promptly," Schilling adds. "When we receive a final appropriation from corporate
headquarters in December, I can run
budget simulations at the terminal to determine the effects on our workload of
alternate allocations of funds.
"The computer helps snake better
use of available funds and gives a truer
picture of actual performance. It means
more and better information, faster, for
project people and management."

ships. A subsidiary of IU International
Corporation, the company must operate
in many foreign markets. "Some time
ago," says Kenneth A.B. Trippe, president, "we realized that our financial affairs — international financings, complex
debt structures, foreign currency commitments — called for increased use of
computer modeling, and we turned to
our IBM System /370 Model 138 computer."
"Since that time," explains John Jordan, director of strategic planning, "we
have created computer models of each of
our vessels, to develop cash and earnings
projections for every element of our operations — revenues, running expenses,
depreciation, debt service, capital expenditures, and so forth.
"An example of the approach we took
is the Debt Information System, which
feeds loan data directly into all of our
ship models. Since any vessel may have a
number of loans, in different currencies,
and with different fixed or variable interest rates, the system must store up -todate exchange rates and international interest rates. Our Treasury department
can see loan projections by ship, group
or total company, by foreign currency or
dollar equivalent. The projections include loan balances, interest expense,
interest payments, principal repayments, etc."
The Debt Information System, plus
models for capital expenditures, revenue and drydoeking, furnish data to two
other projections: an operating plan that
projects 15 months ahead in one -month
intervals, and a five -year strategic plan.
"With these," Jordan says, "we can
evaluate alternate strategies — extending
a loan or converting to a longer term, for

example —until we accept a plan. We can
do a sensitivity analysis of our exposure
to currency fluctuations, deciding
whether to buy more forward contracts —
which effectively freezes the exchange
rate of our payment —or to buy currency
on the day of the transaction.
"If an exchange rate shifts, or our
view of one of our markets changes, new
projections can be developed at a
moment's notice."
The output of the operating plan is
transferred into a budget section of the
general ledger system, also in the computer. This permits variance reporting in
which each month's actual operating results are compared to the plan.
Says Barry Wilderman, director of
systems: "With IBM's Virtual Machine/
Con versati on al Monitor System
(VM /CMS), we can run the model
through a terminal, without waiting for
turnaround. And by writing the programs in BASIC and APL, we can make
changes or improvements ourselves.
These advantages give us an effective
and responsive planning system."
DP Business Planning Dialogue is designed to provide you with useful information about data processing applications, concepts and techniques. For more
information about IBM products or services, contact your local IBM branch office, or write Editor, DP Dialogue, IBM
Data Processing Division, White Plains,
N.Y. 10604.
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MON. /TUE.
-Developing and Using
Standard Costs
-Management Accounting for Executives and
Managers
-Managing by Objectives for the Financial
Manager
• Effective Cash
Management
-Management Science
for Budgeting and
Profit Planning

THU. /FRI.
-Planning and Control
of the Maintenance
Function

You can by taking one of
NAA's Continuing Education
Program Courses. We offer
an education check -up in 14
management accounting
areas. There's no better
medicine!

•Economic Evaluation
of Capital Expenditures
-Fundamentals of Management Information
Systems Design
-Computer Security and
Internal Control

-Marketing Fundamentals for the Management Accountant
WED.
-Time Management

WED. /THU. /FRI.
1
-Flexible Budgeting and
Performance Reporting

WED. /THU.
-Zero-Base Budgeting

-Statistical Sampling for
Accountants and Auditors
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I Name
Title

Social Security No.

I Division, Plant or Office
I Company
Street Address
I City
State
I Firm's Principal Product or Service
I 0 NAA Member (Chapter)
I Please register me for the following Courses:
I Print or type complete name of each Course
I1
12.

I
I Fees
I 1 day course
day course
I 32 day
course

Zip Code
Business Phone
(Account No.)

Dates

Registration Information
To register for any Course listed, fill
out and return the registration form
together with your check to:
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10022
Att: CEP Registrar
(212) 754 -9758

Location

Fee
$
S

I
I
I
I
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Members Nonmembers"
$120
$145
240
290
360
410
The fee for NAA Courses includes daily
luncheons, refreshments, and all
technical materials.
'Nonmembers: The differential
per Course for nonmembers may be
applied to NAA membership; or it
may be applied against the dues of
an NAA member of the same firm
(organization). The differential may
be used anytime before June 30, 1980.

at or in te r v e nt i on . It permits two

unrelated accounting functions to
be performed simultaneously,
whi c h c ut s you r w ork lo ad in hal f.

It en ab les you to vary account
numbers from 3 to 13 characters,
with c om plete freedom of s tr uc ture. It facilitates accurate write -

ups within flexible formats, and
generates an audit trail. An d it
enables you to personally generate y our own reports, with a plain English programming aid. And,
since all of this software is 100%

Q NTEL

to: — — —
-I
jSend
Oantel Corporation -P O. Box 3517
Hayward, CA 94545

Client Accounting Systems

Because you have to show a profit, too

3525 Breakwater Ave., Box 3517,
Hayward, California 94545
Toll Free: 800. 227.1894
TWX 910. 383.0249
(Calif. call collect (415) 7833410 ext. 370)
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compatible with every system we
make, you'll never outgrow your
investment.
Here's the best part of all:
The price. The desk -top System
210, incl udin g p rint er, costs only
$345 a month on a lease /purchase
basis, plus maintenance and software which will vary. So toss out
your pencils, say goodbye to your
service bureau, and install computerized client accounting. Return the coupon for detailed
information.

I
I
I
I

I
I

I'd like to investigate yo ur Client
Acco unting S ystem. P lease send
me mo re info rmation.
Name
Co mpany:
Address:
City:
_ Stat e: _ _Zi p:_
Telepho ne:
__

Here's the part that you see:
The Qantel System 210 ... a powerful, stand -alone accounting computer designed for entry -level use.
The Qantel 900 Series.., a fixed disc system for multiple users that
supports up to 16 terminals. The
Qantel 1400 Series
an extra... of -theordinary marriage of stateart components that supports up
to 64 hard - working video terminals
and 600 million characters of
storage. With the flexib ilit y of
these three systems, Qantel can
tailor a specific configuration that
offers as much practical value to
the sole practitioner as it does to
the high volume firm.
Here's the part you don't see:
It's Q an tel's Clien t Acc ou nting
software, proven in existing installations. Among other things, it
lets you process up to 15 client
reports at one time, without oper-

I

Kelly looked for a few ways to help
keep your business running smoothly
and came up with 108.
This is the list of skill
Moifleovser.
at Kelly Services.
You'll find more
than eight different categories
for secretanes and fifteen
different categories for typists.
1. Clerk, Other (100)
2. Junior Clerk (101)
3. Stock Messenger
Clerk (102)
4. Mail Clerk (103)
5. General Clerk (104)
6. Senior Clerk (110)
7. Records Clerk (115)
8. Tabulation Clerk (120)
9. Statistical Clerk (125)
10. Credit Clerk ( 130)
11. Typist, Other (200)
12. Clerk Typist (201)
13. Junior Typist (202)
14_ Typist (210)
15. Senior Typist (215)
16: Forms Typist (220)
17. Statistical Typist (225)
18. Senior Statistical
Typist (226)
19. Junior Transcription
Typist (230)
20. Transcription Typist (231)
21. Junior Shorthand
Typist (235)
22. Shorthand Typist (236)
23. Technical Typist (240)
24. Technical Transcription
Typist (241)
25. Technical Shorthand
Typist (242)
26. Secretary, Other (300)
27. Junior Secretary (301)
28. Secretary (310)
29. Secretary /Transcription
(330)
30. Secretary/Shorthand
(335)
31. Technical Secretary (340)
32. Technical Secretary/
Transcription (341)
33. Technical Secretary/
Shorthand (342)
34. Executive Secretary (350)
35. Accounting, Other (400)
36. Payroll Clerk (401)

Ten for clerks. Thirteen classifications for word processors.
Over 100 categories in all.
At Kelly we take the time and
care to find out exactly what
your requirements are when
37. Accounting Clerk (405)
38. Bookkeeping /Billing
Machine Operator (410)
39. Bookkeeper /Assistant (420)
40. Bookkeeper /Full
Charge (421)
41. Word Processing, Other (500)
42. Data Entry (501)
43. Junior Word Processing
Typist (Trainee) (505)
44. Word Processing
Typist (510)
45. Word Processing Statistical
Typist (520)
46. Word Processing Senior
Statistical Typist (521)
47. Word Processing
Transcription Typist (530)
48. Word Processing Shorthand
Typist (535)
49. Technical Word Processing
Typist (540)
50. Technical Word Processing
Transcription Typist (541)
51. Technical Word Processing
Shorthand Typist (542)
52. Word Processing
Proofreader (550)
53. Word Processing Technical
Proofreader (551)
54. Miscellaneous, Other (600)
55. Receptionist (601)
56. Receptionist, Typist (602)
57. Switchboard Operator/
Small Console (610)
58. Switchboard
Small ConsoleOperator/
Typi st (611)
59. Switchboard Operator/
PBX (612)
60. Switchboard Operator/
PBX Typist (613)
61. Switchboard Operator/
PBX Special 1614)
62. Business Machine
Operator (620)
63. Bank Teller (630)
64. Bank Proof Machine
Operator ( 631)
65. Junior Keypunch
Operator (640)
66. Senior Keypunch
Operator (64 1)
67_ Marketing, Other (700)

you call us. And, because we
take the same time and care to
evaluate the skills of our Kelly
employees, we are able to match
your requirements exactly.

68. Host/Hostess (701)
69. Registration Clerk (702)
70. Message Center Clerk (703)
71. General Convention
Clerk (704)
72. Narrator /Tour Guide (705)
73. Booth Attendant (706)
74. Product Distributor (710)
75. Product Demonstrator ( 711)
76. Product Demonstrator/
Salesperson (712)
77_ Product Salesperson (713)
78. Traffic Surveyor (720)
79. Store Surveyor (721)
80. Telephone Surveyor (722)
81. Door•To•Door Surveyor (723)
82.On•The•Street
Surveyor(724)
83. Comparison Shopper (730)
84. Performance Shopper (731)
85. Merchandise Clerk (740)
86. Display Clerk (741)
87. Demonstrator/ Trainer (742)
88. Inventory Counter (750)
89. Light Industrial, Other (800)
90. Assembler (801)
91. Assembler- Printed Circuit/
Electronic (802)
92. Bindery Worker (803)
93. Blueprint Worker (804)
94. Cardboard Box Worker (805)
95. Cafeteria Worker (806)
96. Conveyor Line Attendant
(807)
97. Food Service Worker (808)
98. Inventory Taker (810)
99. Laundry Worker (811)
100. Machine Tender (812)
101. Hand Packager (820)
102. Machine Packager (821)
103. Blister Packager (822)
104. Skin or Shrink
Packager(823)
105. Heat Sealer (824)
106. Printing Plant Worker (830)
107. Plastic Worker (83 1)
108. Stock Picker and
Packer(840)

Another way to help
people in business.

KLLNPeoTp
hl
ee

"KellyGirl"

S E R V I C E S

What is

PUR SIN GER

I. there anything
PUR SIN GER
doesn't know (probably not muchlI

We are a computer integration house.
We buy large quantities,
millions of dollars worth,

If some big computer giant
turned

down your credit

(or even if he hasn't)

about arranging for your computer
to earn its own wiry.
If your enterprise can manage
$1.78 an hour.
or thereabouts,
we will get (sack to you fast with

of t he ver y be st

This little giant won't.
Not if we can possibly help it.
And we probably can.

ne w ha r d wa r e
an d so f t wa r e

and systems design

PUR SIN GER

some sensible suggestions.
After all,
we�work �with� our�awn�very �long� term�—
—�nary�lo w�monthly �payment
capital sources. Not you
rs.

and engi neer ing

and training

knows lots and lots of things
about helping °u t. Ways big
is giants
have forgotten. Or never knew.

a n d � SB f Vl f� s
a n d o p e r a t in g sys t e ms

and maintenance
and financing.

PUR S IN

ll we ca n trust y

°n.
PUR S IN GE R
Y ou c a n tru s t

can do.

-

-

We put them all together
and make them work.
And then we support them.

—

-

That's what we are:
A SUPPORTING COMPANY!
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Pursinger Co.
6151 W . Century B lvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90045
THIS SPACE HAS BEEN RESERVED FOR YOUR USE
You may use this space to re q ues t inf o rm atio n of any s o rt. Fo r exam p le : c an we
pro vid e im m e diate d e live ry. Or you m ig ht as k us co nf id e ntially to s how you how we
can pro vide low p aym e nt f inanc ing f o r yo ur c o mp any. O r yo u m ig ht like us to pro ve
that $1.78 an ho ur is s o me thing we re ally c an d o for yo u. Yo u co uld as k us to
telephone yo u fo r a private conve rsation. Yo u co uld ask for the mag nifice nt
PUR S ING E R 1978 co mp ute r bo ok. Just ask:

Please enclose business card,
or your name, company, address, phone.

G EfTING MONEY TO BUSINESS
WHERE EVER IT'S NEEDED.
Westlake
41

Jose

Chicago r

ut1hf1eld00*
TO

I
Denver

0

f

St. Louis

O

everly Hills

Atlanta

Nlp\\

Houston

•

c a p a b ly s t a f f e d b y p r o f e s s i o na ls who a r e r e a d y to
d i s c u s s y o ur e v e r y m o n e y
r e q ui r e m e nt . . . wh a t e v e r
it ma y b e .

E q u ip m e nt L o a n s

S a le

Leas e B ack

•

—

•

.

E q uip me n t L ea s in g a n d
F in a n c in g

•

Acc ou nt s Re ce iv ab le
Fi na nc i ng
In v en t or y L o an s

•

•
•

As bus i ne s s ha s m o v e d
a nd relo c ated, N a t i o na l
A c c e p t a nc e C o m p a n y ha s
e x p a n d e d its ne t w o r k of
r e g i o n a l o f f ices. To m e e t
i nc r e a s i ng ne e d s . To pro v i d e c o nv e ni e nt se rv i ce .
T o d ay, N a t i o na l Accept a nc e is s t r a t e g i c a lly lo ca t e d i n 1 4 m ajo r b us i ne s s
m a r k e t s . Each o f f ice is

Dal

A M —

Re- Financing
Mo n e y f o r Me r g e r s a n d
Acq uis itions
Fa c to r in g

NEARING HALF -A- BILLION DOLLARS IN FUNDS IN USE TODAY!

National Acceptance Company of America
Bankers Bldg., 105 West Adams St., Chicago, Illinois 60603

REGIONAL OFFICES
DENVER
National Acceptance
Company of America
1050 17th Street
Denver, Colorado 82020
303/623 -7070, Eugene Cass
SAN JOSE
National Acceptance
Company of California
101 Park Center Plaza
San Jose, California 95113
408/288 -9260, Dee Koroslev
BEVERLY HILLS
National Acceptance
Company of California
8447 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
213,/651 -5400
Barry Grossman, Dick
Gilbert, Don McLeod,
Glenn Bandy, Lester
Simon, Gerry O'Farrell

DALLAS
Texas Western Financial
Corporation, Adolphus Tower
Main & Akard Streets
Dallas, Texas 75202
214/741 -1601
Ray G. Torgerson, Jim Ely,
Ed Suess, Tom Ec,

Established in 1922

ATLANTA
National Acceptance
Company, Gaslight Tower
235 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
404/524 -7351
John Randolph, Dave Reinach,
Earl Halliburton,
Bruce Barkalow

HOUSTON
Texas Western Financial
Corporation, 1416
Americana Bldg.
811 Dallas Avenue
Houston, Texas 77002
713/224 -5741, Leon
Clemons, Ted Martin

ST. LOUIS
National Acceptance
Company of America
720 Olive Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
314/241 -4100
Henry Bugg, Ron DeFabio

WESTLAKE
National Acceptance
Company, 24650 Center
Ridge Road, Suite 355
Westlake, Ohio 44145
216/835 -5335, Stan Evans

SAN ANTONIO
Texas Western Financial
Corporation, 610 Milam Bldg
San Antonio, Texas 78205
512/224 -4805
Bill Kelly, Chuck Middleton

CHARLOTTE
National Acceptance of the
Carolinas, P.O. Box 11556
5950 Fairview Road
Charlotte, North Carolina 28209
704/554 -1680,
Chet Prickett, Jim Hadden

BALTIMORE
National Acceptance
Company
One Charles Center
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
301/332 -0440
Barry Koch, Ron Miller

SOUTHFIELD
National Acceptance
Company of America
P.O. Box 2307
3000 Town Center
Southfield, Michigan 48075
313/353- 4010,1. Richard
Hoedl, Kenneth McDonald
TAMPA
National Acceptance
Company, Tampa, Florida
—To be opened in 1978.
CHICAGO
National Acceptance
Company of America
Bankers Bldg.
105 West Adams St.
Chicago, Illinois 60603
312/621 -7543
Frank Bergen, Les Handler,
William Bloom, Vee
LaCroix, Bob Broadway

Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Why Retire at 65?
I read with interest, and heartily
agree with, the article by Homer Figler
titled "Retirement: Profit or Loss ?" in
the November 1977 issue. He stated:
"There is a major need to revise the
general attitude about the concept of
retirement. For far too many people,
it is viewed as the end of the road
instead of just one more step in the
constant progression of stages that
make up one's entire life. It can be
productive, it can be happy, it can be
profitable to the individual, the organization, and society. The investment
and cost are small. The potential
profits are almost unlimited."

West

Change toward more flexibility has
been under way for some time. Removing or extending the present impartial
age -65 standard for compulsory retirement will add to the difficulties experienced by both company and employee.
For employees, flexible retirement demands more objective and open judgment of individual capabilities to perform job duties. For employees, it imposes a greater degree of self - analysis
and career planning. Whether a ban on
mandating retirement is legalized or
not, employees are well advised to get
ready for flexible retirement.
Marvin D. Berger
Asst. Vice President
Federal Home Loan Bank
Des Moines, Iowa

Replacement Costs Should Be
Supplemental
The article, "Replacement Cost Accounting: A Time to Move Forward,"
by Richard C. Adkerson, in the December 1977 issue, asserts: "It is difficult to
contest that, in an inflationary environment, the replacement cost concept better depicts cash flow and earnings than
a system of accounting based on historical costs." The deficiencies of historical
cost accounting in depicting cash flow
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

and earnings are well recognized, However, the replacement cost accounting
scheme suggested is also deficient.
Under replacement cost accounting,
the cost of goods sold would be measured using the replacement cost of the
inventory at the time the goods were
sold. This is based on the premise stated
by Mr. Adkerson that whether a company can successfully operate in an inflationary environment depends in large
part on its ability to increase the prices
of its products to compensate for the increased costs of replacing its inventories. Certainly, a company must increase prices of the new replacement
goods acquired. It does not follow logically, though, that a company should
raise prices on goods already in stock.
Competitive pressures, customer resistance, etc. may preclude price increases
on existing goods, a situation reflected
by recent behavior of retail coffee prices.
An accounting approach based on marketing behavior which is not consistent
with the marketplace is illogical and of
doubtful validity as a depictor of earnings.
The replacement cost accounting approach for inventories also carries an
implied assumption that customer demand will remain at least constant and
that goods will in fact be replaced.
However, in an inflationary environment, consumer demands often shift,
and demand for products with high
price increases often goes down. As a
result, many items will not be replaced.
If the cost of goods sold for goods
which will not be replaced because of
high prices is measured at the higher replacement cost, the result is an overly
conservative earnings measure which
does not depict cash flow.
Replacement cost accounting would
measure fixed assets and the related depreciation charge at the cost of replacing capacity. However, it appears that
some companies provide for capacity replacement before fixed assets are actually retired. For example, when a new
plant is built, it is sometimes built with
deliberate excess capacity in order that
production can be shifted from existing
plants when they are eventually shut

down. If depreciation is charged based
on the cost of replacing this excess capacity, an overly conservative measure
of earnings and a poor depictor of cost
flows results.
It should be noted, though, that the
replacement cost guidelines of the SEC
do not specifically require measurements of the replacement cost of excess
capacity; presumably the company has
some flexibility in determining the capacity level for which a replacement
cost is measured. However, the guidelines are sufficiently vague that there is
no consistent capacity level definition to
be followed by all companies. As a result, users of the information may not
be able to evaluate the extent to which
earnings and cash flow are depicted.
The proposed scheme of replacement
cost accounting maintains the traditional historical cost accounting approach
of income reporting but substitutes replacement cost measures of cost of
goods sold and depreciation for the traditional measurements. It would still report a single "bottom line" figure which
would presumably be used to measure
earnings per share, return on investment, etc. However, the approach of
Edwards and Bell, pioneers in the development of replacement cost accounting,
would replace the entire historical cost
income measurement and reporting
scheme with an alternative scheme. This
alternative approach would, among other things, report income in three components, current operating profits, realized cost savings, and realizable cost
savings.
Historical cost accounting has been
criticized as adding apples and oranges
because it includes measurements based
on acquisition costs when different price
levels were in effect. However, the proposed replacement cost accounting
scheme of Mr. Adkerson is no better because it would add selected measurements derived from two different measurement and reporting schemes.
The above items are only a few of the
difficulties that can be identified for the
proposed replacement cost accounting
scheme of Mr, Adkerson. However,
they are sufficient to cast doubt on the
15

assertion that the proposed approach
better depicts cash flows and earnings.
The above comments are not meant to
discredit replacement cost measurements as useful pieces of information
for readers of financial statements.
Knowledge of selected replacement cost
measurements could be useful. However, these measurements should be reported as supplemental information as
now required by the SEC, rather than
be incorporated into the existing historical cost income measurement and reporting scheme.
Gary M. Cunningham
Assistant Professor ofAccounting
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University
Blacksburg, Va.

NAA Members Can Now Participate
I was delighted to see the Hassle Factor Worksheet in the October 1977 issue. It's good that the Commission on
Federal Paperwork is broadening its
brainstorming attempts to include us—
the long- suffering acountants.

The Commission reported last year
that it has made more than 100 red -tape
cutting suggestions to government. One
law passed at the Commission's recommendation would result in an estimated
savings of $20 million for the government and $250 million for businesses by
eliminating 240 million pages of Internal Revenue Service quarterly wage reports for Social Security and providing
for annual reporting.
Nonetheless, most of what I've read
about the Commission has been in the
order of plaintive complaints about the
red -tape burden and the cry for elimination of up to 30 percent of federal paperwork. There have been no real
hands -on opportunities for the common
worker to provide input.
Certainly, we have much to complain
about. The average small business in
Ohio files about 110 tax - related documents each year. It. files a corporate income tax return once a year, personal
property tax twice a year, federal unemployment tax four times a year, state tax
12 times a year and payroll tax 52 times
a year. In between it files franchise taxes, real estate taxes, city taxes, state unemployment taxes and many others.

IS OFF-THE-SHELF
SOFTWARE

4
.

I've had first -hand experience with
university problems in the area of federal red -tape. One school recently applied
for a $5,000 federal grant. Attached to
the application were more than 100
pages of bureaucratic fine print. Over
70,000 statistical calculations were required to complete the application. Another school had to file with the Office
of Civil Rights a report that was 1,187
pages long and weighed more than 12
pounds.
Harvard University estimates that
compliance with five federal programs is
costing $8.3 million a year. The University of Rochester estimates that government red -tape is costing $1 million a
year. These horror statistics go on and
on —there seems to be no end.
What really sticks in the craw is that
many of these forms are never used or
even looked at once they're filed. An article in the April 15, 1977 Wall Street
Journal reported that up to 60 percent
of IRS documents are destroyed each
year before anybody even looks at them.
This year IRS will shred, pulverize and
burn about 250 million unexamined
documents submitted by businesses. As
Continued on page 67

FORYOU?

. LEDLEP

It ' ll
Aaailable on DEC PDP -11 & IBM 3601370.

At Am erican Man agem ent System s (AMS) we do t hings a
little diff erently. AM S provides a software package th at is m ore
than off- the - shelf. General Financial System (GFS) is designed
to m eet all your financial applications. With GF S you don't need
to piece your system together —you receive a total package.
GFS gives you the flexibility and efficiency of a custom
system yet lets you t ake advantage of the low cost inherent in
p ackaged sof tware.
For govern m ental or ganizatio ns AMS has develope d a Local
Governm ent Financial System — utilizing the GFS software
modules. LGFS provides for encum brance accounting, expenditu re accounting, revenue accounting, bud geting and full fund
cont rol.
AMS pro vides t he supp ort you need.

American Management Systems, Inc.
1515 Wilson Boulevar d, Arlington, Virginia 22209

Pe te r W, Live ngood (703) 841 -6000
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Introducing the first answer book
that doesn't leave you dangling.

Most answer books leave out
the most important thing; the reason
why the correct answer is the correct
answer.
Miller's Comprehensive Solutions goes beyond mere answers.
It provides detailed, step -by -step
solutions to every single problem
appearing on the Uniform CPA
Examination.
Miller's Solutions are not limited
to multiple- choice answers only, nor
essay answers only, nor long practice

problems only. Miller covers everything ... comprehensively. Thus, this
single 188 page publication becomes
an indispensable tool for CPA
exam preparation,
This gives candidates the advantage of being able to solve each
problem on their own and then to
check their responses against the
comprehensive solutions given in
the book.
The end result is quite simple:
genuine understanding.

--

-

-

-

-

------------------------

Introducing Miller's Comprehensive Solutions
to the May 1978 Uniform CPA Examination.
Miller Comprehensive CPA Review, Inc.
757 Third Ave., New York, N.Y 10017
I

I

❑ ❑Please❑send❑me❑the❑Comprehensive❑Solutions
to the May 1978 CPA Exam. Enclosed is $15.00.
❑ ❑Rush❑orders❑—❑please❑add❑$2.00❑for❑first❑class❑mail.
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

Name
Address

1

City
State
I

Zip

C

New York City residents, please add 8% sales lax, N Y. State residents, please add
appropriate state and local taxes
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

L - - - - - -

Miller Comprehensive CPA Review, Inc.
A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

-

ATNAMONEYIS
FINANCINGBUYOUTS
M

,Etna Money" is financing acquisitions, management buy -outs,
and outside investor purchases — including leveraged buy -outs.
The combined sales volume of companies that financed buy -outs
with ,Etna Money exceeds one billion dollars.
Typically the buyer is not a large company with access to
cash or public money. Usually the buyer is a medium -sized company,
a management or employee group, or an intermediate term investor.
Here are a few examples.
PLYWOOD The managers of a plywood plant that
was being phased out had an opportunity to purchase the business —
if they could obtain more capital. Their attorney suggested ,Etna
Money.
Using inventory, equipment and receivables as collateral,
,Etna Business Credit approved a $3,500,000 credit line that put the
plant back on its feet — and encouraged area banks to participate.
MINERALS When a mineral processing plant was
put on the market for more than $1,000,000, a customer decided
to buy and modernize it — if he could find financing. His accountant
suggested the solution:
AEtna Money secured by the plant's receivables, inventory
and equipment, enabled the customer to purchase the processing
plant and expand its operation.
FOOD The management of a small company wanted
to purchase several large food processing subsidiaries of a major
conglomerate. Their problem was getting enough money.
A bank mentioned (Etna Money.
We provided a $2,300,000 intermediate term loan secured
by plant and equipment, and a $3,000,000 credit line secured by
receivables and inventory.
Result: The company was able to acquire the subsidiaries.

CONSIDERATNAMONEYFORYOURBUY-OUT
If your management team is experienced and the company to be
bought out has assets such as plant, machinery and equipment,
inventory and receivables,
j
Atna Business Credit, Inc.
call us. You get action
■ Oneof thekTNALIFE & CASUALTY companies
with,Etna.
Although certain identifying facts have been changed to protect client confidentially, these are authentic examples of !Etna Money at work.

I 1 l Founders Plaza, P.O. Box 118, Hartford, Connecticut 06101
'E,£ma Business Credit, Inc.

The Management Accountant
Looks at EPS vs. R01:
Conflict in
Measuring Performance
For many companies, a refocusing from EPS to ROI will be painful;
the psychological hurdle of diluting EPS for the short -term will be
management's biggest obstacle in establishing ROI as the chief
measure of corporate performance.

By Albert D. Burger and Stuart K. Webster
An accounting system, in its broadest sense, includes all of the activities required to provide
management with information needed for planning, controlling, and reporting the financial condition and operations of the enterprise. It follows,
then, that an accountant must first be able to measure economic and financial events relative to the
firm and communicate that information to a wide
audience of internal management and external users of financial statements.
A More Dynamic Role
But does communication in accounting stop
when the reports are prepared? The answer is no.
Gone is the restrictive role of simply being a recorder of business history. Yesterday's bookkeeper and preparer of financial statements has
evolved into today's management accountant,
whose role in business decisions has become much
more dynamic. The management accountant now
sits with executive management and is responsible
for developing, producing and analyzing information to help management make sound decisions.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1978

Questions such as the ones listed below, which
confront managers and investors, depend on the
accounting system and the management accountant for the answers.
-What is our earnings- per -share for the period?
*Are any of our product lines or divisions operating at a loss?
-Is our rate of return on employed capital increasing?
-What would be the effect on earnings -per -share
for the period if we acquired Company X?
*Why should we divest ourselves of our Eastern
Division when it is still contributing 10 cents per
share to earnings?
Confronted with these and the even more complex questions that may be asked by an active,
inquisitive board of directors or executive steering
committee, the management accountant must be
able to interpret the various forms of output generated by the accounting system and provide concise answers. To illustrate, we will explore two of
the more prevalent outputs of the accounting system used by management, investors, and the fi-
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nancial community to evaluate a firm's total performance— return on investment (ROI) and earnings- per -share (EPS). Few people would argue
with the basic concepts of ROI and EPS when
each is discussed separately (as is done so often in
the classroom). Yet put them together, as we must
in the "real world," and the concepts take on a
new dimension. Though this article will mention
briefly some of the common problems associated
with defining ROI and EPS, it will focus primarily
on the relationships /conflicts that arise between
the two when each is used as a "performance
yardstick." It will be developed against the backdrop of a straining capital market.
EPS or ROI
ROI can be very useful as a measure ofa firm's
performance, for it relates income (before concluding whether or not the income level is satisfactory) to the assets used to earn it. The necessity
ofmaking this comparison is obvious. One million
in earnings may be considered to be very good,
but if the firm used one hundred million of capital
to earn it, management's performance rating
might well be rated very low. To consider only a
firm's income or to evaluate management's performance based on "surging profits" or "record
high" earnings - per -share without considering
earning rates is wrong. It is not unlike the boasting ofan oil sheik who reports a sharp increase in
his crude oil production to his fellow OPEC members without mentioning that he doubled the number of producing wells.
It has been said that ROI oversimplifies a com-

plex decision - making process. To be sure, there
are problems in defining properly the numerator
(income) and the denominator (investment). And
much has been written about the difficulties arising from the use of ROI as a performance measurement; so there is no need to reiterate them
here. For our purposes, we will define ROI simply
as net income divided by total capital employed.
EPS is calculated by dividing net profit after
taxes and financing costs (net income available to
common stockholders) by the average number of
shares outstanding. In spite of the possible complexities involved in presenting EPS in the financial statements (see APB Opinion No. 15), the
earn ings - per -share concept is simple to use and
easy to understand. EPS growth has long been
viewed as the single most important indicator of
corporate success by the individual shareholder,
the financial community, and the business leader.
A major managerial decision can easily be
translated into its effect on EPS, but this alone
cannot justify its sole use as a performance indicator_ Basing a decision solely on its impact on EPS
may result in misleading, and often confusing, results and costly decisions — symptomatic of poor
management performance. For example, EPS can
lead management to believe that bad investments
are good investments: simply leverage the firm
sufficiently at the time an investment is undertaken, and EPS can be enhanced to any level desired so long as the anticipated profits from the
investment would more than cover the out -ofpocket cost on the debt acquired.
As was stated earlier, EPS, in spite of its identi-

Exhibit 1
CONSEQUENCES OF NOT MEETING CAPITAL COST
Capital
costs Increase.

Company's growth
or reinvestment is
slowed.

Market value and
stock price decline.
Shareholders'
returns and
4101 expectations are
reduced.

Comp any consistently earns less
than Its cost of
capital.

Shareholders' risk
and return become
less competitive.

Dividends are
reduced.

External financing
must provide
increasing proportion of capital
needs.

Company has more
financial and
operating leverage
as well as risk.

Financing costs
increased.

Source: Searby, Harvard Bus. Review, March -April 1975.
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fied shortcomings, has long been the single most
important indicator of corporate success. ROI, so
important in the '50s and '60s, has been declared
by many as being obsolete in the '70s. Yet because
of the growing competition for capital, return on
invested capital may become increasingly more
important than EPS. According to R.H. Jones,
chief executive of General Electric Company:

Exhibit 2
PERFORMANCE OF A GROWTH-ORIENTED COMPANY:
EPS UP, ROI DOWN.
Sales
($ millions)

Invested
capital
($ millions)

EPS

ROI

"... the cumulative capital needs of the
United States in current dollars between
now and 1985 will be in the area between $3
trillion to $5 trillion. This amount greatly
exceeds the current capacity of the U.S. capital markets and comes to the top of a current level of corporate debt that has doubled
since the mid- 1960's. " '

will

Given this scarcity of capital, companies must
start earning their cost of capital, even if doing so
means that they
have to reduce capital bases
and earnings per share.'
Exhibit I shows what happens to a company
that consistently fails to meet its cost of capital;
and the penalty for not meeting the cost is real.
Failure to meet the cost of capital eventually increases a company's capital costs, which in turn
widens the gap between ROI and the cost of capital.
Although, in the long run, focusing on ROI can
be supportive of EPS growth, the converse may
not be true. Exhibit 2 shows a diversified, growth oriented company that was achieving its EPS
growth objectives but was, at the same time, unconsciously sacrificing its ROI performance and
capital structure stability. Although its sales and
invested capital were increasing rapidly, the debt
burden to support this increase resulted in a declining ROI. Herein lies the possible conflict between ROl and EPS.
The relationship of ROI and EPS can either be
stated positively or negatively:
1. When ROI trends are downward, an ultimate
decline in EPS is inevitable.
2. When ROI trends are upward, EPS will "bask
in ROI's reflection and make life pleasant for
management and stockholders. "'
It is important to recognize that ROI leads and
EPS follows rather than the other way around. A
simple example extracted from Peters' text (footnote 3) will illustrate this point.
Assume a ten -year sequence of events for a
company with an initial investment in current assets of $1,000 (to simplify the example, Peters
used only current assets), a sales -to -asset ratio of
1.5 to 1, all profits being reinvested —no dividends, capitalization of 100 shares of stock —no
debt, and a declining ROI pattern for the ten -year
period.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

$150

$150

$1.50

10%

Equity
'120
Debt
30

1969

1974

+15%
compounded
annual
growth rate

1969

+lawn

1974

compounded
annual
growth rate

1969

1974

1969

1974

+10%
compounded
annual
growth rate

The chart in Exhibit 3 summarizes the activity
for this company over the ten -year period. Many
of the figures shown are derived based on the assumptions given; e.g., sales and costs are backed
into (1.5 times beginning assets equals current
sales). The example is "fixed" only in the sense
that ROI will fall by one point per year. Everything else is logical. (Note: it can be proven that
similar patterns emerge when the "no debt" or
"no fixed assets " —or both - -constraints are
relaxed.)`
At the end of the fourth year, the ROI analyst
is beginning to be concerned with the declining
trend in ROI. But a management immersed in
EPS as a measurement of performance may be
very proud of their accomplishments; so the annual report for that year may well read:
"We are pleased to report our third consecutive year of sales improvement. This year's
shipments increased by $255, an amount
greater than the gain of $242 enjoyed in the
prior year. More important, earnings -pershare also rose again —to $1.78 —and maintained the consistent upward trend of previous years. Shareholder equity is now $1,659,
21

a 66% increase from the $1,000 initial
capitalization. ",

growth. Switching to an ROI mentality presents a
series of possible conflicts with the orientation
towards short-term EPS.R
The conflicts between ROI and EPS can be
traced directly to the differences in their construction. ROI is the relationship between earnings and
capital structure and has as its denominator the
company's entire capital structure. The divisor for
EPS is only the number of common shares. This
results in ROI being expressed as a percentage,
whereas EPS is expressed in absolute dollars and
cents. The conflicts in these structural differences
come to bear with actions taken by management
that may improve ROI, yet may decrease the
earnings -per- share.
The following summaries, extracted from Sear by's article (footnote 1) show that these conflicts
are not theoretical:

Security analysts might flash the "buy" signal,
concluding that the company is going places because sales and earnings are up. And yet, the company is starting to decline. EPS is up simply because of the higher asset base.
The improvement of EPS cannot continue indefinitely while ROI continues to fall. Year seven
is the turning point. Perhaps the original investment is still earning 15 %, but reinvested earnings
have not done as well or perhaps the entire base is
eroding. Still, the annual report for year seven
could be optimistic:
"Over the six full years of your company's
existence, sales have increased in each and
every year. Though the increase this past
year was a little less than for the prior year,
we are pleased with the consistent upward
trend. Earnings -per- share, though slightly
below that of last year, were nevertheless the
second highest in our history. Shareholder
equity at year -end again increased significantly, and is now $2,207 compared to
$1,000 when the company was born. We are
"6
confident that next year will show

Large capital investments
Investments that have a positive cash flow after
accounting for incremental costs can look desirable as ways to increase earnings -per- share.
Conversely, low -yield investments may lower
the overall return on investment. Even moderate -return projects can have the undesirable effect of expanding the investment base and
thereby reduce the improvement leverage from
high- return projects.
For example, a primary materials company
considered a $100 million major facility expansion, which appeared to meet its 10% discounted, cash -flow hurdle rate and increase earnings per- share. The project was shelved largely because management was concerned that such a
moderate -yield project would complicate the
task of lifting the corporation's overall return
on investment from 5% to I I %.
2. Sales growth
Increased sales with above- average asset requirements can improve EPS but lower return

...

ROI for year seven was down 40% to only the
9% level. At this point, the rapid decline in EPS
becomes evident. The important point to remember is that ROI not only provides a concept upon
which a system of total financial management can
be based, but also foretells and governs the future
trend of EPS.' See Exhibit. 4.
A manager should have little trouble recognizing the need to raise his return on invested capital.
What will be much more difficult is to realign his
priorities to establishing ROI as a primary corporate objective -at the expense, if need be, of EPS
Exhibit 3
DECLINING ROI PATTERN WITH RESULTING EPS TREND

$3,576
3,242
$ 334
167
$ 167
4.7%
1.67
167
$2,551
2,551
7%

$3,827
3,521
$ 306
153
$ 153
4.0%
1.53
153
$2,704
2,704
6%

$ 150

$ 161

$ 170

$ 178

$ 182

$ 184

$ 182

$ 177

$ 167

$ 153

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$1,000
1,000

$

$3,311
2,957
$ 354
177
$ 177
5.3%
1.77
177
$2,384
2,384
8%

$

$3,038
2,674
$ 364
182
$ 182
6.0%
1.82
182
$2,207
2,207
9%

$

$2,762
2,394
$ 368
184
$ 184
6.7%
1.84
184
$2,025
2,025
10%

$

$2,489
2,125
$ 364
182
$ 182
7.3%
1.82
182
$1,841
1,841
11%

$

$2,222
1,866
$ 356
178
$ 178
8.0 %
1.78
178
$1,659
1,659
12%

$

$1,967
1,627
$ 340
170
$ 170
8.6%
1.70
170
$1,481
1,481
13%

$

$1,725
1,403
$ 322
161
$ 161
9.3%
1.61
161
$1,311
1,311
14%

$

Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

$1,500
1,200
$ 300
150
$ 150
10.0%
1.50
150
$1,150
1,150
15%

$

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

$

%

Sales
Less all costs
Pretax profit
Tax @ 50%
Net after tax
profit to sales
EPS (100 shares)
Cash reinvested
Current assets
Equity
R01
Cash flow required to attain
predetermined ROI

Source: R. A. Peters, ROI- Practical Theory and Innovative A pplications, New York, N.Y. 1974.
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on investment. Conversely, eliminating marginal product lines can reduce the overall investment base and thereby raise overall ROI but
lower EPS.
For example, a manufacturer of electromechanical controls doubled its sales and increased its earnings- per -share by 60% between
1965 and 1974. Unfortunately, funding this
growth required substantial additional debt,
which increased from 25% to 70% of shareholders' equity. In the same ten -year period,
return on investment actually declined by 25 %.
Looking ahead, management decided to throttle its forecasted growth in sales and earnings per -share in the interest of improved margins, a
50% debt -to- equity ratio, and an ROI objective
of 12 %.
Divestments
The sale of low -yield facilities or businesses can
significantly improve return on investment but
can result in either short -term EPS penalties
(through write -offs) or reduced EPS level
(through contraction of the business).

4. Acquisitions
The financing strategy for an EPS- oriented
company can conflict sharply with that of an
ROI- oriented company. The former favors the
use ofdebt transactions. The latter favors stock
acquisitions because of the lower cash -flow requirements of common stock coupled with the
tax advantages to the seller. Stock acquisitions
can significantly improve the overall ROI but
present company management with an agonizing short -term EPS dilution.
For example, a large manufacturing company
embarked on a program aimed at acquiring a
category of financial service companies. If it
had acquired one candidate through common
stock, the company would have increased its
over -all return on investment by 30 %. A debt
acquisition was not feasible because the company had a self - imposed debt -to- equity ratio.
Management eventually declined a stock merger because it would have diluted EPS by 20 %,
even though the dilution would have been fully
recovered in five years.'

Exhibit 4
ROI LEADS AND EPS FOLLOWS

$1.78
$1.50

$1.61

$1.82

Evaluating
management's
performance
based on
"record high "
earnings -pershare without
considering
earning rates is
wrong.

51.84

51.70

$7.82
$1.77
$1.67
$1.53

15%
14%
13%
12%
11 °/°
10 °/°
Year:

9 110

1
2

8%
3
4

5

6

%

6
7

8
9

For example, a capital -goods company that
had successfully diversified into high- technology industries was faced with continuing cash
losses from one of its traditional businesses.
Liquidating the business would substantially
improve its return on investment but would
significantly penalize current earnings -pershare through a write -off. Management decided
on a plant and sales -force consolidation program could gradually liquidate assets and improve return on investment.
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10

Limiting the enterprise's financial planning to
the income statement (EPS) while ignoring the
balance sheet (ROI on capital employed) is all too
common in the business world. Lack of management's concern with cash flow and the productivity of employed capital can be fatal. And yet, most
executives will be exceedingly reluctant to accept
any EPS penalty, even within a balanced program
for improving ROI. It is psychologically very difficult for both management and shareholders to accept a reduction in the absolute size of the busi23

Exhibit 5
ACTIONS FOR IMPROVING R01

ACTION

POTENTIAL LEVERAGE

IMPACT

DIVESTMENT OF BUSINESS OR
MAJOR OPERATIONS

Very high: Can be fastest and surest
way to improve ROI.

Entire book value frequently retrievable (at
least in current dollars) Short-term earnings
occasionally
improved by eliminating
"bleeders." Frees working capital and obviates need to replace plant to meet costly
EPA and OSHA requirements.

ACQUISIT ION

High: Impact likely to be inversely proportional to acquiring company's size
and helped by parallel divestments.
Normally desirable but not as a shortterm opportunity.

Can result in a combined return, which improves significantly immediately following
merger and increases with time. Can also
provide capital. Frequently, financing pack age that may penalize short-term earnings per -share required for optimum return on investment.

CHANGING FINANCIAL STRUCTURE

Very good: Can be quick, especially
through stock repurchase or exchange
of debt issues.

May require liquidity and use up cash flexibility, but may also improve cash flow.

PRUNING PRODUCT LINE

Good: Relatively little risk, but payoff
may not be immediate.

Can release working capital, reduce administration costs, and strengthen focus on
profitable, growing markets.

COST REDUCTION /PROFIT
IMPROVEMENT

Good: But unlikely to solve fundamental cost -of- capital problem. Buying
time is its primary value.

Can make significant earnings contribution
in absolute dollars.

IMPROVING ASSET UT ILIZATION

Good: Can be very quick and sure in
cash- management area, but less
quick in areas of inventory management and plant consolidation.

Short-term financing needs frequently, pro vided, in part by freeing assets.

Source: F.W. Searby, Harvard Business Review, March -April 1975.

It is doubtful
that earnings per -share can
continue to rank
as the primary
benchmark for
measuring
corporate
performance.
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ness. Eventually, however, investors and management will be forced to recognize the implications
of a possible capital shortage.'
Consequence of the Conflict
It is doubtful that earnings- per -share can continue to rank as the primary bench mark for measuring corporate performance. A growing capital
shortage will force businesses into better utilization of their capital. At the very least, they will
have to earn their cost of capital (as measured by
ROI) if they are to grow. Yet a solitary refocusing
of decision criteria will not usually raise return on
investment to the cost of capital level. 10 Exhibit 5
outlines fundamental choices, a combination of
which a firm may have to take to improve its ROI.
The first step for management is to see that conventional performance yardsticks are incomplete
or misleading, or both. Corporate progress has
traditionally been measured with an earnings -pershare yardstick. But ROI is really the governing
influence. It is the cause and not the result."
To convert to an ROI orientation will be no
small task for some, because the habits and experience acquired by corporate management over the
years are going to be upset.12 Therefore, the process of implementing a new corporate strategy
through the actions proposed in Exhibit 5 will be
painful. The psychological hurdle of diluting earn-

ings- per -share in the short -term will be management's biggest obstacle in establishing ROl as the
main measure of corporate performance."
Certainly, previously obscured undesirable conditions will be spotlighted by this change in approach. Activities formerly looked on with favor
may be reassessed as totally unfavorable. Questions will be many, and time will be needed to
adjust to the new ROI concept as it pervades all
corners of the business. The secret of success lies
in harmonizing and integrating ROI into a total
format of financial management. 14
To be sure, the theory behind using ROI may
be pure and true, but a fair amount of judgmental
intervention will be required with practical applications. Assumptions on cash flows, assets for the
year, and other matters, are critical to establishing
the measure. Different assumptions produce different answers. Like accounting, ROI may be scientific in theory but will remain largely an art
form in practice. Specific ground rules will evolve
as usage dictates."
The Real Game
The stockholder looks at earnings -per -share because it determines, to a large degree, how much
the stock sells for and what dividends are paid.
Yet, the name of the managerial game is return on
Continued on page 32
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Standard Cost in Action
In many cases, the only difference between an outstanding
company and a good compa ny is more effective management.
Effective management results, in large part, from an efficient
accounting department and a standard cost system that is
understood and used properly.

by Joseph H, Ericson, Jr.
In today's co m p etitive b u sin ess clim ate, a co mp any has to be well m anaged sim ply to ex ist —m uch
less to m ake a g o o d retu rn o n t h e sh a reh o ld er's
investm ent. Managem ent mu st th erefore m ake use
of every availab le to o l in reach in g th e every d ay
decisions necessary to o perate effectively.
One of t h e b est to o ls a co m p an y can h a ve is a
good standard cost accou n tin g system, an d on e
way to defin e a good system is to co nsid er the
things it sh o u ld d o fo r m an age m en t at all levels.
For exam ple, it sh o uld m ake it p o ssible to p rep are
a profit and lo ss statem e n t fo r each m o n th as required: for th e co mp an y an d by pro du ct line,
within prod u ct lin e, o r by o rd er.
It should in d icate sp ecifically wh eth er th e foreman, general fo reman, su perin ten dent, man ager,
vice presiden t, and p resident are d oing a goo d jo b,
fair job, or p o o r jo b . Fu rth erm o re, it sh o u ld p ro vide this in fo rm atio n ab ou t p erform an ce qu ickly ,
because "o ld in fo rm atio n" is n ot as usefu l as "new
inform ation ."
A good acco u ntin g system sho uld be ab le to
forecast resu lts with so m e d egree o f accu racy , so
that decisio n s can b e m ad e ab o u t a co u rse o f action before th e fact. It sh o u ld also b e ab le to tell
the sales organization which p ro du cts or p ro cesses
are the most profitable, help in an aly tical wo rk
(Should we make o r b uy? Sho uld we ad d capital ?),
enable the co m p an y to com p ly with th e Co st AcMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

co unting Sta ndards Boar d requirem en ts, be consistent with the Arm ed Services Procurem ent
Regulations, and , of course, com ply with the requ irem ents of the Internal Revenue Service.
In addition, the system should possess the follo wing characteristics:
1. It should be easy to understand and should be
explained carefully to all mem bers of m anagement. This explanation should stress what the
individual should do with his results, and how
he should interpret and react to them .
2. The system should have the open, full support
of all managem ent levels,
3. The system should cont ain perform ance standards that are fair, attainable with some effort,
and be agreeable to as m any levels of management as practical.
4. In those item s not included in published price
books, the standards are needed as a m eans to
develop the cost of an order so that a price that
will allow a fair profit can be quoted to the
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custom er.
5. It should be consistent with the various Financial Accounting Standards Board requirements.
A good s tandard cost a ccounting syst em does
all these things. Now let's look at a sim plified exam ple that will help to illustrate the advantages of
a standard cost system over an actual cost system .
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Product Flow
To help in the explanation of the standard cost
system, we will describe and illustrate a product
flow typical of a steel company. See Exhibit 1.
The first stage occurs at the melt shop. Here,
scrap, iron, and other additives are charged into
one of the furnaces. Once this scrap is converted
to a molten state, it is poured into huge cast iron
molds and made into ingots.
The second stage occurs when the steel yard
takes the ingots and conditions them (cleans up
the outer surface) for rolling.
The third stage occurs when the conditioned
ingots are placed in the rolling mill and are heated
and rolled to the desired gauge. In the third stage,
the plates are cut to the size called for on the
order. Any scrap is recycled to the melt shop.
At this point, the plates will have the various
finishing operations performed as required by the
order. This is performed in a finishing area. Once
the plates are ready for shipment, they are sent to
a shipping area or loading bank and placed on
trucks or rail cars for shipment to the customer.
Specific Measurements
Let's now make an analysis of the melt shop so
as to see how standards help measure its performance. The analysis will also illustrate the effectiveness of a standard cost system.
In an actual cost system, the cost of scrap
would most likely be handled on an average cost.
basis. In other words, the most current price for
scrap would play a large part in the price to be
charged to the melting manufacturing control ac26

count as the material is used. In a fluctuating
scrap market, the performance of the melt shop
would be directly affected by scrap prices. But
purchasing scrap is the function of the purchasing
department, so does it make any sense to judge the
melt shop on the purchasing efforts of the buyer?
A standard cost system isolates the cost of
scrap as it varies from a pre -set standard and labels this purchase variance. This is the responsibility of the purchasing department. The melt
shop is charged at the pre -set standard price /ton
all year; therefore the melt shop performance is
unaffected by fluctuating scrap prices. These price
standards, and all other standards, are revised
each year so that they remain a realistic yardstick.
Assuming a standard cost system were in use,
the raw material cost in Exhibit 2, Period B,
would stay at $75 /ton even though the actual
price moved up to $100 /ton. The melting cost per
ton would remain at $166.67. The additional cost
of scrap of $2,000,000 would have been isolated
and labeled purchase variance.
This, then, is the essence of a standard cost system. Under it, a performing area is judged only on
those elements of cost that it controls.
Items held constant within the melt shop:
1. Charging rates for performing maintenance
shops,
2. Cost per KWH of electricity, M cubic ft. of
gas,
3. General ledger charges such as insurance, taxes, and depreciation, and
4. Cost per ton of scrap used.
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Items not held constant:
1, Quantity of maintenance shop hours of service,
2. Quantity of KWH of electricity, M cubic ft. of
gas,
3. Yield of ingots and slabs from scrap used, and
4. Tons per -hour produced.
Specifically, how is the melt shop judged? The
standard cost system gives the melt shop credit at
a standard value by grade, ingot size, etc., for all
tons produced in a period. This credit is the precise amount the melt shop should spend to do
their job. The spending incurred is accumulated in
the two broad categories of labor and overhead
and raw material. Note: Labor and overhead are
defined briefly as all cost other than raw materials,
and include labor, benefits, salaries, maintenance,
utilities, tech services, and general ledger charges.
A manufacturing control account is used as a
collecting point for all actual charges (debits) to
the melt shop. Next, the standard value of the
product produced is credited to the control account. The balance in the manufacturing control
account is either favorable (cost is under standard) or unfavorable (spending exceeded standard). It is the overall variance from standard. At
this point, in any given month, the melt shop performance is known in broad terms.
This is not good enough; detail by variance category is required. At this point, an analysis of variance is performed, and the overall variance is
broken down into several component variances. If
we are working within an actual cost system, the
balance is the manufacturing control account is
about all there is to work with. Because charges
would not be made at standards, reported per formance is affected by events outside the control
of melt shop management.
In a standard cost system, however, performance is broken down into several variances including expenditures, efficiency, volume, yield, substitution, and revision of standards. What are the
variances and what do they mean?
EXPENDITURE VARIANCE

Each cost center has a flexible spending budget
activated by its actual activity level. This budget
says that at specified levels of operation, the supervisor should spend specified amounts of money
by account. Exhibit 3 is an example of the expenditure variance information made available for every cost center.
Statistics on activity levels and efficiency percent are shown. Budget, actual and variance for
the current period along with the year -to -date actual and variance are displayed, and on the left
side, the expense code and a brief description of
the code are listed.
In this Exhibit, only the seven major cost cateMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

gories— without any account detail within category —are shown. The actual reports would show
more detail.
Moving to Exhibit 4, the details of performance
for each account within the maintenance group
are shown. As can be seen, the rebuild performance is rather unfavorable at ($8000). This expenditure variance feature of the standard cost
system isolates the details of spending. It also is
part of the framework for the next phase, which is
the analytical phase. The area financial (or cost)
analyst, using the exception principle (the major
out -of -line conditions) will attempt to get in behind these variances and tell management some of
the "whys."
Exhibit 4 indicates that rebuild performance requires further analysis. To assist the analyst, several detailed maintenance tabulations that show
cost by source — material cost from vouchers and
stores by work order, labor cost by shop, by work
order —are prepared. The work order describes
the nature of the job performed by maintenance.
The basic standard cost system isolates off -standard performance. This in turn leads to further
analysis, with the management by exception principle being used. Further analysis might indicate
that a furnace load of steel contained too many
impurities. The worker, in reducing the level of
these impurities, may have held the molten steel
in the furnace too long, causing furnace lining
wear and a longer furnace time. This would cause

Exhibit 2
AN EXAMPLE
Assume that the statistics are as follows for a fiscal period and that an
actual cost syste m is being used:
1. The me lt s ho p us es 8 0,00 0 c harg e to ns to make s tee l at an averag e pric e
of $75 .00 /ton.
2. It also expend s $6,000,000 f or labor and overhead.
3. The yie ld (the relations hip be twee n the weight charge d into the furnace
and g ood ingo t /s lab weig ht p roduced) is 90 %.
Period A
Raw m aterial cost
Labor and overhead
Total cost
Ingo t produc tion
Cost /ton produced

$ 6,0 00,000 .00
6,0 00,000 .00
$12 ,00 0,0 00.00
72,000 .00
$
166.67

No w as s ume that the s c rap price incre as es to $100 /ton. The period statistics would then be as follows:
Period B
Raw material c ost
Labor and overhead
Total cost
Ingo t produc tion
Cost /ton produced

$ 8,00 0,00 0.00
6,00 0,00 0.00
$14 ,0 00 ,00 0.00
72,00 0.00
$
194 .44

Question: Did the melt shop do anything diffe rent in P erio d B?
The co st p e r to n inc re as ed b y $ 27 .7 7, a change o f 17 %, because of causes
outsid e o f the ir contro l.
The p rice paid fo r s crap is re ally a functio n o f p urchasing and e ve n purchasing has lim itatio ns as to what the y c an d o . But it is cle arly no t the responsibility of me lting,
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Exhibit 3
LABOR AND OVERHEAD BUDGET
MELTING DEPARTMENT
Hours
1,344
1,338
1,149

a spending variance in maintenance cost.
EFFICIENCY VARIANCE

If purchasing
scrap is the
function of the
purchasing
department,
does it make
sense to judge
the melt shop
on the
purchasing
efforts of the
buyer?

Efficiency variance is a measure of work content per hour of operation. If the tons per hour are
at standard, then performance is 100% and the
variance should be zero. If the performance is better than standard, then the cost per ton will be
less, because constant cost per hour will be divided by a greater number of tons.
Assume that the charging rate is $600 per operating hour, and that the furnace operated around
the clock for a month. Assume the efficiency is set
at a standard of 25 tons per hour. The period statistics would be as follows:
Period A (100% efficiency)
Production: 672 hours x 25 tons/hours = 16,800
Labor and O.H.: 672 x $600=$403,200
Labor and O.H. per ton= $24.00
Period B (120% efficiency)
Production: 672 hours x 30 tons /hour = 20,160
Labor and O.H.: 672 x $600 = $403,200
Labor and O.H. per ton= $20.00
This reduction of cost represents real savings
and the cost of doing business has actually been
reduced. In this case, the efficiency variance is
$80,640 favorable (20,160 tons x $4.00).

-

(

(

Year to date
Actual
Var.
$ 164,000
($ 3,000)
692,000
8,000
859,000
9,000)
306,000
10,000)
52,000
2,000
$2,073,000
($12,000)
18,000
90.000
108,000
($12,000)
$2,181,000
$

-

-

$657,000
6,000
30,000
36,000
$693,000

Var.
$ 1,000
(6,000)
2,000
(7,000)
2,000
$(8,000)

-

Current period
Actual
$ 57,000
202,000
282,000
98,000
18,000

-

-

Labor
Maintenance
Utilities
Supplies
Trans & tech Svcs
Controllable
600 General ledger
700 Administrative
Subtotal
Total

Budget
$ 58,000
196,000
284,000
91,000
20,000
$649,000
6,000
30.000
36,000
$685,000

Hours
4,032
3,683

Normal YTD
Actual YTD

$

100
200
300
400
500

99% Activity
86% Efficiency

$

Normal
Actual
Earned

$(8,000)

ating level -if the activity level is less than normal- volume variance will be unfavorable. Another way of saying this is that the cost per ton
will be higher because the fixed costs have to be
divided by a lesser tonnage total. Note: Normal
volume levels are set in all areas and represent the
expected level of operations over a span of several
years.
Fixed cost /period
Depreciation
Taxes
$70,000
Insurance
Salaries
Tons produced (83% capacity)
13,944
Cost /ton
$5.02 ton
Tons produced (100% capacity)
16,800
Cost /ton
$4.17 ton
In an actual cost system, this element would
not be isolated, i.e., the superintendent or manager could have done a good job two years running
with different volume levels in each year. All other things being equal, the higher - volume year
would appear to be a better year. In actual fact,
the superintendent did an equally good job in both
years. The standard cost system isolates this element and labels it volume variance.
MATERIAL VARIANCE

VOLUME VARIANCE

Volume variance involves a calculation that attempts to isolate the effect of volume on the fixed
cost of doing business.
Certain elements of cost are considered fixed in
nature, and regardless of the operating level, these
costs will not vary for the year. Examples of these
costs are depreciation, taxes, insurance, and certain salaries and their related benefits.
Because the sales level tends to dictate the oper28

This variance has to do with the raw material
portion of the standards. It is generally broken
down into two parts -yield and substitution.
1. Yield is the relationship of the weight of the
ingot /slab ton produced versus the weight of
scrap, iron, and ferro additives charged into the
furnace. A budgeted yield is developed based
on experience by grade of steel. The actual
yield is then compared to the budget. The yield
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

Exhibit 4

-

(7 ,0 0 0 )
(2 ,0 0 0 )
1,000
(5 ,0 0 0 )
(1 ,0 0 0 )
1,000

$

Year to date
Actual
Exp. var.
$13,000
53,000
22,000
3,0 00
256,000
1,000
22,000
1,000
1,000
3.0 00
25,000
(1 0 ,00 0 )
304 ,0 00
1,000
7,000
(2 ,0 0 0 )

Total mainte nance

$19 6,0 00

variations are priced out and displayed both as
a dollar variance and a percent variance.
2. Substitution is a comparison of the actual
charge cost per ton versus the budgeted charge
cost per ton. This isolates the effect of substituting a different mix of scrap for the budgeted
mix. The foreman should react to an unfavorable variance by checking furnace heat records
in order to isolate those heats where substitution occurred. There may be times when, because of market availability, the mix is deliberately changed. This kind of problem can be isolated and either corrected or explained. The
emphasis should be on what is the most economical way for the company as a whole to
produce the product. There are times when improving the quality of the scrap used in the
melt shop could solve a quality problem within
the steel yards and the rolling mill. The net
result could be a reduction of the net cost of
making steel for the company as a whole.
When this situation occurs, the facts should be
explained in the operating report.
REVISIONS OF STANDARDS
A revision of standards variance is a result of
adjusting the standards after implementation to
recognize a changed condition (for example, a salary and wage increase). Without this correction,
the expenditure variance would be improperly
stated. In an actual cost system, the cost of a wage
increase is not quite so easy to isolate. Unless
some provision is made, any increase would be
"buried" in the actual.
The Standard Cost System in Operation
In steelmaking, the first operation is the melting
operation, so melting gets credit for the standard
value of the unconditioned ingots and slabs produced. The standard value is what should have
been spent. What actually was spent is the sum of
the labor and overhead plus the standard cost of
material pulled from the raw material storage areas. The difference between these two totals is the
overall variance, which is analyzed and broken
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

$202 ,000

$ (6 ,0 0 0 )

$692 ,000

$

-

11,000
92,000

Exp. var.
7,0 00

$

Current period
Actual
18,000
9,0 00
62,000
10,000
$

Budget
25,000
9,0 00
55,000
8,00 0
1,000
6,0 00
91 ,0 00
1,000

-

&

&

&

&

R
M labor
Furnace re pair labor
Furn reb uild lab or
R
M m atl.•all o ther
R
M mail.- bldgs.
tools
Furnace repair m atl,
Furnace reb uild matt.
R
M outside
&

20 1
22 1
23 1
251
252
26 1
27 1
290

$

LABOR AND OVERHEAD BUDGET
MELTING DEPARTMENT MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

8,0 00

down into the specific variances just discussed.
As the product is passed to the next stage of
production (steel yards), the standard unconditioned ingot value or standard unconditioned slab
value is relieved from the inventory account and
charged to the steel yard manufacturing control
account. Labor and overhead is added to condition the product. The standard value of the products conditioned is charged to the appropriate inventory account and the credit is given to the steel
yards manufacturing control account. At this
point (as was the case in melting), the overall performance of the steel yards would be known. The
overall variance is further analyzed in the same
manner as was the case in melting.
This same accounting procedure and analysis
occurs in rolling also. In each case, the operating
area is judged by the standard value of the work
performed as compared to the actual cost incurred -the labor and overhead and the standard
value of the raw material or work in process used
to produce their product.
Based on what the customer asked for, the various finishing operations will be performed and
based on various records. The cost of these operations will be charged into the finished goods inventory. In turn, the standard cost of sales will be
the value pulled from the finished goods inventory
based on shipments.

The emphasis
should be on
what is the most
economical way
for the
company as a
whole to
produce the
product.

SUPPORTING COST CENTERS
What about a maintenance shop? How does this
accounting take place? A maintenance shop performs its work for other operating cost centers. A
charging rate per hour is developed at the time of
the annual general revision. This charging rate is
simply the dollars budgeted at normal volume divided by the normal volume man - hours.
All users of the shop -hours receive a charge
based on the number of plan -hours used times the
charging rate. This cost is included in the labor
and overhead expended in each operating area.
In theory, the same comparison is made here as
was the case in melting, except there is no material involved. The actual labor and overhead is
29

The
manufacturing
superintendent
wants the facts,
and he wants
them without
having to wade
through too
many pages.

compared to the value derived by extending the
hours distributed times the standard charging
rate. This difference is the overall variance, which
is broken down into expenditure, volume, and revision of standards.

ance. The results of this accounting are issued
each period in profit and loss statements, financial
and operating statements, and by regular reports
covering rejections, inventory adjustments, cost of
off- quality, inventory levels, and so forth.

FINISHING COST CENTER

Analysis

Here the cost center performs its function on
the steel plate after it comes from the rolling mill.
The standard hours to perform the work are determined based on tables that recognize factors
such as grade and gauge and are, in turn, converted to dollars by extending by a charging rate.
The charge to the cost center is actual labor and
overhead consumed, The relief or credit is the value of all the hours charged to the plates passing
through the areas. The difference is the overall
variance, which is further broken down into all
the variances previously mentioned.
Reporting
In an "actual" cost system, the profit and loss
statement displayed one total representing the
standard cost of sales and all the variances. It was
called actual cost of sales or perhaps cost of products sold.
With a standard cost system, however, the P &L
can be displayed as follows:
COMPARATIVE INCOME STATEMENT
Net Sales
Standard cost of products sold
Standard gross profit
Variances:
Expenditures
Efficiency
Volume
Yield
Substitution
Total variances

$$$
$$$
$$

$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$$

Gross profit

$$

Selling, G & A expense

$$

Operating earnings

$$

As can be seen, the actual cost of sales is split
between standard cost of sales and variances. Although not too much detail is shown here, these
variances are further broken down, and a great
amount of detail is shown in other more detailed
reports.
As also can be seen, one of the key features of a
standard cost system is the ability to isolate variances and, therefore, isolate details of perform30

The next step after isolating variances is to analyze the variances and offer some of the "whys."
This step involves a great deal of work on the part
of the analyst. Area manufacturing superintendents have to know more detail about expenditure
variance; they want to know how much was
caused by labor, how much by maintenance and
so forth. Within maintenance, for example, a superintendent would want to know the specific nature of the repairs by each facility, so that he
could take any necessary corrective action. Once
the detailed information is gathered, the explanations have to be conveyed in a concise fact -filled
fashion. The superintendent wants the facts, and
he wants them without having to wade through
too many pages. Timeliness is essential.
This is also the place to make recommendations. If the analysis has uncovered a problem
area, the superintendent would probably welcome
a possible solution. If the analyst isolates a problem and offers possible solutions he has made the
superintendent's job easier. Such analysis would
be included in financial statements and the area
analyst's monthly report, which should be widely
distributed.
Specialized service is also provided to:
1. Sales organization. A product analysis group
works on projects and questions submitted by
sales. The answers are helpful in establishing
sales policy, making order acceptance decisions, and costing out products.
2. Operating areas. The in -plant area analyst
works side by side with operating superintendents and supervisors. These specialists are
trained in cost accounting and financial analysis. They provide on the spot guidance to operating departments. Their operating reports,
which are prepared each period, are included
in the financial statement and are read by all
levels of management.
These area analysts revise the standards in their
respective areas each year and are also responsible
for the preparation of capital appropriation studies. The foundation upon which all these analyses
and reports are based is the standard cost system.
Closing
Perhaps it would now be helpful to describe
briefly a "mini- closing" in a simplified fashion under the standard cost system. First of all, "closing" is a term meaning to cut off all transactions
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

Exhibit 5
JOURNAL ENTRIES

Entry no.

1

Debit
Credit
.r. 000's

Finished goods inventory
Melting control

Entry no.

$500

5

Debit
Credit
in 000's

Standard cost of sales
Finished goods Inventory

$500

Charges the finished goods inventory at
the standard value for all the goods
produced and extends a credit to the
melting control account for the same total.

S500

In the example. it was assumed that all
finished goods were sold

6
2

$500

Melting co ntrol
Expense ledger

700

$ales
Profit and loss

700

250
Clears the sales account to the profit
and loss account

250

Clears the labor and overhead from the
expense ledger and charges the cost to
the melting control account.

Profit and loss
Selling, general and
administrative (SG A)

40
40

&

7

3

Melting control
Raw mate rial inventory

Clears the SG &A cost from the expense
ledger to the profit and loss account.

230
230

Reflects the charge at standard to the
manufac turing control account for all raw
material drawn from the various inventories
and the relief of the appropriate
inventory account.

8

Profit and loss
Std. cost of sales

500
500

Charges the standard cost of sales to the
profit and loss statement and relieves the
standard cost of goods sold account.
4

Melting control
Variance

Y0
20
9

Variance
Profit and loss

The balance in the manuf acturing control
account reflects a credit of $20.000 This is a
favorable variance and is cleared to a

20
20

Clears the variance account to the profit and
loss account.

variance account

"T" ACCOUNTS
Unconditioned ingots
WIP inventory

Melting control
(2)

250,000

(3)

230,000

(4)

20,000

(1)

500,000

(1)

500.000

(5)

Expense ledger
500,000

250.000

Raw material

S.G.
40,000

(3)

&

700,000

(2)

250,000

Sales
230,000

A.
(7)

1

(6)

700,000

(9)

20,000

Std. cost of sales
40,000

(5)

500.000

(8)

700.000

Variances
500,000

1

(4)

20,000

P &L
(7)

40,000

(6)

(8)

500,000

(9)

700,000
20.000
180,000

&

Note: The entries for entering totals in the expense ledger, S.G.
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A., raw material inventory and sales are not shown in the example
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at a point in time and determining the profit and
loss, inventory position, taxes, and so forth, for
that span of time — usually a month —for the major producing areas of melting, conditioning, rolling and finishing.
In the mini - closing, it will be assumed that the
company has only one producing department and
the product of that department is sold directly to
the customer. Melting will be the one department.
The entries and a brief explanation along with
"T" accounts are illustrated in Exhibit 5. As can
be seen in the P & L account, the melt shop
earned a profit before taxes, of $180,000.
This simplified description of a good standard

cost system in action, as it applies to a steel manufacturing process, should satisfy all the criteria
mentioned at the outset of this article. Whatever
the process or product, it is extremely important
that all levels of management (not just accounting) be made familiar with at least the rudiments
of the accounting system, because one of the major purposes ofany accounting system is to guide
management in decision- making. In many cases,
the only difference between an outstanding company and a good company is more effective management. A good accounting system that is understood and used properly is an absolute must for
managing effectively.

THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT LOOKS AT EPS vs ROI:
CONFLICT IN MEASURING PERFORMANCE
Continued from page 24

s

7

' Frederick W . Searby, "Return to Return on Investment;' Harvard Business
Review, March - April, 1975.
Ibid.
' Robert A. Peters, ROI- Practical Theory and Innovative Applications, New
York, N.Y.. 1974,
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
'Searby. Op. Cit.
lbid.
Ibid.
" Peters, Op. Cit.
" Ibid.
" Searby, Op. Cit.
" Peters, Op. Cit.
" Ibid.

NAA RES EARCH
PROG RAM
s
J

NAA's Research Department exists for one fundamental purpose —to advance the knowledge
and practice of management accounting.
NAA's research program does just that.
It has produced over 100 titles. Most are
still available, at prices ranging from $2.95 for
several accounting practice reports to $12.95
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number (like ROI or EPS) as the all inclusive
measure of a firm's performance can be dangerously misleading. To look at two, three, or more
indicators simultaneously can also lead to incorrect conclusions if management and the management accountant do not understand the relationships, conflicts, and trade -offs involved. Take ROI
vs. EPS, for example.

•

investment. Too often management looks only at
earnings and not at the assets employed to generate those earnings. When this happens, management can get caught in a pattern ofdeclining ROI
followed by the inevitable decline in EPS. Reversing the trend can indeed be painful.
Few of us would argue with the basic definitions of the ROI and EPS measures; indeed, considerable attention is focused on each one in many
accounting texts. This article treats both measures
under a single spotlight in an attempt to explore
the relationships and conflicts that can occur
when each is used to measure a firm's total performance.
In trying to interpret outputs of the accounting
system for top management, the management accountant must be aware that looking at a single

for each of the two volumes of "Management
Accounting for Multiple National Corporations."
83 of the publications have been assembled
in a SuperLibrary,a $382.10 value priced at
$267.49.
That's a small price for a comprehensive
management accounting reference collection.
Write for the descriptive catalog "Publications for the Management Accountant" National Association of Accountants, 919 Third
Avenue, New York, New York 10022.
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Peers,
Persuasion,
and Horizontal Management
Horizontal management derives from organizational growth and
improved communications. The modern manager must learn what
this means in terms of how to manage effectively. The key: one
cannot boss around his peers.

by Angelos A. Tsaklanganos
Horizontal management is the management of
your peers, not your subordinates. The tools of a
horizontal manager are, therefore, the techniques
of persuasion rather than leadership and supervisory skills as such. The manager cannot tell his
peers what to do—at least not directly. He must
gain their cooperation and convince them of the
wisdom of his ideas.
Clearly, horizontal management relies heavily
on horizontal channels of communication: managers on the same level must meet and discuss their
ideas and strategies and come to a mutual decision. Massie notes that such channels of communication:
"Provide the means whereby managers on
the same level of an organization coordinate
their activities without referring all matters
to their superiors.... Many matters can be
handled at the same level of an organization,
thereby speeding action while at the same
time relieving su periors of unnecessary
problems. "'
Thus, ho rizo ntal managem en t is heavily dep endent on in formation flow. If there is a go od sy stem
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

of horizontal com munication, the best of the horizontal structure m ay be com e apparent: cooperation among personnel can be enhanced, creativity
may prosper as com peting ideas are discussed and
considered, and innovative solutions to m anagement problem s will appear.
Of course, if com m unicat ion is poor, or if incom patible persons are working together, these
advantages will not appear. Jealousy and petty intrigue can flourish as easily in a horizontal environm ent as it can in a vertical one. Such problem s
are inherent in any group of p eople expect ed to
work together, but the horizontal structure is perhaps m ore prone to these problems. Thus a horizontal structure will work only as well as the personnel who com p ose it and the m anager who directs it.

� 1

Angelos A.
Tsaklanganos is
associate professor of
managerial accounting
and management
science, School of
Business
Administration, Temple
University in
Philadelphia, Pa.

Decentralization
Horizontal managem ent implies decentralization. This s im ply m eans that lower m anagem ent
m ust ha ve the ability and a uthorit y to m a ke and
im plem ent decisions. Furthermore, as the business
grows, any given level of m anagem ent will increase the am ount of decision - m aking ability allotted to it. Thu s, top m anagem en t is relieved of
33

Exhibit 1
MATRIX ORGANIZATION
President

Marketing

Engineering

Production

Quality
control

Research

Administratlon

Fina nce
—

A _ _ _ _
A

A

A

A

A
Pers onnel

—

—

—

_

B
B

B

B

B

B

degal

C

C

C

C

--

--

-

--

-

-

--

-

--

-

C

C

Pub lic
relat ions

Functional supervision
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Project coordination

increasing responsibilities as the number of decisions to be made increases. Also, the organizational structure remains flatter, because new levels of
management need not be created to take care of
the additional decisions. Horizontal management
tends to be self - perpetuating in the proper environment.

There is no
authority to
back up a
horizontal
manager. He
must possess it
or be a good
persuader.

Organizational Structure
Horizontal management is rarely, if ever, seen
in a "pure" form, but always in the context of a
larger organization with a basically flat vertical
structure. It can be observed more in service industries —and particularly in banking and insurance industries. Any given level of management
has authority over a lower level and is answerable
to a higher level. Horizontal management occurs
within a level when the proper horizontal channels of communication turn that level into a functional management group.
Horizontal management is seen most commonly today in a matrix structure, a structure that
emerges when specialists from different departments of the corporation are brought together to
work on a common project. See Exhibit 1. These
specialists are accorded a common status and responsibility and are supposed to cooperate on a
given task: thus, the requirements of a horizontal
structure are fulfilled. The group is composed of
peers and horizontal channels of communication
are provided.
According to O'Shaughnessy, matrix structures
most often occur where:
1. The group is engaged in designing and building
a large plant or machinery to customer specifications,
2. The business is dependent on product innovation because the products they produce become
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quickly obsolete,
3. The product or project is technically complex
and requires a great amount of development
work by a number of specialists.'
This list shows that a matrix structure is used
when a high degree of creativity and cooperation
is needed. This should not surprise us, for these
qualities are inherent in a horizontal design. Indeed, the matrix structure is considered the best
example of horizontal management yet evolved.
The leader is on the same level as his co- workers:
he possesses nominal authority, but has no direct
bureaucratic control. Instead, the leader must rely
on voluntary cooperation among the group members, and it is through the subtle arts of persuasion
rather than heavy- handed rule that the group operates.
Matrix organization works well not only for
complex problems, but also for problems that require many quick decisions. Thus, it is useful for
projects that must be produced in a rigid time
schedule. It is also useful in intra- project coordination, where this coordination is based on day by -day decision - making. A matrix is not often
used for inter - project coordination, which is generally done weeks or months in advance.
The strong points of the matrix scheme lead to
corresponding problems. It is not atypical to find
conflicts between the functional department manager and the project coordinator, or a failure to
coordinate functional departments. When such
problems occur, standards of proficiency and uniformity are bound to suffer. Matrix organization
can also lead to duplication of effort, underutfflization of resources, and a failure to achieve economies of scale. Such inefficient use of time and resources is inevitable in any structure that lacks a
strong coordinator, but this is the price paid for
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

the increased ability to deal with complex problems and quick decisions.
Span of Managerial Responsibility
Within the larger organizational framework,
the amount of horizontal management is related
to the span of managerial responsibility. A large
span of managerial responsibility can include one
hundred or more subordinates, whereas a small
span may include only two or three.
Of the many human and technical factors affecting the span of responsibility, one of the most
important is the degree to which technology and
computerization is used in the task. Computers
increase information flow and the rate at which it
can be processed. Thus, with a good computer
system, a single manager can receive a comprehensive digest of the activities on many people.
Also, communication time can be decreased, freeing the manager to do other things.
Technology also allows a larger span of managerial responsibility. High - technology tasks are often reduced to simple and repetitive tasks, which
allows more employees to be supervised by a single manager. Complex, non - repetitive tasks, on
the other hand, require greater coordination and
supervision, and so, decrease the span of managerial responsibility.
The managerial span of responsibility determines, to a large extent, the structure of the organization. Other organizations are characterized by
many levels ofauthority, a small span of managerial responsibility, and fewer channels of horizontal communication. They are said to be tall or vertical. Newer organizations tend to be flatter, fewer
levels of authority exist, and the span ofmanagerial responsibility is larger. Horizontal channels of
communication tend to be more abundant.
Of course, the age of the organization is not the
sole determining factor; much depends on the nature of the tasks the organization performs. In the
forefront of the factors that determine organizational patterns is the time devoted to supervisory
interaction as compared to the time devoted to
other tasks; the less supervisory interaction needed, the greater the span of managerial control_
Also important is the amount of time devoted to
interaction with superiors, with less time favoring
a flatter structure. Some of the other factors influencing organization patterns: the variety and importance of the tasks being supervised and their
degree of repetitiveness, the ability of subordinates, and the degree to which the organization is
decentralized. In an organization with a number
of separate departments, it is likely that these variables will be different for each one. Thus, a single
organization will very likely mix horizontal and
vertical structures. This is especially true of the
multinationals, which often display a very complex mixed structure.
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Vertical vs. Horizontal
First, both have advantages and disadvantages.
The advantages of the vertical structure stem
from the small number of subordinates under the
control of a single supervisor. The supervisor is
able to spend more time with each individual,
which leads to better upward communication
within the organization. The work groups themselves become smaller. Smaller work groups enhance the informal socialization on the job, which,
in turn, leads to higher morale and job satisfaction, Computerized management information systems obviate some of the communication difficulties inherent in the long communication channels
used by vertical organizations.
The advantages of horizontal structures stem
from the fewer levels of management. Communication channels tend to be shorter, which decreases distortion ofcommunication, and increases the
speed with which information can be processed.
This improved communication leads to faster decisions and increased flexibility. Employee morale
is often improved. It has been found that if an
organization employs fewer than 5,000 people,
morale is higher with a flatter organization, although if this number is increased, a vertical organization is preferable.'
Management morale is also increased with a
flatter structure. There is less red tape. Fewer levels of management means that everybody is closer
to the decision- making process, thus enhancing
independence and job satisfaction. Managers feel
more part of a team, and creativity increases. Exhibits 2 and 3 compare vertical and horizontal organizations.

Fewer levels of
management
means that
everybody is
closer to the
decision- making
process.

Evolutional Organizational Structures
It is important to note that the structure of an
organization, be it vertical or horizontal, centralized or decentralized, is not a static entity. Organizational structure changes as the organization
changes and grows. One writer describes a five stage growth pattern in terms of organizational
change that is well worth repeating here.'
The first stage of corporate organization is the
entrepreneurial. In this stage, there is a centralized chief executive, who is surrounded by his
subordinates. The relationship between these executives is casual; there is almost no formal structure or communication channels. Although these
subordinates are all peers, the lack ofa well- developed horizontal communication channel makes
horizontal management almost impossible in this
stage, as does the centrality of the chief executive.
The next state is characterized by reduced
growth of the organization and the formalization
of its centrality. Bureaucratization increases.
There is still a high degree of centralization, and a
small span of managerial responsibility. Again,
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VERTICAL ORGANIZATION

V. P.
Marketing

Research director

National
sales
manager

Controller
Product
sales
manager

Territory managers

District managers

Assistant district

Note Eight levels of authority are apparent. This chart shows the structure of
sales branch only.

of

of

The fifth stage is decentralized growth. The organization grows and develops further. The horizontal structure should be well established by this
time. The amount of horizontal management possible will depend on the level of management (the
the department having the greatest horiheads
managerial rezontal freedom) and the span
sponsibility within each functional department.

of

of

Sales agents

if

Produce sales supervisors

of

—

of

managers
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Horizontal management means persuasion. One
cannot boss around his peers; they must be convinced. Furthermore, there is no authority to back
up the horizontal manager. He must either appear
to possess the authority, or be a very good persuader. The first and most important step for the
manager is to establish a high degree credibility, or at least to sound as he knows what he is
talking about. High- sounding degrees and impressive credentials will help in this process, but ultimately, credibility is attached to success. Therefore, until the manager has established good credibility, daring schemes are not feasible, as an early
failure can tarnish a reputation.
Very often a manager will come up with a good
plan, but one to which he cannot gain approval.
There's a lesson here. Because it is dangerous to
appear devious in a group peers, and because it
is almost impossible to convince a majority that
they are wrong, it is foolhardy to present a novel
idea straight out, The manager should, before the
meeting, sound out his peers informally. In such
one -to -one encounters, majority pressures won't
exist.
In the meeting itself, it is often useful for the
manager to start off with the majority position
and then slowly draw the members over to his
side. Alternatively, he could take the "reasonable"
stance. This technique entails arguing both sides
of the question, but biasing the argument in favor
the preferred position. The manager lets the
other members appear to make the decision, slowly nudging them they get. stuck.
As far as the establishment
power and authority within a horizontal group goes, there are
two philosophies. One way to become powerful in
peers is to appear powerful and to bea group
if

V. P.
Production

How to be a Horizontal Manager

of

President

After the period decentralized growth comes
the multistructure. At this point, the various decentralized units experience varying rates of
growth of their own, which will impress diverse
structures upon them. The organizational chart
becomes quite complex; opportunities for horizontal management abound in this situation as complexity increases horizontal communication. Special project groups will be constantly forming into
matrix structures, and delegation of authority will
increase.
The growth of the multistructure is limited
mostly to multinational corporations. With the
multinationals, a decentralized structure is very
the different conditions in
necessary because
different countries. The various locations and various products of the multinationals require an organizational structure that can adapt to these different requirements.

of

Exhibit 2

To Multistructure

of

there is little opportunity for horizontal management.
The third stage is the functional growth stage.
The centralized structure is completely formalized
at this point, and growth resumes. At this stage,
the possibilities of horizontal management may
appear, but are not great. There is still a great deal
of centralized control, although horizontal communication channels may be fairly well developed.
The fourth stage is characterized by the development of the decentralized structure. The organization has grown too large to be efficiently centralized, so various functions are delegated to the
heads of implementing units. Two forms of decentralization may occur —by product line or by geographic area. The second is most common in multinational corporations. This is an interesting time
for the horizontal manager. Authority is being
delegated downward, and horizontal communication is forming. The enterprising horizontal manager can do very well by applying the techniques
of horizontal management.
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Exhibit 3

HORIZONTAL ORGANIZATION
President

Product division executives

Production supervisor

Director o1 research

Sales manager
I
Territory managers

Head accountant

District sales agents

This organization covers the same duties as that in Exhibit 2, and Is of the same approximate size, but has only five
levels of authority. The pyramid is also much flatter.

come the informal —but acknowledged — leader.
The other philosophy seeks to exercise control
subtly while appearing to take a passive role.
These two philosophies are not mutually exclusive; they can both be used to advantage by the
same person, although at different times and in
different ways, The predominant mode will reflect
the personality and abilities ofthe manager.
The establishment of apparent power is, in
some respects, easier. The manager should cultivate the friendship of his superiors and in other
ways enhance his status in the horizontal organization. Although this will probably result in no
increase in authority (for the moment, at least), it
will have a tremendous psychological impact on
the other group members. Advertising past accomplishments may also help.
It is useful to project the "image" of a leader.
Some of the characteristics of a leader that the
ambitious manager should cultivate are:
Capacity: Intelligence, alertness, verbal facility,
originality, and judgment
Achievement: in scholarship, knowledge, and athletics
Responsibility: dependability, initiative, persistence, agressiveness and self- confidence
Participation: active, social, cooperative, sense of
humor
Status:social- economic, general popularity -5
The problems with this course of action lies in
the resentment and competition ofthe other peers.
People fear a powerful leader; and if the leader
does not have real authority to back him up, his
leadership is bound to fail. Also, others in the
group will probably attempt the same thing, leading to intra -group competition. Such competition
makes it more difficult for any one member to
succeed, and could be disastrous for the group.
The other philosophy holds that the manager
should make no attempt to impress his will directly upon the group. The manager still must appear
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authoritative and competent, but must not appear
as a threat to any of the members. A Chinese philosopher summed up this technique by saying
when a good king rules, the people say "Look
what the king has done for us." But when a great
king rules, the people say "We have done it ourselves." By not appearing to be a threat and by
never appearing to promote a personal choice, the
skillful manager will gain the confidence of his
peers; and if he appears competent and intelligent,
he will also gain their respect.
The manager pursuing this philosophy can
wield enormous power, and no one would suspect
it. People want and need approval, and if the manager can establish himself as a person whose approval is wanted, he can control a meeting with a
nod or a frown. While the others debate, this manager subtly manages the course of the debate by
giving or withholding approval. Clearly, this is a
slow and difficult course; it is not suited for managers with an aggressive temperament.

If the manager
can establish
himself as a
person whose
approval is
wanted, he can
control
meetings with a
nod or a frown,

New Techniques, New Managers
Horizontal management is the wave of the future, and the possibilities it affords both to organizations and to individuals are still largely unknown. Managers will have to learn cooperation
and teamwork, and practice these traits to a much
larger extent than they currently are practiced. A
different sort of manager will be needed who uses
different management techniques.
Horizontal management will be responsible for
new and innovative ideas in organizational structure and new relationships within those structures. What those changes and ideas will be is all
but impossible to predict, but it is certain they will
occur as technological changes make horizontal
structures not only possible but imperative.
❑
' Joseph L. Massie, E- csentials of Management. Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.1.. 1971.
' J. O'Shaughnessy, Business Organization. London, 1973.
' E.C. Weiss, "Organizational Climate," Organirarional Behavior and Hunan
Performance, April, 1974.
"Theodore Weinshall, - Multinational Corporations,- Management Intematinna!
Review, 1975.
' Ralph Stogdill, Handbook of Leadership. The Free Press, N.Y., N.Y., 1974.
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Interest on Equity Capital
and CASB Standard 414
Perhaps the best solution would be for the FASB to establish an
interest rate within the appropriate range.

By Keith Bryant, Jr. and Carolyn U. Phillips
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Generally accepted accounting principles recognize only interest on borrowed funds (debt capital) as a cost of doing business. They ignore completely the cost of the major source of funds —equity capital. The economist makes no distinction
between sources. From an economic point of view,
interest is the cost of using capital regardless of
the source. This is also true for the management
accountant in his evaluation of the performance of
an investment center. He must consider the cost
of all funds regardless of the source. Perhaps the
time has come to revise the accounting principles
so that interest on equity capital will also be recognized as a cost in the financial statements as it is
now with interest on debt capital.
A Proposal
The leading current advocate of the treatment
of equity interest as a cost is Professor Robert N.
Anthony of Harvard University.' Basically, his
proposal requires that accounting first adopt the
economic concept of interest as the cost of using
capital regardless of its source. The typical economic textbook generally refers to four basic factors of production (natural resources, labor, capital, and entrepreneurial ability) and the cost of
their use as rent, wages, interest, and profit. No
profit is earned until the costs of the first three
factors have been covered. Accounting recognizes
a profit when the costs of the first two — natural
resources and labor —have been covered, plus in-
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terest on only the debt portion of capital. Thus,
interest on equity capital, which is a cost to the
economist, is a part of the accountant's profit. In
fact, failure to earn an adequate return on equity
capital can produce an accounting profit which,
concurrently, would be an economic loss. The
proposed change would, therefore, mean that the
accounting concept of net income require recognition of equity interest as a cost.
The second major requirement is that the cost
of capital, both debt and equity, be accounted for
in the same manner as other items of cost. This
would mean, for example, that there would be interest costs included in the costs of manufacturing
goods and in the costs of assets held for sale or
future use. The treatment of interest on all capital
as a cost would have a significant effect on accounting procedures and financial statements. Implementation of the proposal would require that
two practical' problems be solved, First, how
would the measurement of the interest cost of equity capital be made; and second, what procedures
would be used for incorporating interest costs for
both debt and equity capital into the accounts?
MEASUREMENT OF INTEREST COST

Interest cost is determined by multiplying a rate
times the amount of capital employed. Readily
available for an organization are its interest costs
on debt and the book value of assets employed.
The only real difficulty lies in obtaining a rate for
equity capital. Anthony suggests the use of a
"prime lending rate." The prime equity rate
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

should be higher than the prime lending rate used
by banks, and it should be lower than the average
cost of equity capital. The specific rate to be used
should be specified directly by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. Alternatively, the
FASB could specify an objective methodology for
arriving at the rate. In either case, the rate probably would fall between eight percent and 11 percent. There can be much research and discussion
dealing with appropriate methodology for determining the rate, but the key issue is that a rate is
needed. Perhaps the best solution would be for the
FASB to establish an interest rate within the appropriate range.'
If we now assume that a rate is available for
equity interest, the following methodology would
be used to determine a company's overall interest
rate for a given year.
1. Calculate the aftertax interest cost of debt capital in the same way as is now being done.
2. Apply the prime equity rate to the company's
equity capital.
3. Obtain an overall interest rate by dividing the
total interest cost for both debt and equity by
the total amount of capital. The resulting rate
would be analogous to the current weighted average cost of capital except that all companies
would use a uniform percentage for the equity
portion of their capital.
ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

Procedures for integrating interest cost into the
financial accounting system center around use of
an account called "interest pool." Annual interest
costs would be debited to the interest pool account
using the procedures outlined above for the calculation of the cost of both debt and equity capital.
Interest costs would then be assigned to individual
cost objectives using the single overall rate for the
company and the capital employed for each cost
objective. This assignment of interest results in
credits to the interest pool account and an increase in the cost of manufactured products. Any
interest cost not assigned to cost objectives during
the year should be treated as a general expense of
that year. It should be noted again that interest
costs are put into the interest pool account using
different rates for debt capital and equity capital,
while interest costs are taken out of the pool using
a single calculated interest rate. This procedure
recognizes the fact that it is generally impossible
to determine the specific source of capital for each
individual asset employed by a company.
A question may be raised about the credit entries to accompany the original debits to the interest pool account. In the case of debt capital interest, the credit would be to cash or accrued interest
payable. The offsetting credits for the debits to the
interest pool for equity capital interest should
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probably be increases in shareholders' equity —ei ther retained earnings or a new shareholders' equity account.
The justification for recording the equity capital
interest as an increase in shareholders' equity is
that it represents capital retained within the company in an amount equal to the cost of using the
equity capital. The point may seem clearer by returning to a basic premise of the proposal which
requires that accounting follow the economic concept of interest as a payment for the use of capital.
Thus, the interest on equity capital may be viewed
as payment to those who furnished the capital. To
the extent not paid out in dividends, the interest
should logically be an increase in the shareholders' equity account.
The end results of implementing the proposal
into the financial accounting system are likely to
include the following: higher cost of sales, lower
net income, higher inventory amounts, and higher
shareholders' equity. The major advantage of the
proposal probably would be that the income statement would report as net income a true profit figure after recognition of all costs of production.
Also, the interest cost of capital invested in inventories would be reflected i'h higher costs of inventories on the balance sheet.

Carolyn U. Phillips is a
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Vulcan Materials Co.
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degree from the
University of Alabama
in Birmingham. Ms.
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the Birmingham
Chapter.

Cost Accounting Standard 414
The proposal by Professor Anthony represents
a way of providing more meaningful financial
statements and deserves serious consideration by
the Financial Accounting Standards Board. For
the present, however, it would be interesting to
observe a parallel situation in the Cost Accounting Standards Board Standard 414. CAS 414 may,
in fact, be the vehicle for bringing about a major
change in accounting —the recognition of interest
on equity capital as a cost of being in business.
Titled "Cost of Money as an Element of the Cost
of Facilities Capital," CAS 414 allows the inclusion of an imputed interest charge on capital assets as a cost on certain government contracts. In
many respects, it may be viewed as the first major
step toward official recognition of interest on equity capital as a cost.
EVOLUTION OF CAS 414

The encouragement of investment in new capital assets by government contractors is the major
reason given for the enactment of the Standard.
According to this line of reasoning, a contractor
who acquires modern new plant and equipment
becomes more efficient and thus is able to perform
work on government contracts at a lower overall
cost than another contractor who does not modernize. The combined incentives of the existing investment tax credit, the allowance of depreciation
as a cost, and the new allowance of an imputed
cost of capital on certain contracts are all expect39
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implement. It should be pointed out that the government would have recovered much of the higher
cost through income taxes, because the higher revenues would be taxable while the imputed inflation cost would not be a deductible expense. The
Board decided to deal with the inflation problem
through a single standard on the cost of facilities
capital.
After distribution of three issue papers, the
CASB, in March 1976, issued the proposed Cost
Accounting Standards No. 414, "Cost of Money
as an Element of the Cost of Facilities Capital,"
which provided for the treatment of imputed interest on facilities capital as an allowable contract
cost. The Board settled upon the use of an interest
rate established semi- annually by the Secretary of
the Treasury under Public Law 92 -41 for calculating the cost
facilities capital. It was thought
that this rate, which takes into account current
private commercial rates interest for new loans
maturing in approximately five years, would provide reasonable recognition contractors' investments in facilities and would also reflect the impact of inflation. At the same time CAS 414 was
proposed, the Board stated that it would continue
research into the development of a standard dealing with the cost
money applicable to working
capital investments.
As might be expected, industry looked with
great favor upon the proposed CAS 414, but several government agencies raised serious objections. Some agencies maintained that the cost of
money should not be treated as an explicit contract cost, but that it should continue to be viewed
as an element of profit. Some feared that when the
cost of money was recognized as an explicit cost,
fees would not be reduced to take this into account., thereby giving rise to unwarranted increases in profits. After consideration of the comments
received, Standard 414 was promulgated by the
CASB and became effective on October 1, 1976.
Little was said about the fact that the government
would recoup about half of any increase in profits
that might result from the allowance of imputed
interest in negotiating the price of a contract. At
the same time, the government was not allowing
the same item as a cost in the calculation of taxable income.
IMPLEMENTATION OF CAS 414

Standard 414 became effective on October 1,
1976, and applies to most negotiated defense
prime contracts and sub - contracts in excess of
$100,000 if the business unit of the contractor
which is awarded the contract has previously received a CAS - covered contract in excess of
$500,000. The Standard does not apply to contracts awarded (or contracts on which price agreement was reached) prior to October 1, 1976.
Implementation
the Standard by government
of

of

Many people
feel that CAS
414 was
enacted
primarily to
offset certain
features of CAS
409.
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ed to stimulate capital spending, to improve efficiency, and to lower costs to the government. The
purpose of the Standard, as stated by the CASB, is
to establish criteria for the measurement and allocation of the cost of capital committed to facilities
as an element of contract cost and to improve cost
measurement by providing for allocation of the
cost of contractor investment in facilities capital
to negotiated contracts.
Many people feel that CAS 414 was enacted
primarily to offset certain features
the earlier
CAS 409 that were perceived as harmful by government contractors. When CAS 409, "Depreciation Tangible Capital Assets," was proposed by
the CASB in 1974, government contractors almost unanimously agreed that important requirements the Standard would have a profound adverse impact on their capital investment plans,
cash flows, and profits. Crucial requirements of
the Standard dealing with asset service lives and
allowable depreciation methods would result, for
many contractors, in a slowdown in recovery of
investment in tangible capital assets. Another major objection raised was the failure of the Standard
to deal with the cost of inflation in depreciation
accounting. Also, many contractors felt that the
record- keeping necessary to support asset service
lives would be quite expensive.
The Department of Defense, already concerned
with the lack of investment action on the part of
defense contractors, requested in a hearing held
by the House Banking Subcommittee that the
CASB postpone implementation of the Standard
until a study of the Department's profit policy
could be completed. In its response, the CASB
stated that the purpose of the Standard was to
provide for better measurement and allocation
depreciation costs. It pointed out that the determination of the adequacy of profits should not be a
consideration in the selection of appropriate cost
accounting practices. In recognition of the problems created by the proposed Standard, however,
the CASB stated that it would give high priority
to research dealing with the subjects of cost of
capital and cost of inflation with a view toward
developing standards in these two areas. Despite
raging controversy, Standard 409 was promulgated and became effective on July 1, 1975.
In October 1975, the CASB published a proposed Cost Accounting Standard No. 413, "Adjustment of Historical Depreciation Costs for Inflation," which provided for the use of a price index (the GNP Deflator) to give recognition to the
effect of inflation on depreciable capital assets. It
was agreed that this imputed cost was a significant
one for which contractors should be reimbursed.
The Board estimated, however, that the proposed
Standard could result in increased costs to the
government of $100 million annually, and the proposal was later withdrawn as being too costly to
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The facilities capital cost of money factor is
computed by: (a) multiplying the investment base
by the applicable cost of money rate to arrive at
the cost of money for the accounting period, and
(b) dividing the cost of money determined in (a)
by the corresponding allocation base. The resulting factor is applied to the appropriate allocation
base for a contract to determine the facilities capital cost of money for that contract. A detailed
example of factor computations illustrating the allocation of home office and service center facilities
capital can be found in the Federal Register, Vol.
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EXAMPLE
XYZ corporation uses two overhead pools —
one for Department A and one for Department
B—to accumulate costs for charging overhead to
final cost objectives. All indirect expense incurred
for the general management and administration of

Exhibit 1
CONTRACT COST OF MONEY COMPUTATION
1. Fac ilities Capital
Assets associated with:
Dept. A overhead pool
Dept. B overhe ad pool
G & A expense pool
Facilities cap ital re corded

1976 average
ne t bo ok value
$ 1,600 ,000
2,5 00,000
400 ,0 00
$ 4,5 00,000

2. O perating Res ults
Direc t m aterial
Dire ct labor and overhe ad:
Dept. A labor
Dept. A overhead (9 0 % o f d ire c t lab o r)
Dep t. B lab or
Dept. B overhead (1 2 0 % o f d ire c t lab o r)
Total c os t input (e xc lud ing co st o f mo ne y)
G & A (9 pe rc ent o f to tal c os t inp ut)
Total

$

900 ,0 00

1,8 00,000
1,620 ,000
2,2 50,000
2.7 00.000
9,2 70 ,0 00
834 .3 00
$10 ,10 4,3 00

@

$

Cos t D ata fo r the Contract
Direc t m aterial
Dept. A labor
Dept. A overhead
90%
Dept. B labor
Dept. B overhead
12 0%
To tal co st inp ut (exclud ing co st o f mo ne y)
G &A @9%

$

$

15.000
30 ,0 00
27.000
35,000
42,000
149,000
13,410
162,410

_

=

_

4. C ost of m oney fac tor base d on 12.7 pe rcent intere st rate
$1 ,60 0 ,00 0 ;; .1 2 7
Dept. A labor
07
$1,80 0,0 00
$2,5 00,000
x .1 27
Dept. B labor
08 75
$2,2 50,000
$4 00 .00 0 X .12 7
To tal co st inp ut
.0034
9,2 70 ,0 00

Allocation base
De partme nt A lab or
De partme nt B labo r
Total cost input

Allocated
to contract
(f ro m 3 )
$

1. Investment —The net book value of facilities
capital allocated to the business unit indirect
cost pool.
2. Cost of money rate —The interest rate specified
by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to
Public Law 92 -41. This rate is published semiannually. Here are the applicable rates to date:
10/1/76-12/31/76
8' /,%
1 / 1 /77- 6/30/77
73/ , %
7/1/77 -12/31 /77
7 '/ e%
3. Allocation base for the indirect cost pool (e.g.,
direct labor dollars, machine hours, total cost
input, etc.).

41, No. 107 (June 2, 1976). A simplified example
is presented here.

@

agencies has varied. Temporary Regulation No.
40 allows agencies whose pricing policies are governed by the Federal Procurement Regulations to
adopt or withdraw the applicability of CAS 414 to
CAS - covered contracts. The Regulation provides
that if CAS 414 imputed costs are treated as allowable contract costs, profit policies must be
modified so that, on an overall agency basis, aggregate contract prices will not increase. In a later
development, the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy proposed a government -wide profit policy
that incorporates CAS 414. The proposal provides, as a general rule, that the cost of motley
shall not be offset dollar for dollar in computing
profit objectives.
The Department of Defense revised its procurement policy to allow for the treatment of the cost
of money (measured in accordance with CAS 414)
as an allowable cost in negotiated defense contracts priced on the basis of cost analysis. However, procedures were established to offset, through
pre- negotiation profit objectives, the average cost
increase attributable to the imputed cost of
money_'
In order to comply with the Standard, contractors must determine, in each cost accounting period, a facilities capital cost of money factor for
each indirect cost pool to which a significant
amount of facilities capital has been allocated and
which is used to allocate indirect costs to final cost
objectives. The basic components entering into the
computation of the facilities capital cost of money
factors are:

30,000
35,000
149 ,0 00

Cost of
money factor
(f ro m 4 )

Cost of
money

.07
.08 75
.00 34

$2 ,1 00
3,0 63
507

Co ntract c os t of m oney o n facilities c ap ital

$5 ,6 70

the business as a whole enter into the G & A expense pool. Total cost input is used as the allocation base for G & A expense. Exhibit 1 illustrates
the contract cost of money computation. Note
that XYZ is allowed to bill the contracting agency
the sum of $5,670 as the cost of capital used on
the contract in addition to the costs of $162,410
and the contractor's fee.
Only a Beginning
The major impact of the Standard is found in
higher revenues, profits and income taxes. When
Continued on page 47
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Different Costs for Different
Purposes
Each of these purposes would be best satisfied by some
methodology tailored to meet the information requirements of that
purpose.

By Edwin Bartenstein
M
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Accountants and businessmen need different costs
for different purposes. If one is interested in the
long -term economics of the ability of the firm to
stay in business and to continue to produce goods
and services, he tends to accept the argument that,
in the long run, revenue must recoup all product
costs including those of idle capacity. If, however,
in the midst of a recession, one is contemplating
the chances for survival —a short-term concept —
he needs to know the optimal price to charge for
his product that will maximize absorption of fixed
costs and, he hopes, add to profit. To find that
price, he will normally exclude idle capacity costs
from product costs because his will be a contribution margin approach. Idle capacity in this case
must be charged to profit and loss.
What Is Idle Capacity?
When a decision is made to incur costs of land,
buildings, equipment, and other physical attributes of capacity, that decision is made with a capacity goal in mind. When the physical capacity is
established and supplied with the organizational
capacity to use it for production, another step has
been taken toward realizing a capacity goal. The
financial capacity to build and maintain the physical and organizational capacities is also a prerequisite. All of these capacities, to be coordinated,
require a single assumption about the capacity
goal. The capacity goal is simply an expectation of
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productivity. In this context, some goals are
reached and some are approached or exceeded,
but they all imply an expected standard of output.
At the beginning of production, such a standard
of output may be used to determine idle capacity:
that portion of capacity not contributing to output. But this will be found to be an unreliable
measure because what is expected of a facility is
not necessarily what the facility is capable of pro duciag. First of all, it will take some time and
experience to balance the several capacities (financial, physical, organizational) to each other. This
is always a continuing and dynamic process, but
at some time a standard or normal output can be
established. A deviation from this on the low side
is one measure of idle capacity.
The Argument for Charging Idle Plant Costs to
Products
The net income of an enterprise over its lifetime
is equal to total revenues less total expenditures.
The fact that some of the expenditures result in
too little or even no revenue does not change the
final tally. When resources are expended, they are
categorized by accountants as expenses, costs, or
losses. Expenses may be incurred for office supplies, entertainment of customers, or to repair a
leaky faucet. In this case, the money is spent for
legitimate business purposes, but nothing of measurable value is left behind that was not there before. Costs, on the other hand, involve the same
kind of expenditure of resources, but they result in
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additions to business assets in the form of inventory, facilities, or other things of value which may
still be in the possession of the expending entity.
Losses, of course, are expenditures of resources
which result in no benefit either in services or assets. However, if we accept the long -range view of
a business enterprise (the "going concern" concept) and if we accept an accounting view of business success (maximizing owner's equity), then we
must agree that the measure of success does not
depend on the categorization of expenditures into
expenses, costs, and losses. Rather, the success of
an enterprise depends on the amount by which
revenues exceed expenditures during the enterprise's entire existence.
PRODUCT COSTS AND CAPACITY
In this macro viewpoint of the firm, we may
consider that the costs of the firm's products are
conceptually some share of the total expenditures
daring the life of the firm. If the matching concept
is also accepted, then all expenditures of the firm
during its existence must be matched against all
revenues. Because the products of the firm are the
only source of revenues, then, by the accepted definition of costs, all expenditures during the life of
the firm (whether categorized temporarily as expenses, costs, or losses) are actually product costs.
This argument is seemingly a reiteration of the
often stated position that, in the long run, all costs
are variable; that is, they tend to vary with output.
This position requires care and precision in use.
As the costs of capacity (facilities, personnel, and
organization) increase, the potential for increased
production is created. But production itself is not
increased. Increased production may or may not
result from increased costs of capacity. Thus, it is
questionable whether the costs of capacity can
ever be considered to be variable costs, even in the
long run.
PERIOD COSTS AND CAPACITY
In the long term, as we have already stated, all
expenditures of the firm must be shared by all
products of the firm. But in the short term, there
is the nagging problem of timing. Which costs belongs to which products?
If the plant manufactures 100 products of different sizes, weights, and values during the year,
and anticipates manufacturing 200 different products next year, what would be a fair way of allocating institutional advertising expenses to products? Certainly both this year's and next year's
output benefit in varying amounts from this kind
of general expenditure. The usual response would
be to say that this is a period expense and not
allocable to products. But this begs the question:
is the true total of product costs that which is
desired? What is needed, then, is a method of dividing the costs by time period as well as product
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size, weight, and /or value. In that a future benefit
is created by the advertising, we can say that an
asset is simultaneously created. Because the revenue generated by future product sales is the future
benefit, the asset value resides in those products.
That this computation may be difficult to make
does not make the theoretical concept wrong. In
the example presented, the specific advertising expenditures could be divided between current and
future benefits. Currently produced products
could be burdened with their share of advertising
costs as they were completed and placed in inventory. The remaining costs could reside in a capital
account such as "Advertising costs that benefit future product sales." An amortization schedule
could be set up to transfer such costs to inventory
as the future products come into existence. A similar method would apply to research and development costs.
Moving from this radical position to one that
admits the reality of period costs, one immediately
faces a problem of definition. Period costs imply
that there is a relationship between the incurrence
of costs, their recapture in product sales, and the
timing of these events. The depreciation of a machine is an example of costs that may be said to be
time - dependent. The benefits are considered to occur with the passing of time, regardless of the use
made of the machine to produce products. In any
case, when period costs exist in a system, they are
usually separated from direct product costs. If a
cost is associated only with the current accounting
period and provides no future benefit, it must be
disposed of as an expense of the current period.
This, in effect, means that products sold in the
current period must support all the costs of the
current period. But because it is difficult to establish a cost - benefit relationship of such expenses to
products, they do not become product costs. They
remain separate and are accounted for as period
costs.

In the long term,
all costs must be
shared by all
products, but in
the short term,
which costs
belong to which
products?

IDLE CAPACITY COSTS
Although capacity costs involve physical, personnel, and organizational elements, we will consider only the physical plant composed of buildings and equipment. The costs involved are customarily allocated to fixed overhead depreciation,
property taxes and insurance. At times certain
kinds of supervision and factory administration
costs are also included. All of these costs can then
be distributed to products on the basis of some
logical method of allocation. However, a problem
of idle capacity arises when a facility or machine
is idle some portion of the time. It is still incurring
costs at a constant rate (based on time) regardless
of its lack of output, At first glance, this appears
to be a classic loss situation. But a closer look
reveals that one cannot obtain a part of a machine
or half of a plant. Once the machine or plant is
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If we agree that
capacity is a
long -range
decision, then
we must accept
the idea that
capacity has
value over a
long period of
time.

purchased, it is there and available for use. The
plant may contain ten A machines and one B machine in a 10,000 - square -foot area, Ifcurrent production requires mine A machines and only one half of the time of the B machine in a 9,500 square -foot area, then one A machine, one half of
the B machine, and 500 square feet of floor space
must be accounted for as idle capacity. Ifshould
be clear, however, that whatever products are produced will yield the only revenues against which
all the fixed costs can be matched. Even though it
may be useful for control purposes to separate out
the costs of idle capacity, it is not reasonable to
consider them period costs or losses. All of the
costs of all of the capacity can be absorbed only by
all of the products which those costs produced,
regardless of the number of products that come off
the production line.
The establishment of capacity in any form is a
long -range decision. There must always be enough
capacity to take advantage of surges in demand,
and as most companies expect to grow, there must
be enough capacity to accommodate expected
growth patterns. If we agree that capacity is a
long -range decision, and if the "going concern"
concept can be accepted, then we must accept the
idea that capacity has value over a long period of
time. The length of that period is not known until
the assets contributing to capacity are disposed.
Between the beginning and end of the period, only
estimates can be made of the percentage of original value consumed by usage of the facilities. The
amortization and depreciation may be time- related or they may be use - related. In most cases, for
depreciation charges, the accounting system implies a time relationship. But, whatever the conveniences of such thinking, only products benefit
from the existence of capacity costs. The matching concept insists that costs be matched with revenues produced by those costs, and only products
generate revenue. The problem resulting from uneven use of the facility and the related idle capacity costs, are simply problems of measurement and
have no place in a purely theoretical discussion. If
all capacity costs are shared by products, we again
reach the conclusion that all costs of capacity, including idle capacity costs, are product costs.
IDLE CAPACITY AND REAL WORLD COSTS
It may be worthwhile to bring this theoretical
discussion a little closer to the real world. It is
practically impossible to provide a perfectly synchronized, optimally proportioned set of resources. Some idle capacity is acceptable and, indeed, necessary. The question really seems to be
"when and how much ?" Everyone in the business
world is acquainted with seasonal fluctuations in
production requirements, and nearly everyone in
the industrially developed countries of the world
is familiar with business cycles and their impact
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on production requirements. If these are events
that actually occur, there is no excuse for purposely avoiding their consideration in product costing.
The only way to consider them is to admit that, in
the product costing system, fluctuations in capacity use do occur, and the costs, even if measured
separately for other purposes, are ultimately a
part of aggregate product costs.
Turning for a moment to the narrower point of
view of machinery, the same argument regarding
product mix applies. In every factory there are
some machines which, though necessary, are not
used to full capacity. A high capacity special purpose machine may be the most economical one to
acquire, even though it is used less than full time.
Another relevant area is pricing. Prices, in the
real world, are usually determined in the marketplace, but there are many situations in which cost
is a limiting factor. Total costs must be recaptured
by total revenues, which are dependent upon
product prices. In the short run, any price that is
greater than the variable costs contributes to the
absorption of fixed costs and to profit. But, in the
long run, all costs, including those generated by
idle capacity, must be covered or the firm will
soon cease to exist.
The Argument for Charging Idle Plant Costs to
Profit and Loss
Eric Koehler defines idle capacity as: "Unused
productive potential: said of a machine, operation,
or plant not in use or only partially in use; it may
be variously measured, as in tons of possible additional output, or in hours available for use." ' In
other words, idle capacity is that capacity which is
not used productively at a specific time. As that
point is expanded into a period of time, the costs
of the existence and maintenance of that unused
capacity at the series of points that become a period are the costs of idle capacity. This concept implies a sort of averaging technique over a period
because at every point along a time - oriented continuum of conditions in a large facility there will
be a different amount of idle capacity. The idle
capacity costs, then, are period costs as are all of
the capacity costs.
The cost of a product is dependent on the materials, activities, and uses of machinery, equipment,
and floor space necessary for its production. If
another part of the plant is idle, there would seem
to be little logic in transferring any of the costs of
that portion of the plant to products manufactured in the active part of the plant. Costs of idle
plant capacity are normally higher at a time when
products are more difficult to sell and, depending
upon price elasticity, prices are lower. Since inventory cannot have a value above its selling
price, there would seem to b e an upper limit,
above which idle capacity costs cannot be assigned to products. Due to these limitations, the
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proper disposition of these excess production costs
should be made to the profit and loss account. The
argument here is that although other costs are
considered to be controllable, idle capacity costs
are not among those that are controlled at the
manufacturing plant level. Much more valuable
information for control purposes is made available
to management if idle capacity costs are kept separate and are not included in product costs. Once
an aggregation is made, it is more difficult to separate the parts and there is often a tendency not to
go to the trouble.
Idle capacity costs are generally the responsibility of some part of the organization other than
production. It may be sales, marketing, or top
management, or the board of directors that should
bear the blame. But such costs are almost never
the fault of the producing part of the company.
These costs are not product oriented and should
not be accounted for as product costs. If the board
of directors decrees that a supposedly objectionable advertising campaign should be discontinued,
and as a result sales decrease to the point of causing idle plant capacity, there is no good reason to
then report higher costs of the product.

result in an astronomical and obviously unreasonable cost of that item. It could never be accepted
as a reasonable cost or asset value of inventory. If
inventory is burdened with idle capacity costs
there is an unavoidable implication of value. An
item is not necessarily worth more becuuse it costs
more to produce. At some time a writedown of an
overvalued inventory will have to take place; at
the latest this will take place at the time of sale. If
the writedown is to occur, it makes sense to take it
at the beginning rather than later. Ifthe logic applies in the extreme case, the principles behind
that logic also apply in the less extreme case. In
any case, products should not bear the costs of
idle capacity.
INVENTORY VALUATION

Inventories are rarely valued at an amount
based on selling price, because this tends to violate
the realization principle. They are normally valued at an amount based on costs: the monetary
values expended to get the products into their
present place and condition. These costs are normally computed for several other reasons, among
which are income determination and pricing decisions. The question, of course, is what costs
ACTIVITY LEVELS AND IDLE CAPACITY
should be included in product costs? Fess and
Quite often a plant is built with a long -range Ferrara point out that: "Inventories are simply an
view of growing markets. There is at first a expression of all costs used up in the process of
planned idle capacity. As the demand for prod- acquiring revenue which has not yet been recogucts increases, more of the plant capacity is used, nized." Z They also state: "If the recognition of
and eventually it may be time to consider more revenue is delayed, all costs (fixed or variable) ascapacity growth. This type of "planned" idle ca- sociated with the acquisition ofthat revenue must
pacity has nothing to do with the costs of manu- be delayed in the form ofinventory." ' They mainfacturing products. There is no good reason to in- tained that there are four categories of cost which
ventory such costs which were knowingly in- are relevant to income measurement. This discuscurred for an entirely different purpose.
sion concerns only the fourth, "costs of wasted
There may be other reasons for the existence of service potential," which would include idle caidle plant capacity. Under conditions of full ab- pacity costs. Of this they wrote: "If the service
sorption costing, when overall activity fluctuates, potential has been wasted, i.e., it no longer exists
the burden rate would necessarily vary. Varying and has not been used to produce income, the cost
burden rate with activity levels raises costs during (category 4) must be treated as a loss in the indeclining output. This is also the time when re- come statement." `
ducing selling prices might increase business. It
It is difficult to see how the information content
presents one of the strong arguments against full of costs is increased by including expenditures asabsorption costing, but without getting into that
sociated with idle capacity. Such expenditures do
argument, the same reasoning can be used against
not provide "additional utility" nor are they "relethe inclusion of idle capacity costs in product. vant," since they cannot be shown to be "technically or economically associated with" any part of
costs.
If, because of market conditions, sales and the product. The time relationship is accidental in
backlogs decrease to a point where it is not good that the product in question came through one
business to continue operating at full capacity, production line when some other line was not opidle capacity costs will be incurred. These costs erating at full capacity. The identical product enhave nothing to do with producing products or tailing the identical prime and overhead costs
services. If one carries the example of reduced
would have been produced in the same form and
output to the point where the last product of the place if the other line were at full capacity. Beplant is produced at 12:01 A.M. of the last day of cause idle capacity costs do not influence future
operation before closing the plant, it can be seen costs or result in future costs avoidance, they can that using the rules of fullabsorption costing and ,not be assets or be added to the value or costs of
full allocation to products of idle capacity costs assets such as inventory.
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Idle capacity
costs are
generally the
responsibility of
some part of the
organization
other than
production.
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INCOME MEASUREMENT

There is no
service potential
or future benefit
in idle capacity
costs, so they
cannot add to
the asset value
of inventories.

One of the earliest uses of product costing was
to assist in the setting of prices. In the Nineteenth
Century, when mass production methods produced product flows that induced competitive
pricing, it was imperative that producers improve
their pricing and estimating procedures to stay in
business. Of course, in most cases, costs alone do
not determine prices. The greatest influence on
prices is often the market in which the products
are sold. Whatever the product, however, prices of
successful producers must cover their costs or the
products will cease to be available. For all producers, a knowledge of costs is essential information
needed for making financial decisions regarding
project and product selection, as well as for bidding and pricing decisions. It has already been
pointed out that the inclusion of idle capacity
costs in product costs has the effect of raising
costs when it is most difficult to raise prices and
lowering costs when it is easiest to ask for higher
prices. If cost information was used for pricing
under these conditions, business that was marginally profitable would be turned away during business slumps. Business would also be turned away
and profits suboptimized in good times because
prices were too low and capacity production had
been reached.
The valuation of inventory has an important influence on income determination. If idle capacity
costs are allowed to reside in inventory as an asset, the expiration of those costs as an expense is
delayed to the time of sale. This procedure generates inventoried items that are overvalued by an
amount equal to an expenditure that produced
nothing of value. And, of course, there is the concomitant situation of inflated income in that an
actual expense was not recognized in the period
when it occurred. Paton and Littleton made the
point that.:
"Costs are traced carefully from the first acquisition of goods or services through various regroupings for the specific object of
having available, at the time of sale of the
product, information regarding relevant
costs —that is, those costs related to a specific segment of revenue because they are technically or economically associated with a
corresponding segment of product or unit of
time in which such product appears."
The argument devolves to a few simple points.
The percentage of capacity utilization in one part
of a plant should not influence costs of products
manufactured in another part of the plant. If idle
capacity costs are included in product costs the
paradox of simultaneously increasing costs and
decreasing prices occurs. More reliable control
and management information is generated when
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costs of idle capacity are not included in product
costs. The part of the organization responsible for
product costs is not the same as that responsible
for idle capacity costs. Idle capacity costs have
nothing to do with production costs because they
are costs of not producing. Provision of extra capacity to allow for growth is a top management
decision and is not related to costs of products
currently being produced. A lack of orders because of market conditions may cause idle capacity, but it should not influence costs of current production. There is no service potential or future
benefit in idle capacity costs. Therefore, they cannot add to the asset value of inventories. Idle capacity costs do not add utility and are not "relevant," so they cannot be added to the asset values
of inventory. Such costs do not result in future
cost avoidance. For all of these reasons the costs
of idle capacity should be an expense of the period
in which they occur and should be charged directly to profit and loss as a separate item.
Recommendation
With today's electronic computers that can
process data and produce reports with speeds and
accuracy never anticipated by accountants a few
years ago, the argument should end not with "a
plague on both your houses," but with both sides
getting what they want simultaneously. For those
interested in factory control, only controllable factors would be summed for product costs; for those
interested in responsibility accounts, only the factors (or variances) concerning certain departments need be presented; for the pricing department, a whole series of costs for each product
could be produced. With this last kind of information, the firm's negotiating position would benefit
greatly from the added knowledge, and better
control of profits could ensue.
All product costs are built of parts. The classic
"material, labor, and overhead" is a reasonable
place to start. But there are all kinds of material
costs: direct, indirect, major component parts,
sundry small parts, material flows such as liquids
and gases, scrap, waste, spoiled parts, supplies
borrowed from other departments, purchased
parts, interdivisional transfers, and others. Labor
costs are similarly varied. And overhead includes
the great variety of costs that do not fit into the
first two categories.
What is proposed is that all users of costs make
up their own rules. Cost data would be collected
in their raw form. Aggregations would not be
made except when specific reports are produced.
All these data would become part of a data bank
kept in random access storage devices. Computer
programs would be written to draw from the inventory of data items only those items needed for
a given computation just as a cook draws items
from the pantry for a recipe. Each report would
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contain com pu tation s o f co sts with ap p ro p riate
break -out o f d etails an d u sefu l aggregatio n s. Residual costs, d ata item s no t in clu ded in the aggregations, wou ld also b e co ntain ed in each repo rt as
a rem ind er th at th e re p o rt is a resu lt o f a sp ecial
selection of co st item s an d ex clu des certain o th er
item s that in other com pu tatio ns wo uld be co nsid ered costs.
It should b e ap p aren t to th e read er th at wh at is
being suggested here is a beggin g o f th e q u estio n .
But proving on e side right an d th e o th er wro n g is
no longer a prod uctive solutio n. The m ass of argument on both sid es o f th e q u estion sho u ld b e evidence enough that, in fact, b o t h sid es a re righ t.
Under the p ro p osed sy stem it wo u ld n o lo n ger b e
necessary to take a point o f view th at supp orts o ne
argument, an d h o ld th at p o sitio n fo rever.
Another p o in t sh o u ld b e m ad e b efo re clo sin g.
The suggested so lu tio n to th e p ro b lem o f id le capacity costs wo u ld p erm it th e allo catio n to p ro d ucts of research an d d evelo pm en t as well as m arketing costs u n d er certain p rescrib ed co n d itio n s.
A s a m att er o f fa ct, nearly any co mb in atio n of
costs could be m ad e fo r nearly any p urpo se. In the
same factory, p ro du ct co sts co u ld b e assem bled in
one way for co ntro l o f co m m ercial prod u ctio n
while, at the sam e tim e, all allo wab le costs co u ld
be gathered to sup p o rt th e p ricin g o f a cost reim bursable typ e o f go vern m en t co n tract. Of co u rse,
as mentioned befo re, if id le cap acity co sts are n o t

in ventoried as part of the asset value of products
they must be expensed or considered a loss for the
period of t he income statem ent. Interdependent
statem ents must be consistent.
Conclusion
It has been noted that cost accounting serves
many purposes. Each of these purposes would be
best satisfied by some methodology tailored to
meet the information requirements of th at purpose. It is doubtful that an y one cost accounting
methodology would satisf y all purpo ses of m anagem ent, control, planning, and product costing.
it is suggested now that with the recom m ended
solution, the many purposes served by cost acco unting can all be satisfied sim ultaneously. Instead of tr ying to c hoose one best method, cost
acco untants should begin to wor k w ith systems
an alys ts an d oth er co m puter expe rts t oward the
goal of providing "different costs for different purp o se s" a ll a t th e sa m e t im e. Most of th e history
and theory of cost accou nting indicates that the
need exists. Now that the technology and skills
are here, why not fill that need?
❑

Nearly any
combination of
costs could be
made for nearly
any purpose.

'Er ic L. Koehler, A Dictionary, for Accountants, fourth edition, Prentice -Hull,
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1970, p. 223.
' Philip E. Fess and William L. Ferrara, " The Period Cost Concept for Income
Measurement —Can It be Defended?' Accounting Review, October 1961 p. 60 1.
Ibid.
Ibid. p. 602
W.A. Paton and A.C. Littleton, An Introduction to Corporate Accounring
Standards, American Accounting Association, Columbus, 1940, p. 15.

INTEREST ON EQUITY CAPITAL AND CASB STANDARD 414
Con tin tied from page 41

the im pact o f CAS 409 on dep reciation ex p en se is
considered alon g with CAS 414, the ou tco m e
could differ. If th e con tracto r is capital in ten sive,
the benefic ial effect s CAS 414 are likely to o u tweigh the negative effects o f CAS 409. Fo r a labo r
intensive, service - oriented co n tracto r, however,
the opposite effect co uld result.
A❑m ajor❑po int❑that❑shou ld ❑b e❑stressed ❑is❑that❑t❑ e
interest on facilities cap ital allo wed as a co st u n der CAS 414 d o es n o t n o rm ally en ter th e reco rd s
of the financial accou n ting system o f th e co n tractor. The cost is calcu lated in n ego tiatin g th e revenues to be b illed to the agency u nd er th e con tract,
but at no po int is th e in terest recogn ized as a co st
in the accountin g calcu lation o f n et incom e or tax able incom e. At m o st, th e am o u n t of ad d itio n al
revenue whic h resu lts f ro m th e Stan d ard m ay b e
reco rded as a m em o ran d u m en try .
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Although CAS 414 falls far short of the proposal b y Profes sor Anthony, it does m ake a significant beginning in an area involving extremely
large sums of❑money❑—❑defense contracting. The
co st of capital invested in plant and equipm ent is
calc ulat ed a nd b ecom es a pa rt o f th e co m pan y's
revenue. But CA S 414 s to ps a t that point. Th e
cost of ca pital does not enter the financial accou nting system and does not becom e a cost in the
calculation of net income. Finally, the cost of capital is not a llowed in th e com p utatio n of t axable
income by the IRS, as well it should be.
❑
' Ro b er t N. An t ho ny , A c c o un t i n g f o r t h e Cost of I n te r es t , D . C . Hea th Company , L ex in g to n , Ma s s ., 1973.
° A closel y related question deals wi th the us e of the current r ate for a ll equity
c ap it al e mp lo ye d in a give n ye ar v s . us e of h is to ric al r at es in ef fe c t at t he t im e of
ac q u is it io n of t he e qu it y c a pit a l. A s t r o n g a r g u m e n t c a n h e m a d e o n p r a c t ic a l
gr o un d s f o r u s e o f t h e c ur r e nt ra t e in d e t er m in in g int e r es t s c o s t s f o r a ll e q uit y
capital employed in any given year.
' Alt h o u g h t h e N a t io n a l Ae r o n a u t ic s a n d S p a c e Ad m in is t r a t io n h a s m a d e t h e
imp ute d c os t o f mon ey an all owabl e c os t o n mos t n ego tia te d NASA c ont rac ts
pr ic ed o n th e ba s is o f c o s t a na ly s is, a fu r th e r p ro v is ion ha s b e en ad d ed th a t w ill
re du c e th e p ro fit o bje c t iv e b y th e a mo u nt o f t he c o s t o f m on e y allow ed .
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Is the Controller
an Endangered Species?
The increasing external clamor and the potential risks resulting from
the imposed requirements of financial reporting have virtually
destroyed the concept that accounting begins with the premise that
management's needs come first.
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By William H. Hernandez
Over the past decade, much has been written
about the ever- increasing clamor by both government and the general public concerning corporate
management's accountability for the financial integrity of the firm. This new ethical concern is
observable in the increasing plethora of regulatory
agencies and peer boards demanding more disclosure of financial data.
Rather than simply document a capsulized picture of the firm's reporting requirements, or
chronicle a few cases of fiduciary irresponsibility,
this article will call attention to the implications
these requirements and failures alike hold for the
future of the corporate financial profession.
The Firm's Reporting Requirements
Whatever the firm's internal organizational
structure, it is selected to fulfill its primary objective: reporting relevant information. There is,
however, a basic dichotomy in this objective, for
relevant information is split according to the audience served — management for operations and financial reporting for shareholders and other interested parties. Thus, we have:
Reporting
Management
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Financial

We need not document all the individual reasons for management reporting, for without financial information, management cannot make
rational allocations of resources, establish proper
pricing decisions, evaluate themselves historically,
nor make targets for the future. Expressed succinctly, without management reporting, the firm
cannot approach its objective: the maximization
of its financial worth.
The overriding reason for financial reporting is
equally blunt —the firm cannot be allowed to continue in its absence. For those in the financial profession who do not interface directly with the host
of external bodies clamoring for information, a
brief history of their existence is in order.
As can be seen, there are three fundamental audiences for whom financial data must be tailored.
Each audience today has a mimimum number of
demands for information from publicly -held corporations:
Shareholders
Quarterly
Annual

Government
Bureau of
Econ. Anal.
Census Bureau
CASB
FTC
Reneg. Board
10 -Q Quarterly
10 -K Annual
11 -K Annual
S -8 Statement

Creditors
SEC
Rating
agencies
Banks
Noteholders
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The history of these reporting requirements,
simplistically expressed, proceeded generally
along two sometimes separate —and sometimes
similar — pathways. The first pathway was taken
by the professional institutions and was made up
of three distinct periods:

Graduation
1939 -1959
1959 -1973
1973-

Reporting Changes
Professional Institutions
AIC PA-51 AR Bs
APB-31 Opinions
FASB -14 Statements

,,

The first period, 1939 -1959, was marked by an
AICPA policy posture of laissez faire; corporations were left to choose their own methods of
accounting but were required to disclose in a consistent manner from year to year the methods they
employed. As a result, the 51 Accounting
Research Bulletins issued by the Committee on Accounting Procedure were essentially
definitional in nature, and a general impression of
this era was that though objective reporting practices were encouraged, the profession's stance denied the specification of those practices.
Carmen Blough, Chief Accountant of the SEC
made a telling comment of the time in March
1937 when he said "An examination of hundreds
of statements filed with out commission almost
leads one to conclude that aside from simple rules
of bookkeeping, there are very few principles of
accounting upon which the accountants in this
country are in agreement.
These conditions called for accounting principles and were the primary impetus for the second
period which began in 1959. This period saw the
formulation of the Accounting Principles Board
and the demise of the Committee on Accounting
Procedure. 1959 to 1973 was marked by a shift in
emphasis from a focus on reporting practices to
the adjudication and specification of standards.
The profession charged the APB with defining
and influencing "generally accepted accounting
principles and narrowing the areas of differences
and inconsistency in practices."
The APB was to determine if variations in the
treatment of accounting items were justified by
substantial differences in factual circumstances.
The APB's plan of action was to obtain industryby- industry agreement on uniformity rather than
pronounce one treatment rule for all reporting
companies. But because of its inability to link different accounting methods to sets of circumstances or to find a way for enforcing uniformity
of practices within specific industries, the APB
also is now defunct.
As a result, we have now entered the third period of self - regulation with the creation of the Financial Accounting Standards Board in 1973. Although from all appearances the FASB packs
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more muscle than its predecessors (and thus, ofall
the profession's attempts at self - regulation, will
force the greatest degree ofconcurrence), and although the FASB seems to have an amicable relationship with the SEC, criticisms of current accounting still abound. Some of the major criticisms:
1. There are no explicit predictions of future prospects.
2. Statements are restricted to historical exchange
values.
3. The choices of alternative methods impedes
comparability.
4. Only general purpose statements are provided.
5. Insufficient information is provided concerning
liquidity and cash flow.
6. Changes in purchasing power are not recognized.
7. Materiality concepts have not been adequately
defined and communicated.
The government agency that has most actively
pursued the path of requiring what it considers
proper disclosure is the Securities and Exchange
Commission, which publicizes its stances through
the SEC Accounting Series Releases. The pace
with which these releases have accelerated is significant.
Time interval
1934 -1964 (31 yrs.)
1964 -1973 (9 yrs.)
1973 -April 1976 (21/ 2 yrs.)
May 1976 -1980 (42/, yrs.)

The APB tried to
obtain industry by- industry
agreement on
uniformity
rather than to
pronounce one
treatment rule.

Number of releases
100
50
40
127 projected

Based upon the trend since 1964, it is projected
that from now to the end of 1980 there will be
approximately 2 '/ 4 new releases per month.
Therefore, it appears that despite the increasing
pressures over the years by both government and
peer groups, financial reporting standards are still
under extreme criticism, with directives and new
standards expected to be increasing rather than
abating.
Risks: Commensurate with Criticism
The conclusion one might draw from the proliferation of rules and orders is that although they
involve far more work and are highly structured,
they do at least, present some coherent limit to the
liabilities corporate officers can expect. Unfortunately, the converse has been true, both for public
auditors as well as employees of the firm, both
financial and otherwise. As far back as November
15, 1966, The Wall Street Journal stated there
were nearly 100 lawsuits pending against auditors,
and in June 1968, Fortune made the statement
that there were more claims for damages in 1968
against accountants than in the previous 12 years.
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Suits have been brought against firms by both
stockholders as well as creditors, both for "Common Law Neglience" as well as "Criminal Actions." What has become especially fearful to
some is that juries of laymen now are placed in the
position of setting accounting rules on such subjective areas as disclosure,
In a Harvard Business School Note titled "Recent Trends in Disclosure and Disclosure Liability" (1971), Robert L. Barrett III provides the gist
of the current thoughts regarding personal liabilities:
"There has been a series of legal decisions
that have held businessmen liable for failure
to meet the expanding and exacting requirements of the present law disclosure . . .
Proper financial disclosure today is an unlimited concept, that requires an accountant
or a corporate officer to use his independent
judgement in deciding whether a particular
fact should be disclosed, in a special way, at
some specific time." (emphasis added)

Even if a
corporate
officer does
what he deems
is reasonable, a
court of law or a
group of
stockholders
may possess
more stringent
standards.
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What appears ominous about this quote is that
although requirements are expanding and becoming more exact, disclosure is now unlimited. Corporate officers and financial managers are entrenched in the unenviable position of trying to
ascertain "how much is enough" with nagging
doubts that no amount may be enough.
William J. Casey, chairman of the SEC, wrote
an article in the February 1972 Conference Board
Record titled "Responsibilities and Liabilities in
Corporate Life." The following are several quotes
from that article:
"Directors and officers are now increasingly
exposed to new and substantial responsibilities for providing the public with information about their companies' economic problems ... The liability that may flow from
failure poses somewhat different problems.
There has been a phenomenal increase in litigation involving corporate officers and directors. Some of this litigation arises from
alleged violations of the Federal Securities
laws ... Other litigation has focused on the
obligation of officers and directors under applicable state law to exercise reasonable care
in the performance of their corporate duties
and to fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities
to the shareholders whose interest they represent. ... There is, of course, no way in
which a director can prevent himself from
ever being sued ... A director who has acted responsibly, employing a degree of care
that it would be reasonable to expect under
the circumstances, should not be ordinarily
exposed to liability. The kev questions, then,

are what constitutes reasonable conduct ...
To appropriately minimize directorial liability requires meticulous corporate planning
and the structuring of effective internal control." (emphasis added)
The unnerving aspect of the above quote is not
the heightened elements of risks involved in being
a corporate officer but rather the vague liability
standards that are applied. It is difficult to conjure
up more subjective or ambiguous words than
"reasonable care," or "acting responsibly." The
only conclusion one can reach is that even if an
officer does all he or she reasonably thinks is necessary, a court of law, jury of laymen, or group of
stockholders may possess more stringent standards of reasonableness; standards that are impossible to determine in advance. Therefore, no matter how "meticulous the corporate planning and
the structuring of effective internal controls," corporate officers will always be queasy and uncertain of whether their best was, in fact, good
enough.
The Financial Officers' Decision Tree
It appears that more and more demands are being placed on the firm for financial reporting by
more areas, and yet liability is still increasing. Be
that as it may, the financial officer has another
reporting objective: management reporting. How
he resolves a balance between these two objectives, at least subconsciously, might be seen as
"The Financial Officers' Decision Tree" (Exhibit
1).
In succinct terms, the financial officer hopes to
perform both objectives satisfactorily by concentrating sufficient efforts or attention to each. Suffice it to say that, intuitively at least, he will weigh
the consequences of sufficient versus insufficient
attention.
If he gives adequate or sufficient attention to
management reporting, the financial officer may
reap a potential payoff that ranges from promotions and raises at the best, to at least, a continuance of his present employment. Inadequate concentration, however, does not by itself yield a payoff, for first someone must notice his inadequate
attention. It may be that although not maximization, a satisficing effort was extended, in which
case the payoffs are the same as in the "adequate"
branch. In fact, the financial officer may well seek
satisficing rather than maximizing efforts.
Should someone notice, the payoffs depend on
the firm's options: if insufficient efforts are due to
demands from the subsequent branch, or if it is
felt the needs are beyond the officer's abilities, he
may continue on, or more negatively, may be reprimanded or put in a noncontributing "safe" position. At the worst, he may be fired.
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Exhibit 1
THE FINANCIAL OFFICERS' DECISION TREE
Decision branches

Possibilities

Potential payo ffs

Concentration
is adequate.

Raises
"Attaboys"
Continue on

Promotions

Concentrate sufficient
efforts on MANAGEMENT
reporting.
Concentration
is inadequate

Concentrate sufficient
efforts on FINANCIAL
reporting.

much more severe. Posito those in the manage egative payoffs at their
roff on the management
red. For the officer must
within the firm, and thus
cial repercussions, notoionment.
re
•ehistoric days, the own )oks he felt were necesess decisions. But today,
lamor and the potential
ied requirement of finanly destroyed the concept
:h the premise that man t.
ercussions portrayed on
)rimary effort to be fo:ould help management
but rather on data that
ssures. No matter what
s to the decision tree
loubt that the financial
r, and the negative pay rts beyond the realm of
lid be) placed on that
and less effort can be
porting. This imbalance
>le in the long -term, be:d with necessary data,
ore and more incorrect
,eded is a total function nent reporting from fiorporations have depart3 /AUGUST 1978

No one
notices
( "satisfices ")

Promotions
Raises
"Attaboys"
Continue on

Someone
notices

Continue on
Reprimand ( "handslap ")
Put out to p asture"
Fired

Concentration
is adequate

Promotions
Raises
"Attaboys"
Continue on

Concentration
is inadequate

Fired
Fined
Go to )all

ments that purport to serve management only —financial analysis, budgeting, and so forth —but this
is only lip service that begs the issue. For the man
at the top, to whom everyone must report, still
faces the decision tree, and it is obvious where he
will place his emphasis.
The other problem with this supposed separation of emphasis is that management reporting is
derived from financial reports. That is, primary
emphasis is put on the preparation of the financial
reports, and thus, decisions made for items such
as depreciation and inventory valuations are made
accordingly. Since management reporting is of
secondary importance, these data must be compiled from financial reports that are manipulated
to make the information appear meaningful, with
an inordinate amount of time given to reconciling
the two sets of figures.
Therefore, what may be necessary is a much
more radical approach: a complete functional split
up to the chief executive officer, with no attempt
made to reconcile the two fundamentally different
sets of books. With completely autonomous and
specialized controllers, it could be guaranteed that
both reporting objectives are achieved.
Such a proposal might even prove less costly.
No reconciliations would be necessary; no worries
over whether a reporting decision would adversely
affect either objective. Financial reports could be
streamlined, because much of the data used (within product line divisions or by sizes, color, and so
forth) could be eliminated —much of which has
always been consolidated for external reports.
Management reports also could be streamlined,
as the necessity of reconciling the two sets of
books would be eliminated. Also eliminated
would be the need to balance or tie out anything
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There is little
doubt that the
financial branch
is gro wing
stronger,

or to be consistent with prior reporting policies
unless it is meaningful.
Management reports would need not bear even
remote resemblance to conventional statements
such as balance sheets, income statements, or
source and use statements. More useful reports
would:
1. Be for product or project, and thus for specific
controllable areas by specific personnel.
Z. Have time frames from commencement to
present, and from last relevant point (say at the
beginning of a peak season) to date. There is no
need to be tied to a calendar external reporting
requirement. Different products or projects
would have different time spans, dependent
upon what is most relevant to the situation. It
seems absurd to ask a manager to explain a
mediocre 1976 performance, when November
1975 to August 1976 was a major industry setback, but September 1976 through March 1977
was spectacular, because of the business cycle.
3. Deal in cash flow statements directly. That is,
list receipts and disbursements directly, with
receivables given special recognition. Thus, instead of deriving them from accrual statements,
management can see each component they are
affecting and make policy decisions accordingly.
4. Establish ROI- discounted cash flow statements
by product or project for relevant periods. That
is, tie all figures to the present using the cost of
capital as the discount factor for cash outlays
and returns. In this manner, management can
quickly determine if a product /project has

been earning an ROI higher than its cost of
capital, when and if it has paid back its capital
investment, and the proper disposal time of the
product /project from the forecasted ROI. Factors such as inventory and depreciation policies
need not follow conventional guidelines, but
more precise criteria could be used on a per
case basis.
5. Apply probabilities rather than the doctrines of
materiality or conservatism. It would not be
necessary to be "reasonably sure" of receiving
an account receivable, or be tied to some negotiated bad debt reserve. Rather, the expected
value of every account could be utilized. And
there would be no need for equal assets and
liabilities.
6. Use replacement current values, whenever relevant, for all figures, not just assets. These of
course, need bear no resemblance to those required by the SEC.
Conclusion
The differences between the objectives for management and financial reporting may be so great
that the future may demand more than the above
changes. Our educational system may need to give
due recognition to the divergent reporting needs
and provide alternative courses of study. It may
be that, someday there will be a need for a certified management accountant as well as a certified
public accountant, and following logically, a need
for a certified financial accountant. In any event,
there appears sufficient evidence to forecast the
probable demise of the corporate controller as we
now know him.
❑

TELL A FRIEND
Tell a frien d about NAA.
Why it pays to belong.
Tell about the wealth of
knowledge contained in
issue after issue of "Management Acco un t in g. "
Tell about the 35 one -two
and three day courses offered in 12 cities. And ab out
the CMA Program and our
Self -Study Courses, and the
comprehensive listing of
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research studies available.
Describe the NAA
Library and Technical
Inquiry Service.
Explain that five different types of insurance are
available to members and
families.
Maybe your friend will
decide it's smart t o apply
for membersh ip.
Who can tell?
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Lybrand Awards -1978
Gold Medal is won by Albert D. Burger; C. Mike Merz wins Silver
Medal, and Jack L. Smith takes Bronze Medal. Sixteen other
authors are awarded Certificates of Merit and six, Certificates of Recognition.

Albert D. Burger, Lehigh Valley, was awarded
the 1977 -78 Lybrand Gold Medal for the article,
"The Management Accountant Looks at EPS vs.
ROL Conflict in Measuring Performance." The
article, which was co- authored with Stuart K.
Webster (not a member of NAA) appears in this
issue.
C. Mike Merz, Boise, won the Lybrand Silver
Medal for his article, "Operations Research at
Boise Cascade." The article written with Steve
Larson (not an NAA member) was published in
the February issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.

Jack L. Smith, Florida West Central, won the
Bronze Medal for one manuscript and a Certificate of Merit for a second manuscript submitted
in the 1977 -78 manuscript competition.
The Lybrand Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
are awarded to the authors of the three most outstanding manuscripts submitted in the competition each year. The awards were established by
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Coopers & Lybrand to honor William M. Lybrand, a founder of the firm and second president
of the Association.
NAA also honors outstanding authors each
year by awarding Certificates of Merit to the authors of the 16 best articles, plus ties, as determined by the grades given by the manuscript reviewers. Certificates of Recognition are presented
to the authors of short articles rated the highest
six, plus ties for sixth place.
Following is a list of the winning manuscripts,
their authors and chapter through which the manuscript was submitted. Where applicable, the issue
in which the article was published is indicated.
Some articles were published under slightly different titles.
Certificates of Merit
Martin Amlung, Louisville, "Dollar Value
LIFO."
Harold E. Arnett, Ann Arbor, "APB Opinion
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Lybrand Awards Committee
.h

1 I

FORD

54

KELLER

LOSCHEN

10
SIMERMEYER

ZOLFO

Each year the three outstanding manuscripts
submitted through the manuscript competition, and written by NAA members, are selected by a panel of judges. They are chosen
from the ten best manuscripts, as determined
by the grades given by manuscript reviewers.
The manuscripts are submitted to the judges with the authors' names removed to eliminate any chance of bias. The author of the
manuscript deemed by the judges to be the
best is awarded the Gold Medal; the second
best, the Silver Medal, and the one rated
third, the Bronze Medal.
The five judges on the Lybrand Awards

Committee this year have varied backgrounds
in accounting, but there is one common denominator: they all have earned the Certificate in Management Accounting.
The judges who selected the winning manuscripts are: Jerry L. Ford, CFG Systems controller, General Mills, Inc.; L.R. Loschen, associate professor of accounting, University of
Southern California Graduate School of Business Administration; J.L. Simermeyer, vice
president - finance, Marine Colloids Div.,
FMC Corp.; Frank J. Zolfo, partner, Touche
Ross & Co., and Don E. Keller, director of
technical services, NAA.

No. 29: Accounting for Nonmonetary Transactions —Some New Perspectives."
William F. Bentz. Oklahoma City, "A Variance
Approach to Analyzing Changes in Return on Investment," (co- authored with Robert F. Lusch,
nonmember.)
James D. Blum, Delaware, "Accounting for
Marketable Securities in Accordance with FASB
Statement No. 12," (co- authored with Herbert L.
Jensen, nonmember.) April 1978.
Arthur F. Brueningsen, Rochester, "SCAT
II —A Process for Planning." December 1977.
John L. Derito, Lehigh Valley, "Audit Optimization through a Mathematical Model,"
Thomas S. Dudick, New York, "Zero -Base
Budgeting in Industry." May 1978.
William L. Ferrara, Central Pennsylvania,
"The Case for Symmetry in Lease Reporting."
April 1978.
Arthur J. Francia, Houston, "A Comparative
Study of the Attitudes of Management Accountants in the State of the Art ofFinancial Accounting."
Donald Green, Long Island - Nassau, " To Predict Failure." July 1978.
Eugene A. Imhoff, Syracuse, "Selected Managerial Accounting Techniques: Some Evidence
Concerning Their Practical Application."
Henry R. Jaenicke, Lancaster, "A Prospectus
for the Auditors' Responsibilities: the Report of
the Cohen Commmission," (co- authored by Patri-

cia A. McConnell, nonmember.) May 1978.
John Kern, Erie, "Variables Affecting Budgeting Accuracy."
Paul B.W. Miller, Salt Lake Area, "The Inefficient Market for Accounting Research." December 1977.
James H. Sellers, Northeast Mississippi, "Comparing Cost Accounting Standards with Financial
Accounting Standards," (co- authored with Fathi
A. Mansour, nonmember.) April 1978.
Jack L. Smith, Florida West Central, "An Alternative Method for Income Tax Allocation."
July 1978.
Certificates of Recognition
John Benedik, Akron Summit, "Macroeconomics: the Emerging Influence on Accounting Theory." July 1978.
James D. Blum, Delaware, "Accounting and
Reporting for Leases by Lessees: the Interest Rate
Problems."
Orville R. Keister, Akron Summit, "An Accounting Primer on Revenue Sharing."
Roger A. Roemmich, Atlanta North, "Maximizing the Present Value of Tax Savings from Depreciation," (co- authored with Gordon L. Duke
and William H. Gates, nonmembers.)
James Sellers, Northeast Mississippi, "The Development of International Accounting Standards," (co- authored with Felix Amenkhienan,
nonmember.)
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Above, Lybrand Award and Certificate
winners with Publisher J. D. Collier. L. -r., H. E.
Arnett, Collier, P. B. W. Miller, B. G. Mahrle (for
J.L. Smith), M. Amlung, C.M. Metz, R.A.
Roemmich, B. C. Reimer (for A.D. Burger),
W.L. Ferrara, J. Kern, and EA. Imhoff.

Gold Medal winner A. D. Burger (left) and coauthor S. K. Webster at computer console.
Frank J. Unger, Muskegon, "Indexing the Progressive Tax System."
The Medal Winners
Albert D. Burger, winner of the Lybrand Gold
Medal, is manager ofthe audit department at Lehigh Portland Cement Co., Allentown, Pa. His
manuscript started out as a paper for one of his
classes at Lehigh University. The professor conducting the course, Stuart K. Webster, thought it
was good enough, after revisions, to submit for
publication. Prof. Webster is the co- author.
Mr. Burger, who has an MBA from Lehigh,
started EDP auditing at his company and recently
published an article in The Internal Auditor titled
"EDP Audit: Don't Forget the User." He says he
is toying with an idea for another article on EDP
auditing, "which could turn out to be a small
book."
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C. Mike Merz, the winner of the Silver Medal
for his article on operations research at Boise Cascade, is an associate professor of accounting at
Boise State University and a consultant, Elmer
Fox Westheimer & Co. Dr. Merz, after almost 20
years experience in three different companies, often wondered ifoperations research as taught in
business schools was actually being used. The article resulted from his research at Boise Cascade
with the help ofSteve Larson, assistant to the vice
president and corporate secretary of Boise Cascade.
Dr. Merz, who has published in Administrative
Management and has another article slated for
publication in Managerial Planning, says he enjoys collaborating on articles. "I feel two people
end up with a higher quality product."
The Lybrand Silver Medal is the second award
that Dr. Merz has won in the last two years as a
result of his accounting endeavors. He was presented the Robert Beyer Silver Medal for achieving the second highest score on the 1975 CMA
examination.
Jack L. Smith, professor at the University of
South Florida, must be doing something right. His
article published in the May issue won the Bronze
Medal and another article published in the July
issue won a Certificate of Merit. Even more unusual is the fact that the articles were on two different subjects — pension accounting and tax accounting. He has to be one of the most successful
manuscript directors an NAA chapter has ever
had.
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BOOK SERVICE

OVERCOMING EXECUTIVE MID -LIFE
CRISIS
by Homer R. Figler
At the time when many executives should be
reaching top personal productivity and growth,
many are experiencing self -doubt and declining
performance —the mid -life crisis. Dr. Figler, a
noted consulting psychologist, identifies the situations that bring about the problems, explains
symptoms, and suggests 10 steps to help correct the problems or prevent them from happening.
John Wiley & Sons
165 pp.

1978
$11.95

THE DOW JONES -IRWIN GUIDE TO TAX
PLANNING
by Ray M. Sommerfeld
This revised edition has been updated in accordance with all provisions of the 1976 Tax
Reform Act. The author explains ways in which
major tax savings occur so you can review your
own situation and discover what you can do to
reduce the taxes you have to pay in April 1979.
Dow Jones -Irwin
364 pp.

1978
$17.50

FORECASTING METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT (2nd edition)
by Steven C. Wheelwright and Spryros
Makridakis
The authors provide a working explanation of
business forecasting, discussing several methods and applying them to problem solving and
planning. The book incorporates the newest
techniques used effectively by managers.
John Wiley & Sons
266 pp.

1977
$21.25

FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING GUIDE FOR
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (2nd edition)
by Malvern J. Gross, Jr.
The author wrote a complete guidebook to handling the accounting and reporting activities
common to nonprofit organizations. Some
topics covered in detail, including exhibits and
applications, are preparing meaningful financial
reports, developing administrative budgets,
maintaining accounts and managing and reporting investment income.
John Wiley & Sons
572 pp.

1974
519.50

HANDBOOK OF MODERN ACCOUNTING
(2nd edition)
by Sidney Davidson and Roman L. Weil, eds.
This comprehensive reference book contains
up -to -date coverage ranging from the most recent FASB Statements and SEC Accounting
Series Releases to replacement cost accounting, inflation accounting, foreign exchange
problems and many other areas of accounting.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
1,536 pp.

1977
$37.50

INVENTORY SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS
HANDBOOK
by Stanley E. Larson
Discover the latest techniques, systems, proce56

dures, modern practices, concepts, controls
and solutions to inventory management problems occurring in most plants. Control forms
also are included.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
274 pp.

1976
$27.95

HANDBOOK OF COST ACCOUNTING
by Sidney Davidson and Roman L. Weil, eds.
This handy reference stresses the interdependence of cost accounting and management in
today's business world. Featuring the most upto -date guidance available, the book covers indepth such subjects as the tax consequences
of key managerial decisions, handling price increases, the pros and cons of buy -or -lease decisions, how costs relate to financial reporting
and decision making, the use of average costs
when making decisions and how costs should
be estimated and computer runs interpreted.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
758 pp.

1978
$23.50

A practical aid for the operating manager who
wants to do a good budgeting job, the book
explains and illustrates in straightforward terms
all the essentials involved in effective budgeting
of operations. It describes the steps necessary
in developing sound budgets, follow -up, use
and maintenance.
1977
$19.50

GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
by J. Fred Weston and Bart W. Sorge
A practical guide designed for the nonspecialist, the book contains such topics as insurance
and guarantee programs, the use of modern
approaches to risk to explain the nature of risk
and its measurement, and government taxation
of international business activities. The authors
have covered the key concepts and decision
areas of international financial management.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
356 pp.

ZERO -BASE PLANNING AND BUDGETING:
IMPROVED COST CONTROL AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
by Paul J. Stonich
Based on the actual installation of zero -base
budgeting systems in over 100 organizations,
the book begins with a definition of the zero base process and goes on to show how it
works and how to determine who should use it
and who should avoid it. One of the most valuable sections consists of case summaries of six
companies.
Dow Jones - Irwin, Inc.
150 pp.

PRACTICAL OPERATING BUDGET
by Lawrence Matthews

McGraw -Hill Book Co.
238 pp.

author discusses 65 of the most complicated
and most commonly confronted situations in
real estate and provides detailed guidelines for
successfully dealing with them. Included are
rules for determining the best time to buy a
house, djstinguishing real estate from personal
property, assessed value vs, market value and
many more.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
1976
256 pp.
$16.95

1977
$14.95

THE McGRAW -HILL CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS HANDBOOK (A Practical Guide to Accounting, Credit, Finance, Insurance, and
Law for the Construction Industry)
by Robert F. Cushman, ed.

1977
$21.95

ZERO -BASE BUDGETING: A PRACTICAL
MANAGEMENT TOOL FOR EVALUAT ING
EXPENSES
by Peter A. Pyhrr
A classic in the field, this book describes the
procedures for zero -base budgeting for industry
and government as well as the benef its obtained and general problems faced. It shows
managers how to prepare a decision package
for each operation, analyzing cost, purpose, alternative courses of action, measures of performance, consequences of not performing the
activity and benefits.
John Wiley & Sons
231 pp.

1973
$20.50 cloth
$9.50 paper

CONTEMPORARY CASH MANAGEMENT:
PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES, PERSPECTIVES
by Paul J. Beehler
This book is for financial managers who are interested in establishing a cash management
program for their companies and for systems
analysts who are respo nsible fo r the design
and implementation of automated cash management programs. it is an invaluable reference document for anyone working in the field,
whether the function is related to a formal cash
management department or imbedded in the
functions of the treasurer's department.

Here, for the first time in one easy -to -use volume, is the basic information needed by anyone who works with the construction industry.
The most important financial and legal questions that occur repeatedly are answered in the
53 chapters of this practical and authoritative
handbook.

John Wiley & Sons
320 pp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
760 pp.

This book is a total guide to financial security.
The editors went to the top authorities in investment, taxes, real estate, insurance, retirement
and estate planning and more to get the most
effective, reliable and workable money management strategies. There's also a special Personal Financial Information File provided.

1978
$32.50

REAL ESTATE GUIDELINES AND RULES OF
THUMB
by Ronald E. Gettel
This guide is the first in the field to provide the
professional with specific rules for making onthe -spot decisions quickly and efficiently. The

1978
$22.95

SUCCESSFUL PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT (A Practical Guide to Your Financial Planning In 1978)
by McGraw -Hill Personal Finance Letter editors

McGraw -Hill Book Co.
192 pp.

1978
$19.95
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Every month, a selection of books of interest to
accounting and financial management will
be offered. The first selection appears
on the facing page. Any of these books or other
business - related books may be purchased,
as long as they are published by the following
cooperating publishers:

Now, we are making it possible for our
members to purchase books from other
publishers. The regular 10`%, discount
members realize will also apply to
these purchases.

Here's all you need to do to benefit from this service.
Review the books on the facing page. List the titles
of the books you wish to purchase and furnish
other required information on the form below.
Subtract your 10% member discount, then add $2.00
per title to cover postage, handling, and sales tax
where applicable. All orders must be accompanied by
a check or money order as orders will not be filled
without payment. Orders will be shipped Fourth Class
Book Rate unless otherwise specified.
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Goodyear Publishing Company
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Olean- Bradford Area,
Pennsylvania Northwest
Sweep Competition
Akron Cascade wins second place Remington Rand Trophy, while
Virginia Skyline for second consecutive year takes J. Lee Nicholson
Award; Third -place Stuart Cameron McLeod Society Trophy is won
by Suburban Northeast Philadelphia. Most improved chapters are
Asheville and Daytona Beach Area.

Led by its first woman president, Linda L. Simons, Olean- Bradford Area Chapter carried out a
"grand slam" finish in the chapter competition,
winning both the Presidents' Award and the Stevenson Trophy.
In the competition between the smaller chapters, Pennsylvania Northwest led by President
Larry L. Mock won the Warner Trophy for the
first time in its history.
Akron Cascade Chapter proved you can't keep
a good chapter down even if you split it in two.
Last year, the parent chapter won the Presidents'
Award and the third -place Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society Trophy. This year Akron Cascade won the second -place Remington Rand Trophy in the Stevenson competition. (Its sister chapter, Akron Summit, took the 25th place banner.)
President Martin S. Smith, Jr., led the chapter.
Virginia Skyline Chapter under the leadership
ofChester S. Kulesza, Jr., repeated its feat oflast
year, again winning the J. Lee Nicholson Award,
This marks the third consecutive year in which
the chapter has won an award. In 1975 -76, it took
third place in its competition and the Keller Trophy.
What is S.N.E.P.? asked the buttons displayed
at the Annual Conference in Chicago. At the Annual Conference in San Francisco, most members
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knew the answer: Suburban Northeast Philadelphia, which added an exclamation mark to its acronym —and identity —when it won the Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society Trophy and third place
in the competition between the larger chapters.
Melvin Cherry was president during its first trophy- winning year.
The most improved chapters were Asheville,
which advanced 125 places over its three -year average, and Daytona Beach Area, which advanced
92 places over its three -year average. Charles C.
Hunnicutt, president of Asheville Chapter, was
presented the Carter Trophy, and John A. Yonkosky, president of Daytona Beach Area, the Keller
Trophy.
The "Three Firsts"
As the first woman president ofOlean- Bradford
Area, Linda L. Simons had a strong compulsion
to succeed. She set her goals for all to see in the
chapter's program booklet: "So let's make it the
year of the `Three Firsts': The first woman president leading our chapter to first place and winning
the Presidents' Trophy for the first time,"
"We had a very dedicated board," Mrs. Simons
said when asked how her chapter had pulled off
its double sweep. She noted that the chapter had
added some vice presidents to its board of direcMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

Linda Simons, president of Olean- Bradford
Area, is presented Presidents' Award and
Stevenson Trophy. President R. Leslie Ellis is
at left and vice president Gerald W. Devlin at
right.
tors and that, she believes, contributed to victory.
Not only did she work at a full -time job with
Francis J, Weinaug, Jr., CPA, but Mrs. Simons
also assisted her husband in his own business and
ran the family household.
When Larry L. Mock attended the Annual
Conference in Chicago in June 1977 he made himself a promise. "I made up my mind that next year
it was going to be me up there accepting an
award." He kept his promise at the Annual Dinner in San Francisco when he was presented the
Warner Trophy for Pennsylvania Northwest
Chapter's first -place finish.
In his mind the key to victory was membership
participation. "We had to involve every member."

Second -place Remington Rand Trophy and
banner are displayed by Martin Smith,
president of Akron Cascade Chapter. Vice
President Glen E. Woodson is at left.
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President Ellis presents Warner Trophy
Larry Mock, president of Pennsylvania
Northwest. Vice President William
Warshauer, Jr., is at right.

The publicity the chapter gained in the local area
for its 11th place standing last year helped to get
the momentum started.
To obtain maximum involvement, the chapter
scheduled strong technical programs and expanded its board of directors. "The base was already
there," says Mr. Mock, and "a lotta hard work by
a lot of people" put the chapter over the top for
the first time in its 19 years of existence.
Trophies and banners were presented to the
winning chapters during the Annual Conference
in San Francisco in June. Following is a list of the
banner- winning chapters and their presidents.
Stevenson Trophy
L Olean- Bradford Area, Linda L. Simons
2. Akron Cascade, Martin S. Smith, Jr.

Chester Kulesza, president of Virginia
Skyline, holds J. Lee Nicholson Award for
second place. He is flanked by President Ellis
and Mr. Warshauer.
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Outgoing Stuart Cameron McLeod Society
President Chuck Lent presents Society's
Trophy for third place to Melvin Cherry
(right), president of Suburban Northeast
Philadelphia. Bob Scharff announces.

3. Suburban Northeast Philadelphia, Melvin
Cherry
4. Columbia, Robert S. McCoy, Jr,
5, Brooklyn - Queens, Peter M. McGann
6. Birmingham, Larry E. Newman
7. Spartanburg Area, William L. Stancil
8. Piedmont Winston- Salem, George W. Fulk
9. Massachusetts North Shore, Robert L. Ashton
10. North Penn., Douglas A. Volk
11. Richmond, Earnest A. Huband
12. Racine - Kenosha, Linda J. Bock
13. Toledo, Robert A. Seymour, Jr.
14. Cleveland East, Richard R. Goebel
15. Atlanta North, Donald W. Baker
16, Lancaster, Richard E. McCarty
17. Austin Area, James R. Johnson
18. Lehigh Valley, Bruce C. Reimer
19. Mt. Rainier, Eldon L. Schafer
20. Chattanooga, Charles E. Niager
21, Westchester, Paul H. Levine
22. Asheville, Charles C. Hunnicutt
23. Madison, R. Guy Ferris
24. Charleston, Jerry L. Garriott
25. Akron Summit, James D. Smith
Warner Trophy

John Yonkosky, president of Daytona Beach
Area, displays Keller Trophy presented by
Vice President Dora Herring and President
Ellis.

1. Pennsylvania Northwest, Larry L. Mock
2. Virginia Skyline, Chester S. Kulesza, Jr.
3. Miami Valley, Richard F. Bebee
4. Coosa Valley, Wilbur G. Berry
5. San Joaquin Valley, Alexander Jaramishian
6. Mason - Dixon, Larry R. Martin
7. Binghamton, Donald J. Clayton
8. Anderson Area, Thaddeus R. Bismack
9. Catawba Valley, John M. Harwell
10. Ithaca - Cortland, James R. Vermeersch
11. Northeast Mississippi, Carole A. Cheatham
12, Bloomington Indiana, S. Michael Groomer
13. Chattahoochee Valley, Harold H. Sorrell
14, Augusta, Phillip G. Farr
15. Palm Beach Area, Richard D, Aldred
International Awards
In the international competition, President Alceu Landi led Rio de Janeiro to a first -place win
and the Arthur B. Gunnarson Award, and Frankfurt, led by President Godehard H. Puckler, won
the Rawn Brinkley Award.
Public Relations Awards

Charles S. Hunnicutt, president of Asheville
Chapter, holds Carter Trophy presented by
Vice President John S. Billings and President
Ellis.
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For outstanding public relations during 197778, five chapters were presented Public Relations
Recognition Awards. The chapters, their presidents and their public relations directors are Akron Cascade, Martin S. Smith, Jr., Jimmy L. Anderson; Hawaii, James F. Temple, II, Marsha R.
Sakamaki; Illowa, R.L. Krause, Ronald F. Fall;
Los Angeles, Rex D. Soutar, Larry L. Kessler,
and Spartanburg Area, William L. Stancil and
John A. McArthur.
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Representing the five chapters that won public relations Recognition
Awards are, I. -r., Ken Bentley, Hawaii; Ray Krause, IIlowa; Larry Kessler,
Los Angeles; Bill Ferrara, chairman of Committee on Public Relations; Paul
M, Hall, Jr., Akron Cascade; and W. Luther Stancil, Spartanburg Area.

MEMBERSHIP ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
CHAPTER

PRESIDENT

VP- MEMBERSHIP

Stevenson Competition Chapters
1. Mt. Rainier
2. Racine- Kenosha
3. Brooklyn- Queens
4. Columbia
5 Akron Cascade
6 Suburban N.E. Phila.
7 Oklahoma City
8. Asheville
9. Montgomery - Prince
Georges
10. Atlanta North
11 Birmingham
12 Richmond
13 Mass. North Shore
14. Charlotte Gold
15. Madison

E.L. Schafer
L.L. Bock
P,M. McGann
R.S. McCoy, Jr.
M.S. Smith, Jr.
M. Cherry
M.V. Barnes
C.E. Hunnicutt

B.J. Sisul
J.F. Hayes
J.J. Calcagno
L.G. Goldstein
K.M. Frey
G.C. Spill
L.A. Evans
W.L. Isgett

L.F. Nollmeyer
D.W. Baker
L.E. Newman
E.A. Huband
R.L. Ashton
R.C. Covington
R.G. Ferris

D.L. Grandi
J.R. Licari
L.E. Newman
A.T. Clark
S.A. Quattrocchi
J.H. Roberts, Jr.
W.T. Buelow

Warner Competition Chapters
1. Daytona Beach Area
J.A. Yonkosky
2. Ponce
M. Figueroa C.
3. Coosa Valley
W.G. Berry
4. Miami Valley Ohio
R.F, Bebee
5. Virginia Skyline
C. Kulesza

J.H. Jacobs, Jr.
M.A. Figueroa S.
A.J. Thornton
D.R. Imsande
H.M. Fox

Gunnarson /Brinkley Competition Affiliates
Belgium
CA Thissen

L.N Goffin

MEMBERSHIP ROUND -UP AWARD
Birmingham

L.E. Newman

L.E. Newman

On stairway in San Francisco's Hilton,
Membership Achievement Award winners
display their plaques. John C. Arme,
chairman of the Committee on Membership,
is at right rear.

Membership Achievement
Only a year old, Mt. Rainier Chapter led Stevenson competition chapters in membership
achievement, with a 34% net gain in membership.
Daytona Beach Area led Warner Chapters, with a
77% net gain in membership. With 87 new members recorded during the competition year, Birmingham Chapter won the Membership Round Up Award. Leading the international competition
in membership was Belgium., which had a 19%
net gain in membership.
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Representing Rio de Janeiro Chapter, Julio
Isnard accepts Arthur B. Gunnarson Award,
Vice President Lester M. Brewer is at right.
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NAA RESEARCH STUDY

Management Accounting
and Behavior
A new research study —Cases in Management Accounting: Context and Behavior — examines the
behavioral effects on a total accounting system in a single company.

Which personal and organizational variables tend to influence
the success or failure of particular accounting techniques?
This is the question that Edwin H. Caplan, professor of
accounting, and Joseph E. Champoux, associate professor of
organization behavior, at the University of New Mexico,
asked themselves before launching an exploratory behavioral
study of an accounting system at a single company. The results of their research are published this month in a new
NAA study, Cases in Management Accounting: Context and
Baha vior.
Through the use of questionnaires and personal interviews,
the researchers conducted an in -depth study of an anonymous
company, which they call the Ralin Company. Although this
company was considered to be well managed, the researchers
conclude that spectacular growth in the last decade has created many problems that the company has not yet mastered.
These problems have had an impact on the company's accounting system, in many cases reducing its effectiveness.
The authors suggest that the company could have avoided
many of the control problems if it had asked and sought answers to three basic questions: "Where will our company be
five and ten years from now, and how are we going to get
there ?" "Where will we get the necessary managerial talent to
support the expected level of activity ?" "What kind of information and control will we need to accomplish our objectives?"
These questions capsule some of the company's continuing
problems. Managers were being hampered because of the emphasis from top down on short -run results to the detriment of
long -range planning. As for management training, the com62

pany tended to rely on internal promotions for managerial
talent even when rapid growth seemed to call for greater expertise and experience than was available within the company. In answer to the third question, the development of the
accounting system had not kept pace with the spectacular
growth of the company. "The present accounting system was
developed to meet the needs of a functional organization that
no longer exists."
Communications problems between managers and their superiors were revealed in the research. The lack of what the
researchers call "upward communications ", as well as organization development and management training, is keeping top
management from realizing the full benefits of a truly participative budget system.
Management accounting does not operate in a vacuum, the
authors conclude. Because it furnishes information for decision- making, serves as a communication medium, and provides feedback, it is inextricably bound up with behavior.
"Thus, all management accounting is `behavioral' by definition." They add: "Management accountants who limit their
concerns to technical procedures and who fail to make an
effort to understand the organizational and behavioral roles of
accounting are living in the past and doing less than half a job
in the present."
❑
This new NAA research study is available free for a limited
time period to all NAA members. Please use the return postcard provided in this issue to request your copy. If the postcard is missing, address your request to "Free Book, " NAA,
and include your membership account number.
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
Continued from page 6

SEC Rules on Auditor Changes
The Commission published final rules
regarding disclosure of information
when firms change their public accountants (MAP, February 1978). A
company that changes auditors will
have to disclose whether the decision
to change was recommended or approved by the Board of Directors or its
audit or similar committee. The rule is
effective for all forms 8 -K and proxy
materials filed with the SEC after July
31, 1978. Not adopted was a proposed rule that would have required
the disclosure of the reasons for all
changes in independent accountants,
although the Commission encourages
disclosure of these reasons on a voluntary basis. The Commission noted
that respondents to the request for
comments generally were opposed to
that proposal for a variety of reasons,
and that, while it does not endorse all
the arguments against the proposed
disclosure, forgoing adoption at this
time would seem to be in order.

Other FASB Matters
As indicated in last month's Data
Sheet, the FASB added to its agenda
a project on financial reporting concepts for nonbusiness enterprises.
The action follows publication by the
Board of Robert N. Anthony's research study on the subject. The
Board will follow up with a discussion
memorandum and set public hearings. In another action, the Standards
Board submitted three proposed interpretations of its Statement No. 13,
Accounting For Leases, for comment
by members of the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council and
the Screening Committee on Emerging Problems. Comments also were
solicited from other interested parties.
The proposed interpretations deal
with (a) leasing involving only part of a
building, (b) recognition of loss on a
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1978

sublease, and (c) termination of a
capital lease resulting from the purchase of a leased asset by the lessee. The MAP Committee responded
by indicating agreement with all three
proposals.

SEC Will Ask for Disclosures
About Corporate Directors
The SEC staff was directed to draft
rule proposals that would, if adopted,
require registrants to disclose to
shareholders considerably more information than is now required about
corporate directors. Among the
planned disclosures are the following:
• The existence, composition, and
function of committees of directors
responsible for auditing, board nominations, and establishment of compensation.
• The differentation between directors who are independent of management from those affiliated with the organization.
• Fees to directors.
• Attendance at board meetings.
• Information about directors who resign because of policy disputes.
• Terms of settlement and costs of
proxy contests.
• Identification of directors who may
have conflicts of interest.
The actions follow a series of hearings conducted last year by the Commission's Advisory Committee on
Corporate Disclosure on the relationship between shareholders, management, and directors. A number of other questions have been deferred by
the Commission for further consideration.

DATA SHEET
Continued from page 5
change transactions and translating
foreign financial statements into dollars. Another 24 executives want the
rule amended or modified. Those criticizing the standard said that it distorts
company operating results and produces misleading information. FAS 8
has brought about a change in methods of financing techniques, including
"(1) increased hedging for cosmetic
reasons rather than real economic exposure; (2) the avoidance of foreign

borrowing in certain countries, which
would take place on the basis of economic considerations in the absence
of FAS 8; and (3) a larger amount of
financing with local currencies in a
number of other countries than would
otherwise be the case."

Corporations Want LOB
Shifted to Census Bureau
Three major corporations — General
Motors, General Electric and Du
Pont —are trying to get the Executive
Branch of the federal government to
shift responsibility for the line -of -business reporting program from the Federal Trade Commission to the Census
Bureau. Vigorously opposed by business, the FTC program requires publicly -owned companies to report financial data for their business segments. Business leaders fought the
program because of the high costs of
obtaining the required data and because they believe the FTC will not
keep the information confidential. The
Census Bureau is considered an appropriate agency to collect the data
because it has been collecting similar
information for years and because the
businessmen have more confidence
that the Bureau will keep the financial
data confidential.

Business /Accounting Briefs
The American Woman's Society of
CPAs elected Ruth M. McClellan of
Cleveland, Ohio, president, and the
American Society of Women Accountants elected Linda M. Canney of
Seattle, Wash., as president. Loudell
O. Ellis, a member of NAA's Birmingham Chapter, was elected president
of the Educational Foundation of
AWSCPA- ASWA.... Continuing evidence of increasing demand for financial executives with strong financial
planning skills emerges from personnel agency surveys. Such accounting
specialists are moving into top executive positions with greater frequency,
according to a nationwide survey conducted by Fox - Morris Personnel Consultants of the 1978 first - quarter job
orders of more than 4,650 firms.
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for the Certificate in Management Accounting
Examination December 13-15, may still do so.
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Interested candidates NOT members
of the Institute may file applications simultaneously
to the Institute and to sit for the examination.
Applications received at the Institute's office
during the month of September will be assured
of acceptance. However, every effort will
also be made to process applications
received after that time.
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See your chapter's Vice President of Education for applications or contact the
Institute of Management Accounting directly at:
570 City Center Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
or by telephone: (313) 662 -1986

People in the News
JAMES C. STEPHENSON, South Birmingham, past national vice president, 1970-

ber-at- Large, Australia.

y

,

71. SCMS.
EDWARD T. SURREY, Cleveland.
ALEXANDER F.J. SUTHERLAND, MemRICHARD E. SWANSON, Illowa.
HAROLD P. TESAR, Milwaukee.
J.K. THOMPSON, St. Louis.
FRANKLIN A. TOBER, Buffalo.
CHARLES R. WESTFALL, Fox River

Valley past president.
ALBERT E. WHITE, New York.
RAYMOND P. WITHROW, Beaver Valley, past national director, 1972 -74.
LAWRENCE J. WOODCOCK, Cincinnati.
KENNETH J. ZERWEKH, Peoria.

0

1

Past /National Vice President Robert Oakleaf and his wife, Elizabeth, display
medallions presented by the Paciah Society at Alfred University. They were
presented in recognition of their encouragement of accounting education.
Flanking them are Richard Rose, president of Alfred University, and Marcia
Saunders.

Emeritus Life Associates
The designation of Emeritus Lif e Ass ociate is
made available to retired members who have had
20 years of active service, or ten years of active
service including five years as an elected national
or chapter officer or director. Those so designated
are relieved from payment of annual dues. The
intent of this provision of the By -La ws is to recognize the debt that the Association owes to member of long standing.

GEORGE F. ADAM, Reading,
JIM G. ASHBURNE, Austin Area past

president.
CLINTON G . BARTOS, Fox River Val-

ley.
RAE M. BENNETT, Mid - Florida past

president. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
JOHN B. CALDER, Asheville past president. SCMS.
I.B. CAMPBELL., Shreveport past president.
JOSEPH L. CHANDLER, Chicago past
president.
W. GERALD COLE, Lehigh Valley past
president. SCMS.
PATRICK J. COOPER, Lima.
THOMAS W. DAWSON, New York.
E.M. DENHOLM, Pittsburgh.
SAMUEL M. Dix, Grand Rapids.
ARNOLD E. FURLONG, Waterbury,
CHARLES E. GIBBONS, Northern Vir-

ginia.
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FRED T. GILSON, Western Wayne.
JAMES W. HEARY, Niagara past presi-

dent. SCMS.
JOHN M. HENDRIX, Spartanburg Area,
RALPH F. HOBSTETTER, Columbus.
MAXINE O.M. HOFFMAN, Detroit.
RAYMOND B. JORDAN, Massachusetts

North Shore, past national director,
1966 -68.
KENNETH K. KNLITZEN, Portland -Wil-

lamette; Pomona Valley past president.
DAVID H. LAIRD, New York.
ROGER N. LARSON, Chicago.
THERESA LONGA, East Bergen -Rockland.
HAROLD W. MEGAY, Ft. Lauderdale.
JAMES D. MCMENAMIN, Los Angeles,
past national director, 1971 -73. SCMS.
CATHERINE E. MORRIS, Detroit.
ROBERT M. NEIFERT, SR., Lehigh Valley.
J. ALFRED REIMERS, Buffalo.
F.L. ROCKEFELLER, Elmira Area past
president.
FRANK A. SCHNELL, Olean- Bradford
Area.
VERNON S. SCOTT, Des Moines.
HENRY J. SEBASTIAN, Member -atLarge, England San Antonio past president.
MAX W. SHOUP, Nashville; past national director, 1955 -57.

Promotions and New Positions
DAVID C. JARVIS, Bangor - Waterville,

is now controller at Hartland Tanning
Co.... JEFFREY J. OLDFIELD was promoted to assistant vice president and
com ptroller, Penobscot Savings Bank.
W.H. BLAIR, Bellingham, Wash., is

now controller with Haggen Food
Stores. He is a member of Mt. Rainier
Chapter.
DREW SACKS, Bethlehem, Pa., was prom oted to c ontr oller at Burro n Med ical
Products, Inc. He is a m em b e r of Le-

high Valley Chapter.
JEANNE F. GILLIS, Boston, has been

promoted to assistant controller of Forsyth Dental Center.
CHARLES R. DAUL, Charlotte, has been
prom ot ed to cont roller of K night Publishing Co. He is a m em ber of Charlotte

Blue.
JAMES R. DETERS, Chicago, was elect-

ed a vice president of Borg - Warner
Corp. He will continue as controller.
At Republic Steel Corp., Cleveland,
M.J. NETZLY, comptroller, and M.E.
SHANNON, treasurer, were elected vice
presidents.
ED L. ECHELMEYER, Columbia, Mo.,

has been promoted to assistant controller, Boone County National Bank. He is
a member of Mid - Missouri.
FLYNN T. HARRELL, Columbia (S.C.),

has been elected assistant to the executive secretary- treasurer for business af65
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The Public Accounting
Profess ion
Pro blems and Prosp ects
Stanley Charles Abraham
320pp. $18.00 LC 77 -7804
ISBN 0 -669 -01606-3

Career Conflict: Management's
Inelegant Dysfunction
Robert Kirk Mueller
October LC 78 -19240
ISBN 0- 669 - 02471 -6

Man agin g M an agem en t
Information Systems
Philip Ein-Dor, Eli Segev, Tel -Aviv
University
208pp. $18.00 LC 77 -10001
ISBN 669- 01642 -x

fairs, General Board of South Carolina
Baptist Convention.
RAY BROWN, Dallas, has been nam ed
co n tro ller of Texas Pacific Oil Co.
Two Dayton members have been named
at Ho b art Corp. ARTHUR A. BOSTON
was prom oted to m anager of accountin g, Refrigerator Div., and THOMAS R.
LEWIS h as been pr om oted to m anager
of salaried payroll.
TERRY E. GILLAND, Des Moines, was
ad m it ted t o pa rtner ship in M cGlad rey,
Hansen , Dunn & C o . . . . JAMES A.
KOOLHOF has been elected controller of
th e Des Moines Register & Tribune Co.

Goal Programming and
Extensions
James P. Ignizio, The Pennsylvania
State University
288pp. $18.50 LC 75 -12089

(617) 862 -6650 (212) 924 -6460

Call our toll -free number
(800) 428-9292

Accountants
Work for Yourself
Utilize a combination of proven
marketing, in -office production,
and data processing systems
that have been developed and
refined over a 29 -year period.
To learn how you can establish,
or expand, your own practice.
call C. M. Hess.
Serving over 14,000 business
clients each month through
over 140 nationwide
franchised offices
We are the Official Tabulators for
the National Easter Seal Telethon.

COO nii PREEHE SSOMC
accounting corporation
2111 Comprehensive Drive. Aurora. Ilhnas 60507

Toll free phone. 800/323 -9000
Illinois phone: 312/898 -6868, collect

WOLOSHEN

COOPER

Fox River bailey

Rochester

HARLAN T, JACOBS, Edina, Minn., has
been pro m oted to treasurer of Com puter Co ntrol Engineering, Inc. H e is a
memb er of Minneapolis Northstar.
GERALD A. TEELE, Fayetteville, N.C.,
has been named director of rat es and
b u d get s for N ort h Car olina Ga s Cor p.
He is a m em ber of Charlotte Blue.
JEFFREY L. WOLOSHEN, Freeport, Ill.,
has been appointed controller for the
Halsey Ta ylor and Structo d ivisions of
Kin g - Seeley Thermos Co. He is a member of Fox River Valley Chapter.
CONRAD J. GORDON, Greenwich,
Co n n ., was elected to vice president of
Lo n e Star Ind ustries in ad ditio n to his
respo nsibilities as controller.
PATRICK D. MCGINLEY, Hawaii, is
no w with Village Resorts as Hawaii division c o n t r o lle r . . . . GERTRUDE M.
MORI was prom oted to controller of
Servco Pacific's wholesale m erchandise
grou p o perations.
JAMES R. PAUL, Houston, was promoted to senior vice president, finance, and
treasu rer of Coastal States Gas Corp.
ROBERT D. TANSEY, Indianapolis, has
been elected president and chief executive officer, Guarantee Auto Stores.
Two Lake Erie Central m em bers have
been named at the Lorain National
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MARVIN G . SIEGERT, Madison, has
been appointed m anager of finance and
accounting, Ray -O -Vac Div., ESB Inc.
GERALD MEOLA, Merola, N.Y., is now
corporate controller for Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc. He is a m em ber of Es-

sex County.
DWIGHT H. DAVIS, Milwaukee past
president, has been named controller of
the Consum er Products Div., A.O.
S m it h C o r p . . . . WILLIAM L. TENNESSEN has been prom oted to president of
Fidelity Appraisal Co.
BENJAMIN S. JAFFRAY, Minneapolis,
was elected vice president, finance, of
Cargill, Inc.

ISBN 0- 669- 00021 -3

Lexington Books
D. C. Heath and Company
125 Spring Street
HEATH Lexington MA 02173

Bank. RAY D. SCHUMAN was promoted
to executive vice president and JAMES
R. BRYDEN, senior vice president and
c a s h ie r . . . . ROBERT C. GERKEN has
been named controller of Norw alk Furniture Corp.

CHARLES L. CROSS, Newport Beach,
Calif., is now vice president and treasurer of N atio nal Systems Corp. H e i s a
past president of Orange Coast Califor-

nia.
JOSEPH F. OLSON, North Chicago, recently was prom oted to assistant controller of international operations, Abbott Laboratories. H e is a member of

Illinois Northeast.
PAUL J. FOLEY, Norwich, recently was
nam ed branc h m an ager, Groton office,
Hartfor d Natio nal Ban k & Tru st Co.
RAYMOND R. REZAC, Pittsburgh., has
been appointed m anager of accounting,
Clairton Works, U.S. Steel Corp.
TERRY L. TROUP, Reading, was named
senior vice president and com ptroller,
Am erican Bank & Trust. Co. of Pennsylvania.
J.N. HARPER, Reno, has been appointed controller of the Reef Hotel and Casino. He is past president of Reno Area.
WILLARD H. CATLETT, JR., and ROBERT S. YOUNG, Richmond have been
nam ed assistant vice presidents at Bank
of Virginia Co.
GEORGE A. COOPER, Rochester, has
joined Mixing Equipm ent Co., as vice
president, f in a n c e . . . . BARTLEY C.
GOULD has been named controller at
the Engineered Products Div., Goulds
Pum ps, Inc.... GERARD T. PAVELSKY
has been named controller for Photographic Sciences Corp.
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JOHN C . GR IMM ,

San Francisco, has
been promoted to controller of California- Pacific Utilities.

L.J. MADDEN, JR., Shreveport, was
named president and chief executive officer of the Frost- Whited Co.
ROBERT

R.

DENSMORE,

So ut hf ie ld ,

Mich., memb er of Ma co mb Co un ty,
was prom o ted to co n tro ller o f Citizen s
Mortgage Co rp .
GERARD D.

S T R AUB,

South Jersey, is
now comptroller and secretary of the
Viking Yacht Co.
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WILLIA M

74 ,

, New York ,

Rochester,
1931. Emeritus Life Associate.
W E R N E R B E L L M A N N , 6 6 , Richmond
,
1962.
P H Y L L I S J . C L A R K , 51, Dayton, 1974.
F R A N K P. D O H E N Y ,
69, L o u i s v i l l e ,
1947, ELA.
JULIUS FELIC IONE , 60, Florida West
Central, 1961.
R.J.
F ER NANDEZ,
53 ,
Member -atLarge, Puerto Rico, 1977.
W A LT E R W . GARRIT Y, 79 , Bridgeport
past president, 1937. ELA.
J AM ES F . GE OR GE , 55, Northeast Mississippi, 1970.
W I L L A R D K- G H E N T , 7 3 , S y ra c u s e ,
1941. ELA.
T.H. HENSON, 53,St. Louis, 1967.
J E R R Y W . H O W A R D , 2 6 , Waukesha
Area, 1974.
N.R. JEZEWSKI, 43, Buffalo, 1966,
SAIC HIRO KANEKO, 78 , Tokyo pa s t
president, 1972.
ART HUR E. KAREL, 58, Fort Lauderdale, 1965.
JOHN W. LUDWIG, 88, St, Louis, 1922.
R O BE R T
M. NASH, 46, Richmond,
1962.
J.W. O ' D O N N E L L , 43, Baltimore, 1972.
JOHN H. PAGE, 64, Charleston, 1946.
MER VIN PRArr, 80, Syracuse, 1937.
ELA.
R A L P H E. QUICK, 76, Louisville, 1951.
ELA.
JOSEPH R. RATICO, 56, Trenton, 1952.
CAR L. J. RIS C H ,

SR., 62, Evan sville past
president, 1954. ELA.
E.E. SCHARDT, 63, Da yt o n , 1947. ELA.
KE IT H E . SHE R RILL, 56 , C at a w b a Val-

ley, 1973.
ALBER T

W.

Digest of Accounting
Opportunities m- 550,000+
If you would like to monitor
today's d ynamic account -

ing and financial job
market in privacy and oom
plete confidence, call for
your fre e copy of Source

In Memoriam
S T A N L E Y P. A R N O L D ,
1973.
BAET J ER,

Just Out! The Source Finance

S ING LET O N,

67,

Ba to n

Rouge, 1948.
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*Source Finance

Digest of
g
Accounting
Opportunities

Finance's new Digest of
Accounting Opportunities.
The Digest presents a
timely and comprehensive
sampling of our client's
current needs in the areas
of executive financial
management, controllership, treasury. public accounting, taxes,
audifing, financial planning and analysis.
budgeting. cost. trust, credit and
investments. The specifics of industry,

position responsibility and

career potential of each
opening are provided in detail. Starting salaries range
from $15.000 to 5,.50,000 +.
This important career informatlon has been compiled
by Source Finance, the

unique nonfranchised

MMMMMMA

national recruiting firm
specializing in accounting
and financial placement. If
you seek intelligent career
guidanc e and c ounsel,

Source Finance can help. Our entire professional staff is composed of CPA / MBAs
having extensive direct experience in the
acco unting and finance fie ld.

Call For Your FREE Copy Today!
Atlanta
404/325 -7000
Walt Stroman, CPA /MBA
Boston
617/482 -7850
Sandy Salmela, CPA/ MBA
Chicago
312/372 -9192
Ken Barkin, CPA 'MBA
Dallas
214'630 -3410
Jim Fowlkes, CPA
Denver
303 /571 -4220
Dick Mosek, CPA
Detroit
313/963 -7464
Marty Pierce, MBA
If unable to call, write: Source Finance,
D
Department
enin1S 100 South Wacker Drive,
Chicago,, Illinois 60606
(Whenwrifing, please be sure to indicate

Fort Worth
817'338 -4750
John Catterton, CPAr'MBA
Irvine, CA
714!975 -0150
Bill Richardson, CPA
Los Angeles
213/385.0333
Carl Miller, CPA/ MBA
Palo Alto
415;1328 -2050
Ben Rugg, CPA
San Francisco
415,'956 -4740
Bob Mensik, CPA i MBA
Southfield, MI
313/352 -8860
Bob Luter, MBA
�
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position title and use home address.)

F R AN K

R.

S O M ER S ,

80,

Dayton

p as t

president, 1934. ELA.
S T A N LE Y F . S O W A, 5 8 ,

Olean- Bradford

Area, 1964,
SVEINN

J. S T O R M, 7 9

, Cedar Rapids,

1943. ELA.
FR ANK

W.

VI NC EN T ,

28,

Sheboygan

Lakeshore, 1974.

each, to help destroy the documents!
So the Hassle Fact or Wor ksh eet is a
great hands -on opportunity for us all.
I d o com m e nd NAA 's s up p or t of
. . .,
the paperwork reduction objectives of
the Com m ission on Federal Paperwork.
It's good that we N A A m em bers can
now participate in their brainstorm ing
efforts.

LETTERS
Orvi lle R. Kei ster
Professor of Account ing
The Uni versi ty of Akron

Con ti nu ed from page 16
a m atter o f fact, IRS is buying all new
pulverizing machines, costing $80,000

Akron, Ohi o
B7

Weafer Elected President of SCMS Society
Robert J. Weafer, Boston, has been elected President of the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society for
1978 -79. He is vice president for business and finance, treasurer and assistant secretary ofBentley
College ofAccounting and Finance.
Mr. Weafer was elected at the Society's Annual
Meeting on June 22 held in conjunction with the
NAA Annual Conference in San Francisco. Society members also elected Charles S. Myerly, Charlotte Gold, and W. Atlee Davis, Delaware, vice
presidents; Arthur S. Taylor, Boston, secretary,
and Robert L. Pyle, Cleveland, treasurer.
Elected as governors to serve a two -year term,
1978 -80, were Donald W. Blacka, Pittsburgh;
Frederick L. Cowan, Connecticut Gateway; Miles
J. Gibbons, Hamsburg Area; Donald G. Perry,
San Francisco; Arthur A. Rautio, Hartford, and
Vernon E. Zumhagen, Rockford.
Those members elected governors last year
whose terms expire in 1979 are Harry W. Cherry,
Wilmington; Bliss R. Finlay, Detroit; Joseph R.
Gilhooly, Boston; Marshall M. Johnson, Los Angeles Charles R. Miller, Pittsburgh, and Vernon
Owens, Jr., South Birmingham.
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A. Kenneth Benson, director of finance and
EDP division at NAA, is the staff coordinator for
the Society.
Mr. Weafer joined NAA in 1951, affiliating
with the Boston Chapter. He served as president
of the chapter and subsequently served two terms
as national director. He was active on the Accounting Development Committee, the Committee on Research Planning, the Committee on Publications, and the Committee on Long -Range
Planning. He was elected governor ofthe McLeod
Society for 1972 -74, served two terms as the treasurer, and was elected a vice president, 1977 -78.
Comprised ofcurrent and past national officers
and directors of the Association, the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society was organized to promote
and perpetuate the acquaintances and friendships
developed through service in NAA and to provide
a reservoir of experience for use by the Association in carrying out its objectives. Originally called
"The Spot Club ", the Society was later renamed
after its founder, the first secretary ofthe Association. As oneofits activities, the Society sponsors the
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society Trophy.
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accounts payable
cash management
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You get improved
control of your cash flow
plus increased flexibility with
Accounts Receivable and Accounts
Payable cash management systems from
Software International.
Accounts Receivable is data -base designed,
using advanced file - handling and on -line
techniques for maximum control and flexibility
in processing cash payments.
Accounts Payable gives users positive and
timely control over cash disbursements, coupled with accurate and rapid reporting at
both detail and summary level.
Regardless of the Software International
System you install, you get the training, support and documentation that's made our application packages the choice of financial and
accounting professionals around the world.
Turn your cash flow problems over to our
cash management systems for better control. Only from Software International.

GOP

t u r n e d m e o n , S o f twa re

International. Please send me
m o r e I nf o rm a tio n a b o u t:

1

LARGE❑COMPUTER❑SYSTEMS❑—
for users of IBM, BURROUGHS,
DEC, HONEYWELL, UNIVAC and
ICL computers.
Financial
❑ ❑General❑Ledger❑and❑Financial
Reporting
❑ ❑Accounts❑Payable
❑ ❑Accounts❑Receivable
❑ ❑Fixed❑Asset❑Accounting
Manuf acturing
❑ ❑Material❑Requirements❑Planning
❑ ❑Master❑Production❑Scheduling
❑ ❑Cap acity❑Planning
❑ ❑Shop❑Floor❑Control
❑ ❑Purchasing
Comprohenelue Report Generator
❑ ❑FILETAB

SMALL❑COMPUTER❑SYSTEMS❑—

' or users of System/3 and other
IBM, Burroughs, Univac 9030.
Honeywell 62, HP 3000, DEC,
Interdata and most popular
business minicomputers.
❑ ❑General❑Ledger❑and❑Financial
Reporting
❑ ❑Accounts❑Payable
❑ ❑Accounts❑Receivable
❑ ❑Fixed❑Asset❑Accounting
Name

Title
tl

Company
Address

city

zip

slate
System

1

Computer
we
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1
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ONAL® 1

Elm Square, Andover. Mass. 01810 (617) 475 -5040

Atlanta (404) 252 -9880 New York (9141332 -0040 Washington, D C (301( 770.6460
Philadelphia (302) 995 -7101 Chicago (312) 729.7410
San Diego (714) 292.9833 Toronto (416) 862.0521 NousIon f7t3I444.3348
tmm
Columbus. OH (614) 773.2167 San Francisco (4151 433.5797
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The revolving door
v s 1 0

employment stability.
Turnover is not only costly, but it makes it difficult
for a firm to attract competent personnel.
Robert Half has assisted thousands of organizations in bringing employment stability to their financial and data processing departments.
Here's why:
We're specialists. And specialists have to do a
better job.
We're large. 60 offices in the United States, Canada and Great Britain. And our size benefits you. We

f

select people who match your most specific requirements from the maximum number of skilled accounting, financial and edp professionals.
We've been around a long time. Thirty years of
know -how gives us an insight into our concentrated
fields that is unmatched anywhere. Robert Half has
stability. Isn't that the right kind of organization to
help slow down the revolving door?
Look us up in the W hite Pages in key centers
throughout most of the English- speaking world.

R
OBERT O Lf
accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists

Albuquerque • Allentown • Atlanta • Baltim ore • Birm ingham
Boston • Buff alo • Chic ago • Cinc innati • City of Commerce (CA) • Cleveland • Clifton, N.J.
Columbus • Dallas • Davenport • Dayton
Denver • Des Moines • Detroit
Fresno • Grand Rapids • Greensboro
Hartfo rd • Ho us to n • Indianap olis • K ansas City • L ancaster • L ong Is land • L os A ng eles • L ouis ville
Me mp his • Miami
Milwauke e
Minne apolis
Ne w Orle ans • New York
Omaha
Orange (CA) • Palo Alto • Philad elp hia • Phoenix • Pittsburgh • Po rtland
Providence
Sacramento
St. Louis • St. Paul • San Anto nio
San Francisco • San Jose • Seattle • Stamford, Cf. • Tamp a • W ashington, D.C. • W ilm ing ton
Canad a: C algary • To ro nto • V anco uver • Great Britain: Lo nd on

